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1. Introduction 

Human societies are made up of people, and people need a livelihood. Condi-
tions for making a living and having children shape how people are able, and 
willing, to live their lives. This, in turn, affects the character and sustainability 
of the society they live in. In a European context and beyond, living conditions 
changed drastically with industrialization and the consequential creation of 
labor markets as the basis for earning a living. Labor markets constitute a his-
torical anomaly in making most people dependent on someone else being will-
ing to pay for their labor – on being employable, for their livelihood.1 Since 
their creation, labor markets have developed in ways that fundamentally alter 
the conditions for such employability, and hence also for the possibility of 
earning a living. However, people do not only need a livelihood; they also 
need to receive as well as provide care during different periods of life (cf. 
Knijn & Kremer 1997). The creation and development of labor markets is in-
herently connected to conditions for care work, and for being able to both care 
for one’s children and maintain them economically. 

With industrialization and the creation of labor markets came a clearer di-
vision of labor between women and men, in which fathers specialize in earn-
ing a living for the family as a whole, and mothers specialize in caring for 
children, elderly, and the household. The reason is that, while in a pre-indus-
trial society, productive and reproductive labor could be more fluid and both 
undertaken in the same place, earning organized through wage labor under-
taken away from the home fundamentally changes also the conditions for or-
ganizing caring. For those who could afford to, having the mother specialize 
in unpaid care work2 became a solution, one that was facilitated by gendered 
norms tying care work to women, and that in Europe over time was formally 
institutionalized in tax systems, wage setting allowing men to earn a family 
wage, and welfare states. 

Over the 20th and early 21st century, conditions for earning have changed, 
with inevitable implications also for conditions for caring. Welfare states have 
been created and expanded and then moved into a phase of retrenchment. Eu-
ropean labor markets have gone from reforms regulating contracts, combined 
with the family wage and goals of full employment in the first part of the 20th 

1 Described as “a very peculiar song and dance,” by Fraser and Jaeggi (2018) p. 16. 
2 The focus in this thesis is on the conditions for family formation, for having children and for 
raising those children, within advanced welfare states in the EU. “Care” here, therefore, refers 
to childcare, rather than to care work in general. 
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century, toward structural unemployment, liberalization including more inse-
cure forms of employment, and lower wages in the latter part (e.g., Streeck 
2009; Iversen & Rosenbluth 2003; Stråth 2000; Fraser 1994). At the same 
time, the gendered division of labor has become less specialized: mothers are 
moving into formal labor markets while part of the necessary care work is 
outsourced to markets, welfare states, extended family and, more recently, fa-
thers. The development in mothers’ employment has certainly varied in inten-
sity and pace across Europe, with Southern Europe having the lowest rates of 
female labor force participation and the Nordic countries the highest, but it 
has moved in the same direction all over Europe,3 and globally (Ahn & Mira 
2002). 

A broad, albeit varying, trend of declining gendered income gaps is inter-
sected by another one of growing class-based income divides, resulting from 
labor market liberalization, which also risks taking new forms as employment 
contracts come with increasingly diverse conditions. Welfare states are more-
over differently well placed to adapt to covering new labor market risks that 
follow from these changing conditions for earning (Bonoli 2007). 

This thesis studies these processes of change in the cases of Italy and Swe-
den: how they affect individual living conditions, with a focus on gendered 
and classed conditions for earning and caring, as well as how societies change 
as individual living conditions change, and how they may become more equal 
when it comes to conditions for earning and caring. Italy and Sweden are two 
cases out of a universe of European welfare states, facing similar labor market 
changes, interlinked with conditions for earning and caring, and with the EU 
setting the frame both for discourse and policymaking. At the same time, they 
differ in important ways when it comes to conditions for earning and caring; 
consequently, the said processes are likely to play out differently when it 
comes to individual living conditions as well as societal change. 

Work family reconciliation and labor market 
liberalization: Who is to reconcile what? 
The vanishing family wage and mothers’ labor market participation are linked, 
even if the causal direction is less clear. Streeck (2009) argues that women 
entering labor markets in ever-larger numbers during the 20th century in-
creased the labor supply to such an extent that it tilted the power balance be-
tween employers and workers, thereby enabling employers to offer less in or-
der to secure the labor they needed. On the other hand, the vanishing family 
wage made it increasingly unsustainable for families to live on a single wage, 
thereby pushing mothers into paid work in order to help maintain the family 

3 At least until the fall of communism, after which the female labor force participation decreased 
in the former communist countries in Eastern Europe. 
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economically. A related factor is increasing rates of family breakdown, poten-
tially spurring the movement of married women into labor markets as an in-
come insurance, but that may also be spurred by the fact that economically 
independent women have the possibility to leave a bad marriage and still be 
able to maintain themselves (Iversen & Rosenbluth 2003). 

These developments across European countries have also come with de-
clining birth rates, generally to below replacement level, threatening the re-
production of the labor force and thereby welfare state sustainability. Fertility 
rates are generally (even) lower in European countries with low rates of female 
labor force participation,4 which has highlighted the potential for increasing 
both at the same time. Under the flag of work family reconciliation, the EU is 
indeed promoting mothers’ labor market participation as a way to redress con-
cerns not only with production but also fertility rates, and labor market liber-
alization is part of the strategy. In the quest for economically sustainable so-
cieties, European policymakers are harnessing what are essentially two global 
mega trends: The monetization of women’s, in particular mothers,’ labor 
through their movement into formal labor markets, and the liberalization of 
those same labor markets (cf. Standing 1989; Perrons et al. 2006; Streeck 
2009). 

In many countries, employment protection legislation has been deregulated 
over the past few decades, especially when it comes to temporary contracts 
(OECD 2014). The trend is not identical everywhere, but countries are con-
verging around lower protection for temporary workers, with few countries 
having maintained the level of regulation over time unless it was low to begin 
with (with France and Norway as the two notable exceptions). Sweden and 
Italy both started out with unusually strict regulation of temporary contracts, 
stricter than that of permanent (standard) contracts and among the strictest in 
the OECD in 1990, but they have since shown similar trends of labor market 
flexibilization “at the margin” (Jessoula & Raitano 2016; Sacchi & Bastagli 
2005; Bernardi & Nazio 2005) – i.e., liberalizing the use of temporary con-
tracts but maintaining strict regulation of standard contracts (OECD 2014). 

In 1994, the EU Commission framed work family reconciliation as a matter 
of “maximizing women’s productivity,” rather than as a matter of equalizing 
the division of paid and unpaid work between women and men (Repo 2016; 
Rubery et al. 2003; Stratigaki 2004; Lewis 2009; Lewis & Plomien 2009). 
Labor market flexibilization, entailing deregulation of employment protection 
and/or a diversification of contract types, is framed both as a way to lower 
labor market thresholds for mothers by decreasing the risk of employing 

4 A seemingly paradoxical phenomenon, given that mothers who do not work for pay should 
have more time to spend on childcare, which should logically increase fertility rates, while dual-
earning should make having children more difficult and should therefore reduce fertility. Over 
time, the latter has indeed happened, namely fertility rates have decreased as dual-earning has 
increased in Europe, but fertility rates in European countries in which gendered specialization 
remains common have decreased even more (Ahn & Mira 2002). 
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women in child-bearing ages, thereby increasing their employability, and as a 
way to facilitate the combination of paid work with care work. Labor market 
flexibilization as a way to improve mothers’ work family reconciliation im-
plicitly assumes women to be doing the reconciling, by adding some earning 
to their existing responsibilities for caring – but not necessarily under condi-
tions that would enable them to be economically independent. Mothers are 
therefore still assumed to depend economically on their children’s father, and 
fathers to be able to leave care work to their children’s mother (cf. Daly 2011; 
Lewis & Plomien 2009). 

Just as work family reconciliation, labor market flexibilization is a vague 
concept that can be filled with different meanings (cf. Jabko 2006). External 
flexibility involves reforms to employment protection legislation, making it 
easier to hire and fire, while internal flexibility makes it easier to adjust wages 
and/or work hours of existing employees (Wilthagen & Tros 2004). Both ver-
sions can be employee-led or employer-led, where the former means the em-
ployee is given more control over when and how much to work, while the 
latter gives the employer more control over work conditions. As demonstrated 
in the empirical parts of this book, Italy and Sweden have both implemented 
versions of external flexibility, including a diversification of modes of labor 
market participation and of contract types. Certain reforms have had em-
ployer-led focus, meant to enable companies to easily adapt the size of their 
workforce to their needs; for others, a focus on employee-led flexibilization 
meant to provide labor force participants with a greater choice of how to par-
ticipate. Part-time work is a form of internal flexibility that can also be either 
employer-led or employee-led, depending on who has the right to ask for it, 
and whether it is compulsory for the other part to agree. Employer-led flexi-
bilization is argued to lower labor market thresholds for women, young adults, 
immigrants, and other “weak” groups, and thereby facilitate the combination 
of earning and caring by increasing mothers’ employability. Employee-led 
flexibilization is argued to increase mothers’ work family reconciliation by 
providing them with possibilities to adjust their paid work to their care respon-
sibilities. Whether this form of labor market reforms actually ends up facili-
tating work-family reconciliation is, however, an open question. 

The EU has strongly promoted the concept of flexicurity, the idea that in-
creasing external flexibility should be accompanied by an adaptation of social 
policy to cover new labor market risks (Auer 2010; Wilthagen & Tros 2004; 
Wilthagen, Tros, & van Lieshout 2003). Denmark is often identified as an 
example, where relaxed employment protection legislation was coupled with 
a generous unemployment insurance, meant to effectively minimize the eco-
nomic effects of losing one’s job by allowing for some time to find a new one 
without losing income. If combined with such an adapted social insurance as 
well as universal and affordable childcare services, a more flexible labor mar-
ket may not necessarily mean low-quality jobs, lower income security, or 
problems arranging childcare. When social policy is not adapted, however, as 
has often been the case across EU member states (e.g., Seifert & Tangian 
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2006, 2007; Tangian 2007; Blossfeld et al. 2005; Esping-Andersen 2009; Han-
sen 2007; Stråth 2000; Schmid 2008; Lewis & Plomien 2009), flexibilization 
of labor markets may indeed make work family reconciliation more difficult 
rather than facilitating it (e.g., Lewis & Plomien 2009; Streeck 2009; Stråth 
2000; Blossfeld et al. 2005; Bernardi & Nazio 2005; Mills et al. 2005; Esping-
Andersen 2007, 2009, 2016; Schmid 2007). It can then produce a new form 
of stratification of room for maneuver, with type of contract becoming a factor 
for the possibility to ensure income security, and for the conditions for com-
bining earning and caring. This is under-researched in the academic literature 
on labor market flexibilization and work family reconciliation, as well as over-
looked by policymakers hailing labor market flexibilization as a route to work 
family reconciliation. 

From a research perspective, the EU approach, in fact, raises a number of 
questions: It is neither clear what labor market liberalization does to living 
conditions of people and sustainability of European welfare states, nor 
whether it, in fact helps enable work family reconciliation. It is actually far 
from clear what the EU intends by work family reconciliation: Firstly, it is 
unclear whether it is conceptualized at the family-level with a gendered divi-
sion of labor as a potential strategy, or at the individual level and the idea that 
each adult should be able to reconcile earning and caring individually. Sec-
ondly, it is unclear what is intended, concretely, by being able to reconcile 
work and family in terms of living conditions. This is unclear not only when 
it comes to EU policymaking but also in the academic literature on the subject. 

The rest of this introductory chapter elaborates on this argument about the 
consequences of labor market liberalization. It specifies the gaps in the exist-
ing academic literature and presents the overarching theoretical argument on 
how to respond to the gaps and shortcomings of the state-of-the-art but also to 
establish links between research traditions that have been pursued in different 
silos. This enables a formulation of the more specific research aim, as well as 
the thesis’ main contributions in relation to the identified research gaps. 

Specifying the research gaps 
There is a substantial feminist political science and sociology literature on 
earning and caring, emphasizing the importance of unpaid care work for how 
the welfare state can work and vice versa, but also including the value and 
meaning of care in people’s lives (e.g., Donath 2000; Folbre & Nelson 2000; 
Himmelweit 2002, 2005; Knijn & Kremer 1997; Razavi 2007). Feminist 
scholars have long highlighted that production and reproduction are inter-
linked (see Ciccia & Sainsbury 2018 for an overview of the literature), that 
care and domestic work are necessary to enable production, that they consti-
tute valuable contributions to society and should be treated as such. Sen (1990) 
labels care work “social technology,” defined as social forms of work needed 
for the production of goods, and therefore simply a different form of 
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productive work. This literature also highlights how caring responsibilities 
condition earning possibilities, and the gendered consequences thereof for cit-
izenship and economic dependency at the individual level (e.g., Aassve, 
Mencarini, & Sironi 2014; Glass et al. 2016; Lewis 1992; Lewis & Giullari 
2005; Sundström & Duvander 2002; Orloff 1993; Sainsbury 1996; Daly 2011; 
Korpi 2000; Ferrarini 2006). It brings to the fore the gendered conditions for 
earning (less so the gendered conditions for caring, i.e., fathers’ possibilities 
to care and how they are circumscribed by their responsibilities to earn) and 
highlights the need to enable mothers to combine earning and caring. 

However, while feminist scholars have rightly criticized mainstream schol-
ars for ignoring care work in analyses of the welfare state as well as the labor 
market, the focus on care and unpaid work often makes their own analyses of 
the organization of earning rather vague. Analyses generally stop at whether 
economic incentives encourage women (especially, married women and/ or 
mothers) to enter the labor market, assuming that as long as the economic cost 
of care in relation to prospective net earnings is low enough, mothers will enter 
paid work (e.g., Esping-Andersen et al. 2002; Lewis 1992, 1997; Sainsbury, 
1996, 1999; O’Connor et al. 1999; Daly & Rake 2003). Whether they do enter 
the labor market, and how and at what terms, is then either left out of the 
analysis, or treated simply as a predictable outcome of economic incentives 
along with the organization of care. Such a perspective neglects the impact of 
informal institutions, such as norms and ideas on how different formally avail-
able options are perceived and evaluated. Moreover, the cost-benefit analyses 
tend not to include labor market structure and how it affects the way in which 
the market can and does work as a primary source of earning, considering also 
needs to provide care. Ciccia and Sainsbury (2018) highlight the theorization 
of care contributed by feminist scholarship on the welfare state, but they argue 
that the main challenge ahead is to give balanced attention to paid work and 
care. They also identify a major research gap as “… the failure to analyze from 
a gender perspective the impact of the interaction between changes in the 
economy – such as the growing precarisation of labour markets – and politi-
cal decisions that have enlarged paid work as the basis of entitlements to so-
cial benefits.” (p. 104). I would add decisions that have enlarged paid work as 
the basis of earning a living, and this for women as well as men. 

Reconceptualizing work family reconciliation 
When it comes to analyzing how labor market liberalization affects work fam-
ily reconciliation, excluding labor market policy and conditions is clearly 
problematic. Participating in the labor market while also having children can-
not automatically be equated with work family reconciliation, but needs to be 
evaluated in terms of whether what is earned through that labor market partic-
ipation allows for maintaining oneself and one’s children. Labor market par-
ticipation, that is, cannot be seen as an end in itself, but as a means for achiev-
ing work family reconciliation, which entails demands on income and work 
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conditions. Moreover, how that labor market participation can be combined 
with care work, how responsibility for caring limits possible ways to partici-
pate in the labor market, and how labor market participation in turn conditions 
possibilities to take on care responsibilities need to be brought into the con-
ceptualization. 

There is, to the best of my knowledge, a persistent gap in the literature here, 
concerning the analytical blurriness of work family reconciliation when it 
comes to what it is, concretely, and how it might be measured. Orloff’s (1993) 
“capacity to form and maintain an autonomous household” is an illustrative 
case. It has been a highly influential concept since it was coined, as it effec-
tively pinpoints the power inequalities built into a male breadwinner-female 
carer model. However, it is an abstract conceptualization of those power ine-
qualities and Orloff (1993) says little about what it means, concretely, to ac-
tually have such a capacity when it comes to living standard/ earning possibil-
ities as well as care solutions. And she is far from alone. 

Lewis (2009) and Hobson (2013) have delved especially deeply into con-
ditions for combining work and family. Lewis (2009) highlights that earning 
does not equate with economic independence, but the analysis remains fo-
cused on policy packages, leaving out outcomes. It stops short of analyzing 
what actually happens to work family reconciliation when mothers enter the 
labor market, and indeed short of theorizing economic independence in rela-
tion to labor market participation and care responsibilities. Lewis (2009) as 
well as Hobson (2013) emphasize the importance of conceptualizing gender 
equality in terms of “real choice,” linking their frameworks to Amartya Sen’s 
Capabilities Approach. But what exactly is required to ensure such real choice 
is less clear: what room for maneuver is necessary for someone to be deemed 
to have “real choice” when it comes to how to combine earning and caring? 

Hobson (2013) presents what stands out as the most ambitious research 
agenda to date about the concept of ‘work life balance,’ which is very close, 
although not identical, to work family reconciliation. She identifies tensions 
between work and family in terms of time, focus, stress, and emotions as fac-
tors affecting perceptions of work life balance. She presents a framework for 
studying institutional factors affecting an individual’s capability set, including 
formal as well as informal institutions, such as workplace culture and policy. 
She wants to avoid completely subjective ideas of work life balance and em-
phasizes the importance of expectations for perceptions of one’s situation and 
that such expectations are affected by the institutional context. Yet, the capa-
bility set for work life balance that she studies remains a moving target: she 
does not define what should qualify as work life balance, and what should not. 
There is no clear conceptualization of what such balance needs to achieve for 
someone’s life. In short, we have no way of knowing whether there is, or is 
not, work life balance. Just as in the case of EU policy, specified conceptual-
izations of the outcome are conspicuously missing: the question remains what 
is work family reconciliation? 
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Fraser’s (1994) Universal Caregiver model represents a philosophical take 
on this very question. Being a philosophical exercise, it lacks in concretion, 
but it offers a bid on how to envision a way of living that actually amounts to 
reconciliation of work and family in terms of time dedicated to one and the 
other. However, Fraser (1994) has little to say about how earning is to be or-
ganized in practice, other than through less time spent on paid work; about 
what is an adequate living standard and how it is to be ensured; and about how 
caring is to be solved when parents are working – and in a way that enables 
“reconciliation.” Here too, we are left wondering what, concretely, it means 
to reconcile work and family, and how it is to be ensured. 

In sum, despite all the scholarly work going into this concept, it remains 
alarmingly fuzzy. The ambiguity of the concept in policymaking may be an 
advantage for reasons of coalition building and necessary compromises (cf. 
Palier 2005; Jabko 2006; Daly 2011). However, it is a drawback in the aca-
demic literature simply because it dilutes the analytical clarity – which be-
comes particularly acute when it comes to understanding processes of institu-
tional and social change. Importantly, work family reconciliation as a policy 
goal presupposes a process of institutional and social change, which tends to 
be left under-theorized in the literature. Moreover, while the ambiguity may 
make it easier to “sell” the concept politically, it is utterly unclear what it is 
that is being sold and how it is intended to affect people’s living conditions, 
or indeed European societies. That the academic literature on earning and car-
ing, by and large, leaves institutional interactions that enable or undermine a 
coherent conceptualization of work family reconciliation in the black box, mo-
tivates the direction of investigation taken in this thesis. Based on the state-of-
the-art, we simply cannot know how possibilities to reconcile work and family 
are affected by institutional change, such as labor market liberalization. 

Such an endeavor requires conceptualizing work family reconciliation in 
relation to how conditions for earning and caring interact, and to what is re-
quired of such conditions in order to ensure that people can, in practice, main-
tain themselves and their children in a way that also allows for caring for their 
children. It requires a conceptualization that is operationalizable, and that in-
tegrates how informal institutions as well as formal institutions affect condi-
tions for combining earning and caring. Finally, it requires theorizing the pro-
cesses of institutional change that labor market liberalization and actual im-
provements of work family reconciliation entail. Only with such theoretical 
tools at hand can we study empirically how these processes of change play out 
and interact. 

Interacting formal and informal institutions 
Studies applying a gendered version of Varieties of Capitalism (Hall & 
Soskice 2001) are an important complement to feminist political science in 
bringing in interactions between welfare state and labor market. This literature 
analyzes how labor markets and welfare states interact to set conditions for 
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women’s and mothers’ earning (Estevez-Abe 2005, 2006; Morgan 2005; 
Mandel & Shalev 2009; Korpi, Ferrarini, & Englund 2009). It theorizes how 
family policy might affect employers’ perceptions of female employees, but 
there is an important gap here: The focus on institutional interactions is exclu-
sively on formal institutions – gendered Varieties of Capitalism theorizes per-
ceptions of female employees as an outcome only of family policy, as if family 
policy was created in a vacuum, insulated from gendered norms, and as if such 
norms would not affect perceptions in any other way than through family po-
licy. 

Explicitly bringing in gendered norms and how they affect policymaking, 
however, is nothing new (e.g., Bergqvist & Saxonberg 2017; Leira 1992; 
Pfau-Effinger 2004, 2005), and neither is studying the impact that norms and 
values might have on how family policies affect behavior (e.g., Bekkengen 
2002; Bergqvist & Saxonberg 2017; Duncan & Edwards 1998; Grunow & 
Evertsson 2016; Kremer 2007). In the Swedish context especially, the focus 
has been on the gendered division of parental leave, despite a formally gender-
neutral legislation (Ahrne & Roman 1997; Bekkengen 2002; Bergqvist & Sax-
onberg 2017). Bekkengen (2002) specifically studies gendered perceptions of 
room for maneuver offered by the parental leave policy, arguing that fathers 
enjoy a larger room for maneuver than mothers since they perceive a greater 
possibility of opting out of taking leave. Bringing in culture, norms, and values 
into gendered policy analyses is certainly called for, which is clearly shown 
in these studies. 

When it comes to understanding how labor market liberalization affects 
work family reconciliation, however, it is not enough to zoom in on family 
policy, as is typically done in this literature. Despite the fundamental contri-
bution of feminist political science and sociology in highlighting the interde-
pendence of care work and paid work, the paid work is all too often left out of 
the actual analyses. Kremer (2007) is a case in point, arguing that care ideals 
(Hochschild 2000) play a more important role than economic considerations 
in mothers’ decision-making: “When women have babies, they do not reach 
for a calculator to decide whether they will work or not: they ask themselves, 
what would be the most appropriate form of care for my child when I am 
away? If this type of care is in place, women are more likely to work” (Kremer 
2007, p. 236). In this thesis, I argue that mothers, generally speaking, do both. 
Women considering having children increasingly need to reach for a calcula-
tor, even those who would prefer to depend on a male breadwinner, as a result 
of higher unemployment rates, the vanishing family wage, increasing insecu-
rity on labor markets, and rising rates of family breakdown. To assume, as 
Kremer (2007), that mothers in general have, and can keep having, a choice 
of whether or not to work for pay appears profoundly unrealistic. At the same 
time, mothers’ traditional responsibility for childcare has shaped gendered 
norms, meaning that assuming that they act only as homo economicus is 
equally unrealistic. Kremer certainly makes an important point: mothers 
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cannot only make an economic calculation, but they must also consider how 
their paid work affects their children’s care. 

The homo economicus-approach would have a lot to gain in terms of ex-
planatory power from integrating care ideals and other gendered norms into 
the theoretical framework, as shown by the literature highlighting the impact 
of norms and values on policymaking, as well as behavior. However, studies 
that do bring in norms but stop short of concerning themselves with the labor 
market would have a lot to gain from doing that. The labor market and the 
conditions it offers for making a living are, in fact, fundamental for a gendered 
room for maneuver for combining earning and caring – for work family rec-
onciliation – and it certainly varies just as family policy does. The labor mar-
ket cannot be treated as a constant, but should instead be studied as a variable, 
and as a variable interacting with other variables. Here, I want to bring focus 
to that interaction, to how labor market conditions interact with social policy 
and gendered norms in affecting gendered room for maneuver. 

Work family reconciliation as institutional change 
The need for institutional change to come to terms with gender inequality in 
earning and caring is clear already from the seminal work of Orloff (1993) and 
Lewis (1992), just as it is clear in Bekkengen (2002), Kremer (2007), and other 
studies highlighting the impact of norms and values, but it remains implicit 
and certainly under-theorized in feminist political science, in general. It is 
however that process of change that we need to understand in order to be able 
to not only identify goals and hurdles when it comes to work family reconcil-
iation, but also where we are headed and how we can get to where we want to 
go. In short, the central questions that need to be made explicit are: which 
change is needed and how is it to come about. The former is a matter of con-
ceptualizing work family reconciliation, as already discussed, and the latter 
about theorizing institutional change. The state-of-the-art does offer tools to 
build on in such an endeavor (addressed in Chapter 2), but they only take us 
that far. 

Regime studies are hardly famous as analytical tools for understanding 
change, but Bettio and Plantenga’s (2004) care regimes are interesting in this 
context. Their care regimes are conceptualized based on the provision of ser-
vices, care leave arrangements, and financial provision, both for childcare and 
elderly care, and “function as ‘social joins’ ensuring complementarity be-
tween economic and demographic institutions and processes” (p. 107), an ar-
gument in line with the concept of stable equilibria, further described below 
(e.g., Esping-Andersen 2009). It is an interesting approach since care is seen 
as something that will inevitably be solved in a way that complements the way 
earning is organized, in order to ensure that people can still have children and 
somehow provide the care work needed (see also Bettio et al. 2006 and Si-
monazzi et al. 2009). It thereby theorizes the interaction of conditions for earn-
ing and caring – even if empirically focusing on caring. Bettio and Plantenga 
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(2004) argue that as other institutions change, care regimes should change as 
well, but that care regimes also entail strong norms and ideals that are “at the 
core of individual national identities” (p. 107) and therefore act to impede 
change in behavior. Their analysis, however, stops short of engaging with how 
regime change actually happens. But behavior does change. Care is solved in 
new and changing ways over time. The care regime approach tells us that it 
will be solved in new ways if so required, by changing conditions for earning, 
such as labor market liberalization, but also that norms will act to impede such 
change. So, we are left to wonder how norms and “individual national identi-
ties” interact with changing behavior, and how policy plays in. This highlights 
the need to separate institutional design (policy) from institutional outcomes 
(behavior) when it comes to understanding institutional change, but also to 
theorize how they are linked: How and why do conditions translate into out-
comes? Esping-Andersen’s multiple equilibria theory offers some help on this 
point. 

Esping-Andersen and colleagues conceptualize what are essentially insti-
tutional systems of earning and caring (even if they do not label it as such), in 
terms of multiple equilibria, a framework inspired by economics and the no-
tion of Pareto optimality (Esping-Andersen 2009; Esping-Andersen et al. 
2013; Esping-Andersen & Billari 2015). Equilibrium is here characterized by 
predictability, so that investments in human capital can be made according to 
expected returns. One stable equilibrium, they argue, was in the gendered di-
vision of labor, in which women and men had different but complementary 
roles. Another one, yet to be fully realized, is one of gender equality. In be-
tween, they identify an unstable equilibrium. Their basic argument is that for 
an equilibrium to be stable, women and men need to know what to expect from 
each other in order to form families that produce efficient outcomes. What is 
efficient depends on expectations, but an important sign of efficiency is that 
household income is maximized through the chosen division of labor (cf. 
Becker 1981). Other signs of efficiency, according to Esping-Andersen et al. 
(2013, referring also to Gershuny et al. 2005) are that desired and realized 
fertility rates coincide, and that marriage rates are high and divorce rates low. 
Having the number of children that one desires and forming lasting relation-
ships are factors deemed to indicate high levels of well-being at the micro-
level. To be able to plan how to live and invest in education and other skills, 
according to expected returns, is also arguably a factor that may increase well-
being in itself but also facilitate the other two. Efficient returns on investments 
in education are also important at the macro-level, however, and replacement-
level fertility rates are fundamental for welfare state sustainability. 

This framework in effect theorizes institutional change of the institutional 
system of earning and caring, taking formal and informal institutions into con-
sideration. It places equilibria on the center stage, arguing that, when condi-
tions fail to offer predictability, we have what Esping-Andersen calls an un-
stable equilibrium that ends up affecting outcomes. That is how conditions 
translate into outcomes. Changing behavior, norms, and/or policy are all 
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potential responses aiming to restore the stability of the equilibrium. Here, we 
have the link to Bettio and Plantenga’s (2004) care regimes, which are theo-
rized as working to equilibrate economic and demographic processes. The 
multiple equilibria framework, however, links micro-level tensions and be-
havior to macro-level equilibria and sustainability. It theorizes what actually 
affects tensions at the micro-level, highlighting the importance of approaching 
actual living conditions as affected by formal and informal institutions in order 
to understand the tensions that drive changing behavior, values, and norms, 
and that risk creating unsustainable societies in terms of fertility rates and/or 
living conditions. My conclusion, thus, is that in order to be able to study the 
impact of labor market liberalization on work family reconciliation, it is nec-
essary to study it as a process of institutional change, as changing conditions 
for earning and caring. It requires theorizing such conditions as systems of 
interacting formal and informal institutions, linking micro- and macro-levels, 
and operationalizing their outcome in terms of work family reconciliation. 

Institutional analysis at micro- and macro-levels 
While the variables taken to indicate efficiency in Esping Andersen et al. 
(2013) are all valid indications of a healthy society, the mechanisms that are 
theorized are not actually studied, but rather inferred from the observed out-
comes. The main theorized mechanism is coherence between formal and in-
formal institutions, leading to coherence between men’s and women’s expec-
tations of each other and also the possibilities to fulfill such expectations. Such 
coherence (or incoherence) is inferred from aggregated outcome data, but the 
institutions, expectations, and possibilities have not been studied. My aim, 
however, is to understand what actually happens to formal and informal insti-
tutions, to expectations and possibilities to fulfill them, as institutional models 
evolve: to study the theorized mechanism rather than simply infer it. 

For example, according to survey data, Europeans quite generally have a 
preference for two children, but many limit their family size to less than that 
(Esping-Andersen 2009). Aassve, Mencarini, and Sironi (2014) study how in-
stitutions supporting mothers’ work family reconciliation have an impact on 
how having children affects well-being. They find that having children is cor-
related with decreased well-being in institutional settings that fail to support 
mothers’ work family reconciliation. Moreover, they analyze this finding in 
terms of an unstable equilibrium where women’s expectations clash with an 
institutional context that fails to support them. They infer a causal link. How-
ever, we still do not know what actually happens in what is labelled an unsta-
ble equilibrium, whether there really is a causal link between institutions and 
well-being. The mechanism is theorized but not studied. Another example is 
Esping-Andersen’s (2016) argument that decreasing divorce rates in the Nor-
dic countries show that they are coming closer to a gender equal stable equi-
librium. While this could indeed be the case, namely that people’s marriages 
are happier because men’s and women’s expectations are more in tune 
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because of a shift toward gender equal norms and behavior and that this leads 
to lower divorce rates, there are certainly other potential explanations. One 
might be that it is unaffordable to divorce in a society in which households 
increasingly depend on dual-earning. Without actually studying the micro-
level, we cannot safely say that gender equality and happy marriages are what 
keep people from divorcing. In sum, there is a need for concrete institutional 
analysis of the micro- as well as the macro-level. 

Summing up the gaps 
Work family reconciliation in its current blurry form is not a useful concept 
because we need something that entails more than simply some form of work 
and being a parent: we need a concept that makes demands on the possibilities 
to earn an adequate living through paid work and take care of one’s children 
in an adequate way in relation to care ideals – to prevailing ideas of how chil-
dren should be cared for. A more holistic perspective that builds on interacting 
formal and informal institutions and how they affect income as well as care 
security comes closer to actual living conditions than frameworks focusing on 
a certain policy area, or only on either formal or informal institutions. Such a 
perspective is valuable in itself, for better capturing living conditions, but is 
also invaluable for understanding processes of institutional change in terms of 
micro-macro interactions, and for understanding potential outcomes of such 
processes. 

Understanding how labor market liberalization affects societies and condi-
tions for work family reconciliation requires accomplishing three things that 
remain unaccomplished in previous research: 1) deconstructing the concept of 
work family reconciliation in order to construct a version of it that is both 
analytically useful and that reconquers its feminist potential – defining it in 
terms of a given room for maneuver, 2) operationalizing room for maneuver 
as a function of interacting formal and informal institutions, and 3) under-
standing – that is theorizing and studying – which institutional conflicts and 
complementarities follow from labor market liberalization, given the way the 
institutional system in which it is implemented works, and how they make up 
a process of institutional change affecting work family reconciliation and wel-
fare state sustainability – by affecting micro-level tensions, which, in turn, 
affect macro-level equilibria. 

From multiple equilibria to earning-caring models 
I propose that the gaps just discussed can be filled by using the conceptual 
framework elaborated and applied in this thesis. It is not the way single insti-
tutions are formed that is of interest, as much as how different institutions fit 
together and create (or not) a comprehensive model that enables a stable equi-
librium. Conditions for earning and caring must be studied together and in 
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terms of how they interact, and informal institutions are fundamental for un-
derstanding how a model actually works. However, if work family reconcili-
ation, and indeed gender equality, is to be a goal, it is not just about any stable 
equilibrium, but about enabling a specific stable equilibrium. This framework 
can, I argue, be put to use in order to understand and actually study existing 
tensions and instabilities, as well as how to steer toward a society offering 
certain desired living conditions, albeit in a sustainable way. But it requires 
some reworking. 

The multiple equilibria framework has an inbuilt determinism that is both 
questionable in terms of empirical accuracy and limits the framework’s use-
fulness as an analytical tool. Goldscheider et al. (2014) as well as Esping-
Andersen (2009, 2016; and Esping-Andersen et al. 2013) conceptualize 
women’s changing roles as a revolution. This analytically places countries 
along a timeline at different stages of that revolution, which will be completed 
once gendered norms come to support gender equality along with formal in-
stitutions. However, it is questionable whether a gendered stable equilibrium 
ever existed empirically, given that women have long fought for the right to 
education, to vote, to work for pay even if married, and to decide whether and 
when to have children (cf. Lewis 2009). It is moreover problematic to regard 
a gender equal stable equilibrium as an end point toward which all societies 
will inevitably converge and that will then remain in place over time. First of 
all, development paths can change direction: Even if a given development path 
shapes power balances, and where it is possible to go from a certain point, 
there is nothing deterministic about a direction toward ever more gender 
equality. Secondly, institutions keep evolving, both due to endogenous and 
exogenous processes of change, so even if a gender equal stable equilibrium 
is reached at some point, it does not mean that it will stay in place over time. 
To identify an existing society as an unstable equilibrium, in between the two 
stable ones, therefore, says little about the specific tensions of that case but 
also about the direction in which it might be headed. 

Rather than regarding these two stable equilibria as empirical start- and end 
points of a revolution of gender relations, they are therefore more useful if 
conceptualized as ideal types of institutional systems that are coherent, in 
which formal as well as informal institutions complement each other. That is 
what characterizes a stable equilibrium. This means there could potentially be 
other ideal types too, other ways of organizing earning and caring in a stable 
manner.5 Such an understanding opens up for studying the specifics of and 
differences between actual empirically existing cases that do not correspond 
to either ideal type, and that may present differences that are not necessarily 
linear, but that can still be understood in terms of tensions and instabilities. I 
use the concept of earning-caring models to describe such existing cases. It 

5 This is in fact implied by Esping-Andersen et al. (2013), presenting a graph (Figure 1) where 
stable equilibrium is defined as the area closest to a certain line, but only parts of that area 
correspond to the two identified stable equilibria, leaving ample space for others. 
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builds also on Steinmo’s (2010) concept of evolving institutional systems, as 
well as feminist political science and sociology (e.g., Lister 1994; Lewis 1992; 
Orloff 1993; Pfau-Effinger 1998, 2005, 2017; Sainsbury 1996; Kremer 2007; 
Grunow & Evertsson 2016; Ciccia & Sainsbury 2018; Himmelweit 2002) and 
feminist institutionalism (e.g., Krook & McKay 2011), also integrating con-
ceptualizations of institutional change as gradual and caused by institutional 
interaction (Mahoney & Thelen 2010; Streeck & Thelen 2005; Waylen 2013, 
2014). 

While earning-caring models are further discussed in Chapter 2, it is war-
ranted to already here point out that the concept entails a concretization of the 
multiple equilibria framework, aiming to enable a concrete analysis of institu-
tional interaction and drivers of incremental institutional change. Earning-car-
ing models conceptualize how responsibility for ensuring earning and 
(child)care is divided between state, market, and family, and builds on the 
individual or the family as the assumed unit when earning and caring are or-
ganized. It aims to capture a societal idea (even if often incoherent) of how 
earning and caring are to be solved, as reflected in social policy, family policy, 
family law, and labor market policy, as well as in norms and behavior. In an 
earning-caring model that is coherent, different formal institutions build on 
the same assumptions and they also reflect social norms. In such a model, 
individual expectations and behavior will generally be foreseeable and out-
comes predictable. When, however, something shifts – policy, norms, expec-
tations, and/or behavior – there will be tensions. A possible consequence of 
such tensions is undesired outcomes, such as low fertility rates and an earning-
caring model that evolves in unexpected ways. This allows for studying the 
theorized mechanism, what actually happens to people’s living conditions as 
the model evolves, and how such effects on living conditions, in turn, come to 
affect the model’s evolutionary path. 

Sweden and Italy, the two cases studied in this thesis, represent two ex-
tremes in many ways. They differ greatly, both in terms of outcomes, such as 
fertility rates and female labor market participation, but also in terms of policy 
and norms (Esping-Andersen 2016). They represent two very different earn-
ing-caring models: The Swedish one building on a conceptualization of work 
family reconciliation as an individual concern, and the Italian one maintaining 
a more familialistic conceptualization. Both have undergone similar patterns 
of labor market policy change, however, in particular over the past few dec-
ades with labor market flexibilization. They therefore offer an interesting 
comparison of institutional models. Familialistic and individualistic earning-
caring models work according to different conceptualizations of work family 
reconciliation and consequently depend on different factors, meaning that cer-
tain outcomes are more important in one than in the other, for example, rates 
of family breakdown. This means, in turn, that similar changes are likely to 
affect the models differently – even if leading to similar outcomes. The claim 
I make here is that studying the cases qua earning-caring models will enable 
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a new and potentially different understanding of what actually happens in 
these countries as a result of labor market liberalization. 

Going nowhere? 
Seeing stable equilibria as ideal types, and actual institutional systems as earn-
ing-caring models, allows for a new understanding of where we are and where 
we are headed, but it also opens up for a normative discussion of where we 
actually want to go and how to steer society in a desired direction in a way 
that ensures stability and sustainability. Fraser and Jaeggi (2018) call for 
breaking into the economic black box and evaluating its content according to 
what it does to people and whether it is necessary, or desirable, for it to work 
the way it does. And if not, how would we like it to work and how can we get 
there? The concept of stable equilibria can be used as an analytical tool to help 
us phrase that question, and earning-caring models, in turn, allow for formu-
lating an answer. It offers agency but also an understanding of what is realistic, 
given where we are. Moreover, it highlights the risk that evolution may follow 
an undesirable path if we do not decide where we want it to go, or if we do 
not understand how to steer it in that direction. This section discusses how 
gender and class equality aims can be aspired to in ways that are informed by 
stable equilibria, by formulating a reform agenda in which normative aims 
build upon a recognition of the importance of socio-economic sustainability. 

First, however, another point of the multiple equilibria framework needs to 
be addressed: Esping-Andersen et al. (2013) argue that while feminist scholars 
pursue ideological goals, they themselves analyze the same area of research 
but apply neutral tools and pursue only the goal of “efficiency,” in terms of 
desirable outcomes for societal sustainability. The assumption is that effi-
ciency is a value-neutral goal to pursue. To evaluate social policy in terms of 
efficiency is, however, most certainly a normative stance and especially so if 
efficiency is the only goal: are then any social arrangements acceptable and 
even desirable as long as they produce efficiency? Welfare states are ideolog-
ical projects deeply affecting power relations in society (Esping-Andersen 
1990): social policies have social objectives; they are designed to accomplish 
something deemed desirable, based on ideas of social justice as well as eco-
nomic efficiency. To claim that there is such a thing as value-neutral social 
policy is thus fundamentally flawed. Rather, normative objectives can be dis-
cursively construed as value neutral, if they are successfully framed as indis-
putable, as in There Is No Alternative (TINA). We instead need to be clear on 
normative issues so that different objectives may be honestly discussed in re-
lation to each other and to a societal vision. 

In the multiple equilibria framework, gender equality is pursued out of ne-
cessity, because normative shifts have made a gender equal stable equilibrium 
the only one that is reachable. Gender equality as a means to another, higher, 
end is however problematic. It first of all only requires sufficient gender 
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equality to achieve that other aim. Secondly, if a different means is suddenly 
deemed better at achieving the higher end, gender equality will no longer be 
relevant. Conceptualizing work family reconciliation as maximizing mothers’ 
productivity is a case in point. Gender equality is also, and for much the same 
reasons, seen as the inevitable direction of evolutionary paths within the mul-
tiple equilibria framework. Rather than seeing gender equality as a predeter-
mined end station, however, actively pursuing it certainly increases the chance 
to ever get there. 

Feminist scholars have, of course, long argued for gender equality as a goal 
in itself, as a fundamental part of a fair and decent society. Orloff’s (1993) 
concept of capacity to form and maintain autonomous households and Lister’s 
(1994) defamilisation are based on an analysis of how welfare states create 
gendered power relations. They highlight the importance of independence 
from the family and not only the market, in order for men and women to be 
equally independent. Both concepts inform the normative foundation for this 
thesis: gender equality is a goal in itself, and when it comes to earning and 
caring within a model in which earning is based on wage labor, that goal re-
quires gender equality in the possibilities to both participate in the labor mar-
ket and care for one’s children. The normative discussion here is therefore also 
informed by Fraser’s (1994) “universal caregiver model,” in order to move 
beyond a narrow focus on women and to frame an aim of gender equality in 
terms of men’s possibilities to care just as much as women’s possibilities to 
earn. The end goal then becomes a society in which men and women have 
equal room for maneuver to combine earning and caring. 

On this note, the question of means and ends can fruitfully be turned 
around. While it can be argued that a socio-economically sustainable society 
without gender equality is unreasonable as a policy objective, a gender-equal 
society that is not socio-economically sustainable is similarly unreasonable. 
Socio-economic sustainability can therefore be seen as a necessary but insuf-
ficient means to the higher end of a society in which men and women have 
equal room for maneuver to combine earning and caring, a means allowing 
for a society that maximizes the possibilities for leading fulfilling lives, which, 
arguably, should be the overarching goal of policymaking. 

In arguing for gender equality as an end in itself, and socio-economic sus-
tainability as a means to that end, Esping-Andersen’s notion of a gender-equal 
stable equilibrium is a highly useful heuristic tool. It implies something radi-
cal: That all gendered tensions threaten the stability of the equilibrium. It de-
mands nothing short of gender equality, defined as a full alignment between 
expectations of gender equal possibilities, on the one hand, and formal and 
informal conditions for such gender equal possibilities, on the other. It de-
mands gender equality in room for maneuver. 

It should not be taken for granted that having children will always be a 
valued outcome, something that people expect and want from life. Especially 
not a sufficient number of children for stable population development, which 
requires close to replacement fertility rates. Given that having children is not 
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an obligation, policymakers need to carefully consider what makes it worth-
while if they want to achieve replacement-level fertility rates. Presuming that 
there is little choice but to secure a livelihood somehow, it must be possible 
to do so in a way that also makes people want to have children. If combining 
work and family comes at a cost that is deemed too high, people are bound to 
choose differently, and may also adjust preferences and values to their expec-
tations. A fundamental question is what makes the cost seem too high, and 
what helps lower it. Kokkonen (2011) and Streeck (2009) argue for policy-
makers to focus on enabling single motherhood. The point is not that all chil-
dren should be borne by single mothers, but that if the economic risk attached 
to being a single mother is small, more women will dare to have children, even 
without the certainty of being able to rely on the father for help with either 
income or care work. 

The tension between economic needs and normative ideas of motherhood 
has traditionally not existed for fathers, as a father fulfilled both economic 
needs and his parental role by earning. However, striving toward a gender 
equal stable equilibrium means asking fathers to change, and therefore means 
creating a tension between contradictory obligations to both care and earn for 
men as well. From the perspective of stable equilibria, these tensions are the 
result of an unstable equilibrium that has moved farther away from a gendered 
stable one but has not yet reached a gender-equal stable equilibrium: Condi-
tions for combining earning and caring are not yet fully gender equal, which 
means that men and women face different difficulties when trying to reconcile 
work and family. To stabilize such an evolution, institutions need to be de-
signed to solve such tensions. The question is then what exactly creates ten-
sions and how are these connected to outcomes that threaten socio-economic 
sustainability, such as lower fertility rates. We need to know this in order to 
be able to design institutions that solve the tensions, and for this we need to 
engage in an institutional analysis of actual earning-caring models. 

Institutions stratify conditions for work family reconciliation, enabling cer-
tain categories of people to combine earning and caring, but not others. Such 
stratification is gendered, certainly, but it is also classed. And labor market 
change and welfare state retrenchment may entail new forms of socio-eco-
nomic stratification that will then intersect with gender and class. However, 
welfare state sustainability can very well be coupled with decreasing stratifi-
cation (Kangas, Palme, & Kainu 2002), and in the case of work family recon-
ciliation, this appears not only possible, but even necessary. Welfare state sus-
tainability depends on as many as possible being able to both work for pay 
(and therefore pay taxes) and have children (ensuring the availability of future 
taxpayers), making for a strong argument for minimizing stratification of the 
conditions for achieving work family reconciliation. A desirable stable equi-
librium is therefore one in which both gendered and classed stratification of 
room for maneuver to combine earning and caring is minimized, and in which 
such room for maneuver, in general, is maximized. 
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I have just argued for a general aim of minimizing classed as well as gen-
dered stratification of room for maneuver when it comes to combining earning 
and caring based on a normative idea of fairness, but also based on the concept 
of stable equilibria and what outcomes are important for the stability and sus-
tainability of a welfare state. The point with gender equal room for maneuver 
to combine earning and caring as a normative aim is certainly not to promote 
a vision of a relation-less society in which everyone lives alone and inde-
pendently from one another. It is not farfetched to, as e.g., Esping-Andersen 
(2009), argue that forming lasting relationships is something that should be 
valuable and increase well-being, regardless of the economic outcomes of 
family breakdown. Rather, gender equal room for maneuver is based on a vi-
sion of a society in which social relations take center stage, but where relations 
are formed for what they add to people’s well-being, and not because they are 
a sine-qua-non for survival. And, most importantly, where power relations are 
equal enough to offer fertile grounds for healthy and long-lasting relation-
ships, while also enabling leaving an unhappy relationship without losing the 
room for maneuver for work family reconciliation (Orloff 1993; cf. Pettit 2012 
and his notion of freedom as non-domination, as independence that allows for 
not living at the mercy of others. See also Birnbaum et al. 2017). 

Aim and contributions: Filling the gaps and going 
somewhere 
The aim of this thesis springs from wanting to understand the effects of labor 
market liberalization in different countries, both on the lives of individuals 
and on gendered and classed stratification within countries. Above, I have ar-
gued that such an understanding requires new theoretical tools, because the 
ones at hand fail to open up the black box of institutional interactions that 
circumscribe individual room for maneuver to combine earning and caring. 
Without unboxing those interactions, it is impossible to fully grasp the con-
crete conflicts with which people struggle, between which concrete sacrifices 
they may be forced to choose, and how labor market liberalization plays in. 
Such unboxing, in turn, requires a conceptual precision that is lacking in the 
existing literature on conditions for combining earning and caring, a concep-
tual precision that lends itself to operationalization and hence to the possibility 
of concretizing how limitations to room for maneuver are created, as well as 
from there how they might be overcome. The leitmotif here is incremental 
institutional change, resulting from interacting institutions and behavior: In-
stitutional change that has already taken place and how to adequately under-
stand it and where it has taken us, and institutional change that is yet to come, 
and how it may be steered in a desirable direction. 

The aim is to understand empirically the preconditions for earning and car-
ing in contemporary (primarily European, but also beyond) societies. By 
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understanding, I intend to both theorize those preconditions and how they are 
set and study them empirically. This is accomplished through a research strat-
egy based on the following fundaments: 1) A comparative case study of Italy 
and Sweden, two cases that differ in many important aspects but are undergo-
ing similar processes of labor market change – making them excellent cases 
to compare in order to better understand preconditions for earning and caring. 
2) Elaboration of a conceptual and analytical framework that allows for a bet-
ter understanding of these, and in the future also other, cases. 3) Establishing 
a normative theory of earning and caring, based on a precise conceptualization 
of work family reconciliation, and 4) Identifying the relevant policy reforms 
and instruments as well as the relevant norms that form the preconditions for 
earning and caring, and also translate into behavior, which, in turn, affects the 
evolution of such preconditions. This research strategy will not only serve to 
further our understanding of the preconditions for earning and caring. How-
ever, through a better understanding of links between conditions and out-
comes, it also furthers a precise formulation of policy goals as well as efficient 
policymaking to achieve such goals. Lastly, it helps to formulate goals per-
taining to just societies in a Rawlsian sense6 that are also socioeconomically, 
demographically, and politically sustainable7. 

The first component of the research strategy, the use of a comparative case 
study, offers a way to venture into causal analysis that a single case study does 
not, but also a type of causal analysis based on in-depth understanding of sin-
gle cases that enables a more complex comparison of cases than large-n stud-
ies. It therefore serves to unveil and understand institutional interactions and 
mechanisms that are otherwise left in the black box (cf. Birnbaum et al. 
2017:11). The results can be used both to elaborate the analytical framework 
to further improve its explanatory power and usefulness for studying more 
cases, and to point toward remaining unclarities and needs for further preci-
sion and tests. 

The second component of the research strategy, constructing an analytical 
framework, is a necessary tool for enabling an analysis of how labor market 
liberalization affects classed and gendered stratification, and how that stratifi-
cation interacts with the institutional system and its evolutionary path. It is 
done by theorizing such stratification as a function of how earning and caring 
are organized and interlinked. This component serves to fill the theoretical 
gaps identified above of conceptualizing work family reconciliation in a way 
that allows for operationalization, and theorizing cases as institutional systems 
of formal and informal institutions – earning-caring models – in which ten-
sions at the micro-level are linked to instabilities at the macro-level and that 
are built on different conceptualizations of work family reconciliation. It 

6 see also Fraser (1989) on justice necessarily incorporating both redistribution and recognition. 
7 cf. Birnbaum et al. (2017), arguing that sustainability is a matter of societies developing “with-
out destroying conditions that contributed to social and economic development to begin with.” 
p. 3. 
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theorizes labor market liberalization and work family reconciliation as differ-
ent pieces of a process of institutional change. 

The third component is normative: To what standard should we hold ongo-
ing evolution, and toward what should we aspire to steer it? This component 
is clearly linked to the normative discussion above, but it also demands a pre-
cise conceptualization of work-family reconciliation that is so clearly missing 
in the literature. Explicitly formulating the values and ideas of a good life that 
we want society to embrace and facilitate is necessary for evaluating path di-
rections of earning-caring models in a structured way, and certainly for the 
possibility to steer models in the desired direction. 

The fourth component consists of identifying the formal and informal in-
stitutions that make up the earning-caring model. This is done in dialogue with 
the comparative case study, the theoretical framework and previous literature, 
as well as the normative component. All the other fundaments feed into this, 
helping to identify what outcomes matter as well as what affects them. This 
component is geared at the gaps identified above, pertaining to operationaliz-
ing room for maneuver to combine earning and caring, as well as identifying 
institutional conflicts and complementarities that are affected by labor market 
liberalization. 

The rest of the book is structured as follows: While this chapter has dealt 
with theory and concepts in relation to the state-of-the-art, Chapter 2 presents 
how theory and conceptual tools are used to construct an analytical framework 
to be applied in the empirical analyses. Chapter 3 presents the research design, 
discussing both the overarching methodological choices, including overall de-
sign, the choice of different types of studies, and the structure of the empirical 
part of the thesis, as well as single methods applied. Thereafter comes the em-
pirical analysis that is divided into three chapters on each country, presented 
further in Chapter 3. The thesis ends with a concluding chapter (Chapter 10) 
in which the empirical parts are analyzed together, and the cases compared. 
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2. Conceptual framework 

In this chapter, I present the conceptual framework of the thesis. It starts with 
a theoretical overview of how to define institutions, institutional change, in-
stitutional interactions, and links between changes at micro- and macro-levels. 
The rest of the chapter uses those abstract institutionalist tools to concretize 
earning-caring models as an analytical framework, allowing for the analysis 
of institutional variation, micro-level outcomes, and how those micro-level 
outcomes are related to macro-level outcomes, i.e., how earning-caring mod-
els evolve. The framework presented here forms the basis for the institutional 
analyses in the empirical chapters. 

Defining institutions and institutional change 
Institutions have famously been defined as “a relatively stable collection of 
practices and rules, defining appropriate behavior” (March & Olsen 
1998:948), “the rules of the game in a society” (Helmke & Levitsky 2004), 
and “structures shaping behavior” (Streeck & Thelen 2005). Such rules can be 
written down and enforced through official sanctions, but they can also be 
socially shared rules that are enforced through the social costs attached to 
breaking them (e.g., Helmke & Levitsky 2004; Héritier 2007; Mackay et al. 
2011; Coleman 1990a). The former is referred to as formal institutions and the 
latter as informal institutions. Norms can be a form of informal institution: 
socially shared rules defining “correct” behavior (Coleman 1990a), creating 
expectations about how people should and will behave (Helmke & Levitsky 
2004), and sanctioned through social mechanisms. Given the lack of formal 
sanctions, informal institutions often remain invisible as long as they are not 
breached and are therefore less often recognized as rules constraining possi-
bilities for action (Waylen 2014). 

There are different views on how to define formal institutions, and hence 
of what constitutes institutional change (Campbell 2010). Formal institutions 
can be seen as multidimensional sets of rules, and they can be seen as the 
function they fill – the outcome. The first definition highlights the rules them-
selves, and the second how they shape people’s lives. In order to study insti-
tutional change, the first definition requires tracking each important dimen-
sion over a certain period of time. The second definition makes more complex 
demands still: The function of an institution may change due to contextual 
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changes even if formal rules remain the same (a form of change labelled drift 
by Streeck & Thelen 2005), and may be preserved despite, or with the help of, 
policy change (Streeck & Thelen 2005; Mahoney & Thelen 2010). It is then a 
change in outcome that signals institutional change. 

Feminist institutionalists hold that formal institutions cannot be analyzed 
in isolation from informal ones affecting their outcome; an interaction central 
also to processes of institutional change (e.g., Kenny 2007; Krook & Mackay 
2011; Bjarnegård & Kenny 2016; Helmke & Levitsky 2004; Mackay et al. 
2011; Chappell & Waylen 2013; Waylen 2012, 2013, 2014). Linking the two 
definitions of formal institutions described above (Campbell 2010), institu-
tions are conceptualized as dynamic, in constant interaction with behavior. 
Kenny (2007) describes institutions as constraining possibilities for action, 
and at the same time, being constituted by practices in every moment. This 
means not only that informal as well as formal institutions change over time 
but also that changing informal institutions can affect the outcome of un-
changed formal ones (cf. Mahoney & Thelen 2010; Streeck & Thelen; Thelen 
2004; Steinmo 2010). These theoretical contributions form the basis for the 
theoretical framework presented in this chapter, to be used for studying the 
interaction of policy (formal institutions), norms (informal institutions), and 
behavior, both in terms of institutions’ effects on room for maneuver and in 
terms of how institutions develop over time as a result of that interaction. 

A key point in this thesis is to theorize institutional change by emphasizing 
the distinction between institutional design and outcomes, where institutional 
change is constituted by the changing conditions that lead to changing out-
comes. In other words, if a change in outcome signals institutional change, 
then understanding institutional change requires not simply mapping changing 
outcomes, but it also requires understanding the underlying causes of those 
changing outcomes. Why the outcome changes, how the effect that institutions 
have on people’s lives has changed, is an empirical question. Just as it is an 
empirical question as to why outcomes might remain unchanged in spite of 
changing rules, or indeed how, and why, a changed rule does come to affect 
the outcomes. 

Forms of institutional interaction 
I approach the task of theorizing institutional change by emphasizing institu-
tional interactions. How individual actors can act, how they can use institu-
tions, depends on the room for maneuver resulting from how they perceive the 
availability of different modes of behavior, in this case different modes of 
combining earning and caring. To understand how labor market liberalization 
affects room for maneuver to combine earning and caring, it is therefore nec-
essary to theorize and analyze how different formal institutions interact, but 
also how informal institutions interact with formal ones, for example, in ways 
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that affect the perceived availability of formally available institutional re-
sources. 

Institutional interaction means that the outcome of one institution depends 
to some extent on others. How then might different institutions interact? The 
concept of institutional complementarities is central in Varieties of Capitalism 
(Hall & Soskice 2001) and refers to institutions that together produce a better 
outcome than the sum of the single ones. Two elaborations of that concept are 
required for the theoretical framework of this thesis: The first is that while 
complementarities are typically identified between different formal institu-
tions, they can be equally important between formal and informal institutions 
as well as between different informal ones. The second is that institutions can 
also be in conflict, undermining rather than reinforcing each other. 

As emphasized within feminist institutionalism, informal institutions affect 
the outcome of formal ones. When it comes to political recruitment, for exam-
ple, gendered norms can have a stronger impact on the outcome than formal 
rules by affecting supply as well as demand for political candidates 
(Bjarnegård 2013). In the area of labor market participation and social policy, 
gendered norms similarly affect labor market recruitment in terms of both sup-
ply and demand, but also the perception of entitlements to use different social 
rights (Hobson 2011). For some groups, informal and formal institutions in 
these cases produce complementarities, while for others they are in conflict. 

Helmke and Levitsky’s (2004) framework for the interaction of formal and 
informal institutions is useful for clarifying different forms of interaction. 
They categorize the interaction of informal institutions with formal ones, 
based on two dimensions: 1) whether they support the same outcome (conver-
gent/divergent interaction) and 2) whether the formal institution in question is 
effective or not. The result is four forms of interaction: Complementary (con-
vergent/ effective); accommodating (divergent/ effective); substitutive (con-
vergent/ ineffective), and competing (divergent/ ineffective) (Helmke & 
Levitsky 2004: 728; see also Deeg 2007, who uses other labels for much the 
same kinds of interactions but with a focus on formal institutions). Comple-
mentary and substitutive interactions occur when the institutions share com-
mon goals. When they do not, the divergent goals can either undermine the 
supported outcome of one or both institutions, or not, as described by Helmke 
and Levitsky’s (2004) “Accommodating” and “Competing” forms of interac-
tion. When formal institutions are lacking, informal ones tend to guide behav-
ior, regardless of whether the same outcome is supported or not. If formal ones 
supporting one outcome leave room for informal institutions supporting an-
other, consequently, the informal institutions may become more effective. 

Theorizing and studying institutional interactions constitute invaluable 
tools for understanding processes of institutional change, how tensions and 
instabilities are produced, as well as for concretizing the institutional change 
that is required (but rarely, explicitly addressed or theorized) for reaching fem-
inist goals, such as ensuring a capacity to form and maintain an autonomous 
household (Orloff 1993) or establishing a universal caregiver model (Fraser 
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1994). Individual lives are affected by a myriad of interacting institutions, 
which makes drawing conclusions based on single institutions potentially mis-
leading. The apparent impossibility of studying all such relevant interactions 
should not stop us from making a concerted effort to identify those of greatest 
importance for a given aspect of individual lives. Hence, there is a construc-
tion of earning-caring models in this thesis, as a way to theorize the system of 
institutional interactions that are most relevant for how individuals perceive 
their possible options when it comes to combining earning and caring. 

Answering questions like why and how the effects that institutions have on 
people’s lives change, or do not change despite changing institutions, demands 
theorizing links between micro- and macro-levels, to be able to analyze how 
conditions set at the macro-level translate into micro-level responses, i.e., in-
dividual behavior, and how such behavior, in turn, affects the macro-level 
conditions. Macro-level analysis alone might lead to plausible inferences re-
garding micro-level processes and how effects on individual lives have 
changed; nonetheless, however plausible, they will remain inferences based 
on macro-level outcomes, producing hypotheses regarding micro-level pro-
cesses rather than evidence. Only by studying the micro-level can we know 
whether the inferences are correct or whether there are other, or additional, 
processes, other forms of institutional change, affecting individual lives than 
the ones we thought from observing the macro-level outcomes. “Coleman’s 
boat” (Coleman 1990a, see below) offers an analytical tool for separating as 
well as linking macro- and micro-levels, a tool which I argue is highly useful 
for analyzing what happens in a process of institutional change: what it is that 
changes, where such change happens, and how. Rather than assuming micro-
level processes, or inferring them from macro-level outcomes, it calls for the-
orizing the mechanisms linking the levels and studying what actually goes on. 
Below, Coleman’s boat is used to elaborate my theoretical framework. 

The micro-macro link and evolving earning-caring 
models 
Earning-caring models comprise gendered formal and informal institutional 
structures and interactions that condition and coordinate individuals’ actions, 
thereby leading to gendered macro-level effects. But how, concretely, does 
the earning-caring model at the macro-level condition and coordinate individ-
ual behavior? What is it that it does to the micro-level that causes the micro-
level outcomes? And how do micro-level actions lead to an evolution of the 
earning-caring model? This chain of events made up of institutions and be-
havior is rarely studied in full, in a way that allows for actually understanding 
what it is that happens. To do that, to sort out the process of institutional 
change that I want to study empirically, requires theorizing the links between 
the macro- and micro-levels, something that tends to be overlooked in studies 
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zooming in on either micro- or macro-levels – even when drawing conclusions 
regarding one level based on results from the other (e.g., Esping-Andersen et 
al. 2013, see Chapter 1). 

Coleman (1990a) offers an illustrative framework for linking micro- and 
macro-levels (Figure 2.1, below). It is based on the view that the macro-level 
is an abstraction, and therefore, causal links can never go directly from macro-
level conditions to macro-level outcomes. Instead, macro-level conditions (A) 
affect micro-level conditions (B), which, in turn, affect micro-level outcomes 
(C). Those micro-level outcomes aggregate to result in macro-level outcomes 
(D). Between points A and B, and between C and D, what Coleman labels a 
social mechanism of coordination turns the macro-level conditions into micro-
level conditions, and the micro-level outcomes into macro-level outcomes 
(Giesen 1987; Coleman 1990b). Coleman uses the market as an example of 
such a mechanism. In the context of this thesis, it is instead the earning-caring 
model that coordinates the links between the micro- and macro-levels. This 
causal chain is known as “Coleman’s boat.” 

Coleman assumes each individual to act according to rational self-interest 
but underscores that the rational actions of individuals can in aggregate cause 
unintended macro-level outcomes that may also be undesirable. An important 
point to add on the matter of rationality, as conceptualized in this thesis, is that 
both formal and informal institutions affect what an individual perceives as 
rational. What is rational differs depending on the earning-caring model – 
hence, its role as a social mechanism of coordination – and across differently 
situated individuals within the same earning-caring model. Moreover, micro-
level outcomes, how individuals act, affect the earning-caring model differ-
ently depending on how it works as a whole (this, again, is how it works as a 
social mechanism of coordination). Macro- and micro-levels are linked be-
cause institutions set certain frames for people’s lives, and also evolve as a 
result of how they are used. 
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Figure 2.1 Coleman’s boat 

Understanding that, and indeed how, the earning-caring model works as a so-
cial mechanism of coordination is key here, and this is where Coleman’s boat 
offers such an invaluable analytical tool. To offer a simple illustration, in an 
earning-caring model in which childcare is already outsourced, changing 
macro conditions, incentivizing mothers to engage in full-time paid work, may 
not affect fertility rates, while they may do so in an earning-caring model in 
which mothers are expected to provide full-time childcare. And this is because 
the micro-level conditions resulting from macro-level changes are coordinated 
by the earning-caring model in place. Furthermore, certain groups of mothers 
may be able to outsource childcare, while others are not. If so, a change in-
centivizing all mothers to engage in paid work will lead to a new line of strat-
ification between those able to act according to such incentives, and those un-
able, or indeed unwilling, to do so. Depending on how the earning-caring 
model works to begin with, then, certain institutional changes at the macro-
level can cause new lines of stratification – because it creates different possi-
bilities for people to act in ways that are incentivized by the model, and be-
cause the changes in behavior affect the way in which the model ends up work-
ing. 

Figure 2.2, below, illustrates this thesis through Coleman’s boat: labor mar-
ket liberalization creates new conditions for labor market participation and 
employability at the macro-level (A) which, mediated by the earning-caring 
model, affects what is rational at the micro-level, leading to changed individ-
ual room for maneuver/possible modes of combination (B). Those new con-
ditions affect behavior (C), which, in aggregate, comes to shape the evolution 
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of the earning-caring model (D). But how this happens depends on how the 
model works. 

Figure 2.2 This thesis in terms of Coleman’s boat 

Tying back to the conceptualization of institutional change discussed above, 
that is, the changing conditions that effect a change in outcome is what con-
stitutes institutional change, the question here becomes which conditions ac-
tually affect behavior? Thus, what are the key conditions that when they 
change, behavior changes? This is how institutional change is theorized with 
the help of Coleman’s boat: as a matter of key factors for the earning-caring 
model to work the way it works, and whether those factors change. If they do, 
the model evolves in one way or another. 

To understand how the model evolves, however, we also need to specify 
how micro-level behavior turns into macro-level change. Kenny’s (2007) con-
ceptualization of institutions helps here: since institutions are constantly con-
stituted by actions, aggregate behavior in itself constitutes an institution, af-
fecting conditions for future behavior in interaction with policy and (often 
lagging) norms. And it does so as a function of how the changed behavior (that 
in itself is a form of institutional change) affects the key factors for the earn-
ing-caring model to work the way it works. From this follows that as the model 
evolves, the key factors upon which it hinges also change. 

Given this, understanding processes of institutional change, such as how 
labor market liberalization might affect living conditions and societies, re-
quires understanding the institutional system in place, and upon which key 
factors it hinges in order to work as intended. This, I argue, enables a more 
precise, and potentially new, understanding of how reforms may come to 
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affect living conditions, behavior, and societies, as well as what needs to be 
adjusted in order to avoid undesired changes to living conditions, behavior, 
and societies. Coleman’s boat offers a vital analytical tool for reaching such 
an understanding: what it is, concretely, that changes in micro-conditions 
when macro-conditions change, and how micro-outcomes translate into 
macro-outcomes. 

The rest of this chapter uses the tools offered by Coleman’s boat to con-
struct an analytical framework enabling the analysis of how earning-caring 
models evolve, by understanding how a change somewhere in the model af-
fects micro-level conditions in terms of room for maneuver to combine earn-
ing and caring in different ways, and how behavioral responses affect the earn-
ing-caring model. Room for maneuver is analyzed in relation to different con-
ceptualizations of work family reconciliation by using the concepts of income 
security and care security. Next, these two concepts are discussed in more de-
tail. 

Care security: Care solutions in line with care ideals 
Care security is a concept that I formulate here and apply throughout the thesis 
as an analytical tool. Together with income security, I use it to analyze the 
different meanings that the concept of work family reconciliation can take, 
and highlight the differences between them in terms of how micro- and macro-
level conditions and outcomes interact within an earning-caring model. 

Care security seeks to capture and operationalize a central aspect of micro-
level conditions that is regularly overlooked, but which I argue is crucial for 
correctly understanding the links between micro- and macro-level conditions 
and outcomes. It is an aspect of micro-level conditions that depends on norms, 
reflecting collective ideas of how children should be cared for: care ideals 
(Hochschild 2000; Kremer 2007). Care ideals set boundaries for mothers and 
fathers to engage in earning and caring, respectively (Bergqvist and 
Saxonberg 2016; Grunow and Evertsson 2016; Kremer 2007). Care ideals 
may well vary with the age of the child; certain forms of care may be seen as 
ideal at one age but inadequate at another; hence, what constitutes care secu-
rity will also vary (cf. Baldock and Hadlow 2005). 

An empirically relevant conceptualization of work family reconciliation 
must acknowledge that care ideals affect the perceptions of formally available 
childcare solutions, just as they affect perceptions of appropriate, and indeed 
possible, ways to participate in the labor market. I define care security as being 
able to organize childcare in a way that corresponds to care ideals. Care secu-
rity thus defined can be ensured by market solutions, care services offered by 
the welfare state, or within the family, depending on care ideals. Possibilities 
to provide care in accordance with prevailing care ideals are, moreover, con-
ditioned by the possibilities to, at the same time, ensure income security. Sim-
ilarly, needs to ensure income security conditions possibilities to provide care 
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in accordance with prevailing care ideals. This makes care security invaluable 
for conceptualizing and operationalizing work family reconciliation. 

While it is not unusual to highlight the importance of norms for work fam-
ily reconciliation, nor to study it empirically (e.g., Bekkengen 2002; Bergqvist 
and Saxonberg 2016; Grunow and Evertsson 2016; Hobson 2013; Kremer 
2007), it is unusual to, as with care security, theorize how they interact with 
formal institutions, and what that means for perceived room for maneuver, in 
a way that allows for operationalizing work family reconciliation. Care 
security conceptualizes and operationalizes a dimension of work family 
reconciliation, which to my knowledge has not previously been fully 
theorized: the interactions of informal and formal institutions that consitute 
the conditions for work family reconciliation, interactions that have thus far 
been left in the black box of “conditions.” 

Care ideals affect policy since policymakers have certain ideas of what con-
stitutes good childcare, but policy can also affect care ideals by creating not 
only economic but also moral incentives: How should earning and caring be 
organized at the household level (Bergqvist and Saxonberg 2016)? For exam-
ple, the Swedish parental leave legislation comes with a moral incentive to 
share the leave equally. This is the default; if a couple wants a different divi-
sion, they need to actively transfer days from one parent to the other. The 
existence of such moral incentives does not mean, however, that there may 
not be competing moral incentives that also affect how parents end up sharing 
their parental leave. 

While the moral incentives produced by policy may be seen as a statutory 
care ideal, as it is promoted by legislation in the family policy area, it can co-
exist with competing care ideals based on lagging norms and habits. Such care 
ideals are here labeled social care ideals. While statutory care ideals can 
change quickly, through legislative reform of formal institutions, social care 
ideals depend, to a larger degree, on informal institutions. This does not mean 
that they cannot change; norms evolve and consequently also social care ide-
als. Importantly, statutory care ideals can shape social care ideals in the long 
run both by creating incentive structures that affect behavior, in turn affecting 
norms, and by sending a normative message that can be incorporated into so-
cial care ideals. Statutory care ideals may furthermore correspond to social 
care ideals, but they may also be competing. 

Blinder et al. (2013) argue that normative attitudes can be divided into an 
automatic and a controlled component, offering a theorization of how com-
peting norms can work as incentive structures and affect behavior. The auto-
matic component represents the bias coming from a “gut feeling” (cf. 
thick/sticky/lagging norms), while the controlled component represents the 
bias coming from prevailing norms (cf. thin norms). Applied to competing 
care ideals, this translates into the social care ideal, making up the gut feeling 
and thereby affecting the automatic component, and the statutory care ideal 
constituting the prevailing norm and thereby affecting the controlled compo-
nent. The effect of the different components on individual behavior depends, 
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according to Blinder et al. (2013), firstly on a person’s individual motivation 
to abide by the prevailing norm (here, the statutory care ideal), and secondly, 
on the contextual possibility to reframe the choice to follow the gut feeling 
(the social care ideal) in a way that does not go against the prevailing norm 
(the statutory care ideal) (cf. Singley & Hynes 2004, and Cowdery & Knud-
son-Martin 2004). Once again, the Swedish parental leave offers a useful il-
lustration: The parental leave legislation constitutes a statutory care ideal to 
share the leave equally, a care ideal that Swedish parents know and generally 
adhere to (Bergqvist & Saxonberg 2010). 

If there are competing care ideals, care security depends primarily on being 
able to achieve the care ideal that one perceives as most important to follow, 
but a competing care ideal can still work to limit one’s perception of care se-
curity by fueling insecurity regarding what really is best for one’s child. It is 
thus how care ideals (macro-level conditions) are perceived at the micro-level 
that affects micro-level conditions and comes to impact micro-level outcomes. 
Since aggregate behavior, in turn, affects the evolution of care ideals, this is a 
fundamental aspect of micro-macro links and of how earning-caring models 
evolve. 

Income security: Adequate and foreseeable income 
Each earning-caring model offers certain room for maneuver for solving earn-
ing and caring, and the combination of the two, which differs across categories 
of people. One’s room for maneuver conditions the possibilities for achieving 
income security and care security, both required for achieving the augmented 
form of work family reconciliation, presented in Chapter 1 and elaborated be-
low. 

Income security is here defined as the possibility to ensure an adequate 
level of income for a foreseeable time period. In an earning-caring model in 
which earning is done primarily through wage labor, income security, in rela-
tion to work family reconciliation, also measures the economic consequences 
of having care obligations, in terms of reduced possibilities to earn a living 
through paid work. Can parents/mothers work for pay, and to what extent? 
Does work pay, given the cost of childcare? How do the formal conditions for 
care leaves translate into economic consequences of using them? Income se-
curity can, in an earning-caring model based on wage labor, be ensured by 
labor market participation and/or institutional resources made available by the 
welfare state. It can also be ensured by the family: tax deductions subsidizing 
a housewife is an example of an institutional resource promoting such a solu-
tion (Montanari 2000). Each solution affects the consequences of having a 
child, in different ways, as a function of the organization of caring. If income 
security hinges upon labor market participation, and childcare is presumed to 
be performed by the family, there are conflicting incentive structures that will 
result in micro-level tensions and macro-level instabilities. The welfare state 
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can solve such tensions, for example, by allowing for paid care leaves or by 
providing care services. What matters for income security is that available care 
solutions enable parents to ensure an adequate income, either through labor 
market participation or through the welfare state. 

Depending on how the labor market ensures income security, moreover, 
the importance of the welfare state and/or family differs. Income security can 
be ensured by labor market participation based on job security, defined in 
terms of the duration of the contract, but also of employment security, defined 
in terms of how easy it is to find new employment in case of losing one’s 
current job (Wilthagen, Tros, & van Lieshout 2003). Low levels of job secu-
rity, as created by external labor market flexibilization (see Chapter 1), may 
be compensated for by high employment security, especially if combined with 
accessible and adequate unemployment insurance. This is how a flexicurity 
model works. When both job security and employment security are low, and 
the welfare state does not offer income security, the remaining solution is to 
depend on the family. Institutional resources can, thus, be evaluated in terms 
of how they affect conditions for ensuring income security for different cate-
gories of people. 

Income security, care security, and augmented work 
family reconciliation 
The concept of care security builds on the assumption that parents’ general 
aspiration to do what is best for their child affects their perceptions of availa-
ble institutional resources. While not a revolutionary insight, it is one that is 
rarely used to analyze policy instruments as resources for enhancing room for 
maneuver. Decomposing work family reconciliation into the separate parts of 
income security and care security is a way to highlight how care needs change 
the availability of labor market options: To have care responsibilities circum-
scribes one’s possibilities for labor market participation not only in terms of 
time but also in terms of the possibilities to arrange care in a suitable way. 

Income and care security are essentially gender-neutral concepts: Care se-
curity refers to being able to care for one’s child, according to prevalent ideas 
about what is good for children. Income security refers to being able to provide 
economically for one’s child. It is the division of production and reproduction 
as a way to organize gender relations that fills them with gendered meanings, 
resulting in gendered conditions for achieving them. Because of gendered care 
norms, mothers not only perceive a greater obligation to provide care, they 
may also be seen as better suited for it, at least/ especially during the first 
period of a child’s life. Fathers can then have exactly the same resources as 
mothers in terms of rights to care, and employers can treat fathers and mothers 
exactly the same, but if fathers’ care is not seen as equivalent to mothers’ care, 
sharing care work equally actually translates into a reduction in care security. 
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At the same time, the stronger the ideal of maternal care, the more mothers’ 
labor market participation will “cost,” in terms of care security, a cost that 
limits their room for maneuver. This interaction of policy and norms – formal 
and informal institutions – produces gendered room for maneuver to choose 
how to combine earning and caring. 

I use the term augmented work family reconciliation as a way to reconcep-
tualize work family reconciliation to entail being able to both provide for one’s 
child and care for him or her, which requires achieving both income and care 
security individually. That means that income security cannot be ensured 
through the family. To provide room for maneuver to combine earning and 
caring in a way that ensures both individual income security and individual 
care security, policy must enable labor market participation in a way that en-
sures an acceptable level of income security and/or social insurance that does 
so. Policy must also, however, enable the organization of childcare in a way 
that is considered adequate. Through this requirement, care security intro-
duces a new tool for understanding work-family conflict and perceptions of 
limited room for maneuver, which is simply ignored in the literature that does 
not acknowledge the importance of care ideals: When working parents are to 
go on maternity/paternity/parental leave, a low economic replacement level is 
expected to be problematic. In the same way, it should be expected that when 
parents are to shift time from caring to earning, the care “replacement level” 
(that is, the care solution replacing full-time parenting) cannot be too low. Just 
as income levels need to be adequate, so must care solutions. Table 2.1 pro-
vides an illustration of how different aspects of policies will matter when an-
alyzed along these two different dimensions that are both necessary for aug-
mented work family reconciliation. 
Table 2.1 Income security and care security 

Income security Care security 
Care leaves Number of paid days 

Time of payment
Replacement rate 

Length in relation to the period in
which parental care is seen as an 
adequate form of care 

Formal 
childcare 

Availability 
Opening hours 
Cost in relation to earnings 

Quality of care 
Institutional childcare seen as an 
adequate form of care 

The next section offers an operationalization of room for maneuver for com-
bining earning and caring that includes formal as well as informal institutions, 
which in the following section is used to analyze different possible modes of 
combining earning and caring that are within one’s room for maneuver, and 
therefore attainable. Those modes of combination are analyzed in terms of the 
income and care security they offer, in relation to augmented work family rec-
onciliation as well as a familialistic conceptualization of work family recon-
ciliation, conceptualizations that entail very different earning-caring models. 
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Toward an operationalization of room for maneuver 
Operationalizing room for maneuver to combine earning and caring in terms 
of interacting formal and informal institutions is a way to theorize how peo-
ple’s living conditions really are affected by changing macro-level conditions, 
rather than infer tensions from different aggregate outcomes. In the following, 
I build on feminist institutionalism, on work adapting Amartya Sen’s Capa-
bilities approach (Sen 1985, 1999) to the context of work life balance in ad-
vanced welfare states and applying it to empirical studies (Hobson, Duvander 
& Halldén 2006; Hobson & Fahlén 2009; Hobson, Fahlén & Takács 2011; 
Hobson 2011; Hobson 2013) as well as on Nordic welfare research (SOU 
2000:41; NOU 1976:28; SOU 1970:34), to model how interacting institutions 
result in different levels of room for maneuver. In Nordic welfare state re-
search, concepts that are very close to Sen’s capabilities have a central place. 
Both these frameworks have been important sources of inspiration and also 
building blocks in the construction of the analytical framework in this thesis. 

The main point of the framework presented below is that the available re-
source alone does not, by definition, translate into room for maneuver. For 
example, policy instruments meant to facilitate work family reconciliation in-
clude paid care leaves and childcare services. These are formal institutions 
that can be accessible to different degrees for people, depending on, for exam-
ple, their form of labor market participation, workplace rules and norms, and 
where they live. They can also be accessible differently as an effect of gen-
dered norms and care ideals (Hochschild 2000; Kremer 2007). For someone 
unable to use parental leave or childcare services, for whatever reason, the 
existence of such an institutional resource probably makes little difference. 
The concept of room for maneuver, central in the Swedish/Nordic tradition of 
welfare research, is conceptualized as the product of 1) formally available re-
sources and 2) conversion factors, deciding who can access those resources. 
Without access, a resource is de facto unavailable, and therefore does not in-
crease one’s room for maneuver (SOU 2000:41 uses the term arenas, instead 
of conversion factors, see also NOU 1976:28 and SOU 1970:34. For conver-
sion factors, see Robeyns 2005, Fahlén 2012, Hobson 2013). The result is an 
agency gap between formal possibilities and perceived ones (Hobson 2011). 

Room for maneuver is conceptually close to ‘agency,’ used by Hobson 
(2011, 2013), and also close to Sen’s ‘capabilities.’ The concepts are close, 
but not interchangeable, and I have opted for the former because it better fits 
what I seek to describe. While agency and capabilities both invoke the idea of 
something that comes partly from within a person, room for maneuver is in-
stead meant to describe the limits to such agency that are created by conditions 
established by society. It is not a function of individual characteristics such as 
personality traits or parents’ education; rather, it is only a function of institu-
tions, formal as well as informal. Larger room for maneuver increases poten-
tial individual agency, but people with the same room for maneuver might not 
have the exact same agency, precisely because room for maneuver does not 
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take individual characteristics into account but simply how societal structures 
shape conditions for action. An individual with little room for maneuver might 
in the end have more agency than one with larger room for maneuver because 
of personality traits, childhood, and so on. Nonetheless, that is not what I am 
studying in this thesis. I study how societal institutions – formal as well as 
informal – stratify living conditions. 

When wanting to study how room for maneuver to combine earning and 
caring is affected by institutional change resulting from labor market flexibil-
ization, we need to identify which resources might affect such room for ma-
neuver and which conversion factors might affect their availability. This may 
be seen as a three-step thought process: 1) Are there formal institutions that 
work as resources? 2) Are there formal conversion factors that stratify their 
availability? 3) Are their informal conversion factors that stratify their availa-
bility? The answer to the second question will depend on interactions with 
other formal institutions, and the answer to the third question will depend on 
interactions with informal institutions. Formalizing the model, it becomes as 
follows: 

Resources x Conversion factors = Room for maneuver 

Resources can be, for example, time to provide care, or income from paid 
work or the welfare state. Institutional resources offered by the state are re-
sources that can affect conditions for earning and caring in different ways, and 
are here divided into social insurances, social services, and deductions/bene-
fits (Table 2.2). Conversion factors are divided into formal and informal ones, 
with formal conversion factors being rules deciding eligibility and level of 
income maintenance offered by the resource and informal conversion factors 
being norms relating to earning and caring, deciding to what extent a resource 
is perceived as accessible at the individual level (cf. Table 2.1). Conversion 
factors are an integral part of the model as they are what converts resources 
into people’s actual room for maneuver, how they can use such resources, and 
thus in the end also behavior. Informal conversion factors are typically over-
looked in the feminist political science literature, which effectively equates to 
misinterpreting the resulting room for maneuver. 

When conversion factors promote the use of institutional resources, it is an 
example of a complementary interaction. Conversion factors that instead have 
divergent goals, and work to undermine the use of institutional resources, cre-
ate a competing interaction that results in agency gaps: resources exist but are 
unavailable for use (SOU 2000:41; Hobson 2011). When conversion factors 
make resources available for some but not others, they create stratification. To 
exemplify, labor market flexibilization may create stratified agency gaps 
caused by conflicts between formal institutions, by, for example, creating new 
categories of workers who do not fit into the existing social security system. 
It might also create stratified agency gaps caused by conflicts between infor-
mal and formal institutions, however, for example, by affecting the firm-level 
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relationship between employer and worker: workers with short-term contracts 
may consider it a bigger risk to break prevailing workplace norms by, for ex-
ample, taking paternity leave in a context where this is not generally accepted 
(cf. Hobson, Fahlén & Takács 2011). On the other hand, labor market flexi-
bilization could also create new complementarities between formal and infor-
mal institutions, for example, by enabling a form of paid work that is compat-
ible with achieving prevailing care ideals – e.g., flexible work time, part-time 
work, working from home, etc. Moreover, if implemented in the form of flex-
icurity, resources as well as eligibility criteria for social insurances and social 
services could be adjusted to turn a potential agency gap into a complementary 
interaction and thereby avoid new forms of stratification of room for maneu-
ver. 
Table 2.2 Institutional resources and conversion factors 

Insurances Services Deductions and bene-
fits 

Formal 
Conversion 
Factors 

Eligibility 
Replacement levels 
Duration 

Conditions for ac-
cess 
Coverage 
Fees in relation to 
income/ earnings 
potential 
Opening hours 

Eligibility 
Replacement rate in 
relation to costs/ fees/ 
foregone earnings 

Informal 
Conversion 
Factors 

Usage correspond-
ing to care ideals
Replacement level in
relation to earning/
provider norms 

Usage correspond-
ing to care ideals
Perceived quality 

Usage corresponding 
to care ideals, work 
norms, earning norms 

An important point that Hobson (2013) makes is that individual room for ma-
neuver (she uses the term agency) is relational: the resources and actions of 
one’s partner limit one’s freedom to act. Hobson writes that: “The cultural 
constructions of motherhood and fatherhood can privilege men in prioritizing 
their role as earners and releasing them from contributing to care and unpaid 
work in the household: Their choices limit the freedoms of women’s choices 
in earning and caring (Crompton et al. 2007). The constructions of masculin-
ities and workplace norms can limit men’s agency to make claims for care 
rights and more active caregiving in households” (Hobson 2013:7). Presum-
ably, constructions of femininity can similarly limit women’s agency to make 
claims for earning rights, thereby limiting the freedom of men’s choices. This 
is something that Sen (1985, 1999) has been criticized for omitting from his 
famous capabilities approach, upon which Hobson builds: that capabilities are 
about power and that gendered structures affect women’s and men’s capabil-
ities differently (Lewis & Giullari 2005). Gendered conditions for earning and 
caring are reinforced by the relational character of room for maneuver within 
a (heterosexual) couple, as long as one partner’s possibility to choose how to 
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combine earning and caring depends, to some extent, on the other partner’s 
choices. 

Kremer (2007) offers an illustration of relational room for maneuver in her 
argument that mothers often choose to unilaterally implement a certain care 
ideal when fathers do not cooperate. This happens if achieving that ideal is 
such an important outcome for women that they prefer to implement it them-
selves if their partner is unwilling to help them, often by working part-time 
and foregoing earnings. The foregone earnings are then less important to them 
than achieving their care ideal. If women and men embrace different care ide-
als, or place different levels of importance on achieving their care ideals, the 
consequence may be structural income and care inequality, stemming simply 
from women prioritizing care security and men prioritizing income security. 
Gendered norms, thus, do not only affect individual room for maneuver di-
rectly but also indirectly by shifting the balance of relational room for maneu-
ver within (heterosexual) couples. 

A certain room for maneuver, as made up of resources and conversion fac-
tors within an earning-caring model, enables a set of possible modes of com-
bining earning and caring. The following section highlights how changing 
macro-level conditions shape micro-level conditions in function of the earn-
ing-caring model; how micro-level outcomes can turn into very different 
macro-level outcomes, depending on the earning-caring model; and how each 
model hinges for its stability upon different key factors which, if undermined, 
can destabilize it. 

Modes of combination, work family reconciliation, and 
earning-caring models: micro-macro links 
Each earning-caring model offers a certain room for maneuver with a certain 
set of possible modes of combining earning and caring, depending on how 
institutions interact. The analytical framework constructed here concretizes 
and differentiates the vague concept of work family reconciliation into a set 
of modes of combination that all come with specific tensions between sacri-
fices of income and care security. Such sacrifices can be more or less prob-
lematic depending on how the earning-caring model works, and on which con-
ceptualization of work family reconciliation it builds. Informal and formal in-
stitutions form resources and conversion factors that affect an individual’s 
room for maneuver. Firstly, they limit what is formally possible, and secondly, 
they affect how such possibilities are perceived. Room for maneuver can be 
stratified according to, for example, gender, class, or type of employment con-
tract, resulting in different possibilities to achieve income and/or care security. 
Most modes of combination do not correspond to augmented work family rec-
onciliation, but entail sacrificing either income or care security to some extent, 
or both (Figure 2.3). The point here is the possibility of using the concepts of 
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income and care security as analytical tools to identify and evaluate different 
modes of combination that are often framed as work family reconciliation. 
This, in turn, helps clarify which conceptualization of work family reconcili-
ation is implicitly applied, what that means at the individual level, and what 
the stratification of accessible modes of combination means in terms of macro-
level outcomes. 

Figure 2.3 shows different modes of combination, divided firstly into being 
able or unable to combine earning and caring. If an individual is able to 
achieve at least one of either income or care security and some level of the 
other, he or she is considered to be able to combine earning and caring to some 
extent. This can be done in three different ways, found to the right in Figure 
2.3: Achieving care security but sacrificing income security (e.g., working 
part-time in order to live up to a care ideal of extensive parental care), achiev-
ing income security but sacrificing care security (e.g., earning enough but per-
ceiving oneself as unable to offer childcare in line with one’s care ideals), or 
achieving both income and care security. The latter fulfills the requirements 
of augmented work family reconciliation. The three modes of combination to 
the left, instead, illustrate not being able to combine earning and caring, mean-
ing that an individual fully specializes in either earning or caring, and thereby 
either achieves one but no level of the other, or can neither ensure income 
security nor care security. The latter happens, for example, when affordable 
care solutions that enable labor market participation are perceived as inade-
quate in relation to care ideals, and income from labor market participation 
fails to reach an adequate level. Specializing in either earning or caring can 
mean being dependent on a partner, or it can mean having to give up having 
children all together, or, for example, living with one’s parents. It therefore 
implies a familialistic conceptualization of work family reconciliation. 

Figure 2.3 Micro-level modes of combination 

The different micro-level modes of combination in Figure 2.3 can translate 
into quite different macro-level outcomes, depending on the conceptualization 
of work family reconciliation built into the earning-caring model, and whether 
it is coherently supported by formal and informal institutions. Specializing in 
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either care or income security may work well if work family reconciliation is 
conceptualized at the family-level in a coherent manner by institutions, and 
expectations of women and men are in line. If work family reconciliation is 
instead conceptualized at the individual level, all modes of combination are 
problematic, except for the one furthest to the right in Figure 3, namely the 
one entailing augmented work family reconciliation. This is fundamental for 
understanding instabilities in current earning-caring models that are not ideal 
types of stable equilibria, but which all contain instabilities of different kinds. 

The instabilities come from the fact that what used to be clearly divided 
spheres of responsibility, between men and women within couples, are now 
both to be carried (to different extents) by each individual. Concretely, for 
individuals to have the same possibilities to choose how to combine earning 
and caring, the income and care “guarantee” built into the construction of the 
traditional male breadwinner/ female carer family unit must be ensured in 
some other way. Aside from such formal institutions, however, social norms 
and values must also support working mothers to some extent or the perceived 
room for maneuver will remain limited despite available opportunities in the-
ory. For fathers, norms must support caring fathers to a certain extent for rights 
to paternity/ parental leave, part-time work, and so on to be effective (if they 
exist in the first place): for them to be perceived as available. When the reality 
of institutions is different, there are tensions between expectations, demands, 
real needs, and actual conditions for fulfilling them all. 

Without a clear conceptualization of work family reconciliation, such as 
that offered by augmented work family reconciliation, income security, care 
security, and modes of combination, a wide range of what are in effect con-
flicts and tensions of different kinds, risk being mistaken for reconciliation 
simply because they entail some form of a combination of earning and caring. 
Alternatively, as in the case of Hobson’s (2011, 2013) framework, it will be 
unclear what would in effect constitute work family reconciliation and there-
fore which tensions are actually there, how they are produced, and what they 
might mean for individual and gendered room for maneuver. As we will see 
in the chapters on Italy and Sweden, the conceptual framework presented here 
offers a precision and clarity when it comes to understanding what happens at 
the household- and individual level, which existing frameworks do not. This 
understanding also allows for analyses of what happens at the societal level, 
and of what needs to be done to achieve different policy goals. 

The framework presented above is used in this thesis to understand from 
where in the system instabilities come: which interactions create stratified 
room for maneuver and how they affect the stability of the evolving earning-
caring model in a dynamic process of institutional change. Such an under-
standing is necessary for redressing instabilities and shifting the direction of 
the development path toward a stable equilibrium built on normative ideas of 
how we want people to be able to combine earning and caring. 

The next chapter discusses methodological choices and considerations, but 
also how the design, overall, is intended to fulfill the aims of the thesis. It 
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offers an important guide when it comes to reading the empirical chapters and 
understanding how they all make up different pieces of the picture, by focus-
ing on different links in Coleman’s boat. 
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3. Design and methods 

This chapter presents the research design of the thesis as well as the different 
research methods applied to study processes of institutional change linked to 
labor market liberalization in the cases of Italy and Sweden. The aim is to offer 
an understanding of how these processes affect individual living conditions 
when it comes to possibilities to really combine earning and caring, and how 
that affects the Italian and Swedish societies. This has warranted the elabora-
tion of theoretical and conceptual frameworks to construct an analytical 
framework that involves both normative and policy-related elements. 

I argued in Chapter 1 that studying Italy and Sweden qua earning-caring 
models will enable a new understanding of the above, of how individual lives 
are affected by labor market liberalization and how the models evolve as a 
consequence. In Chapter 2, I specified that this is because studying them as 
earning-caring models means studying institutional conflicts and complemen-
tarities that are otherwise missed, and, importantly, studying their impact on 
the micro-level rather than inferring that impact from macro-level outcomes. 
In this way, studying cases as earning-caring models means understanding 
what actually happens in a process of institutional change, and thereby ex-
plaining macro-level outcomes. This chapter focuses on how the empirical 
studies are designed in order to put the analytical framework to use, and really 
do achieve the empirical aim. 

Before going into the details of the design, a few overarching comments 
are warranted, which are elaborated on below: Firstly, the design, as a com-
parative case study, offers a possibility to engage in causal analysis, and at an 
in-depth level. This is accomplished through an in-depth understanding of 
each of the two cases and comparing them as institutional systems (Steinmo 
2010). Such an understanding of each case allows for identifying mechanisms 
that remain hidden in large-n and experimental studies, and the comparison as 
institutional systems allows both for a better understanding of those mecha-
nisms and for causal analysis (cf. Birnbaum et al. 2017). The comparative ap-
proach thus serves a dual purpose of understanding the very cases under study 
and allowing for more generalizable theorizing. Secondly, each case study 
consists of three empirical studies, applying different methods and material. 
This is motivated by the ambition to study micro- as well as macro-levels, and 
to study interactions of formal as well as informal institutions. Thirdly, the 
research process has been one in which empirics and theory have fed into each 
other in some ways. Certainly, when I started doing the empirical work, I had 
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an analytical framework in place to guide it, based on previous literature on 
earning and caring and theorization of interacting institutions and institutional 
change. However, the conceptualization of earning-caring models as well as 
care security was informed by the empirical studies. I have thus carved out, if 
you will, the analytical framework presented in Chapter 2 from an initial and 
rougher version thereof, with the help of the empirical studies. And that frame-
work has then, in turn, allowed for sharpening the analysis of the empirics. 
This is discussed further in the final section of this chapter, in relation to 
Hirsch et al.’s (1987) argument on the need to combine “clean models” and 
“dirty hands.” 

The chapter, however, starts by discussing the implications of the aim for 
the research design, that is, how I have reasoned when designing the three 
empirical studies. It then proceeds to discuss case selection. The second part 
of the chapter offers more detailed accounts of the single methods used in the 
different studies, and the methodological considerations with which they 
come. The final section discusses the validity of the overall design. 

Design: linking macro- and micro-levels 
The research design of this thesis is based on the need to study different kinds 
of institutional interactions as well as to link micro- and macro-levels, in order 
to achieve the research aim. As a way to answer different aspects of a question, 
Creswell (2013) argues for the use of mixed methods by using quantitative 
and qualitative methods and then bringing the findings together. In a similar 
vein, different methods are used in this thesis to study different parts of a pro-
cess of institutional change that each need to be studied in order to fully un-
derstand that process. Here, however, the approach is not a strict mixed-meth-
ods one, but one in which a combination of methods and material are applied 
to offer different parts of the picture. 

The three empirical studies within each case study are: 1) A macro-level 
institutional analysis over time, where institutions are treated in terms of rules 
as well as outcomes, and where that distinction is highlighted as an explana-
tory factor of institutional change. The aim is to specify the earning-caring 
model, in terms of key institutional interactions; how it has evolved; and upon 
which factors it hinges in order to provide income and care security. 2) A type-
case simulation offering an analysis of economic outcomes at the micro-level 
of different modes of combination of earning and caring, including variation 
in types of work contract. The aim is to approach actual conflicts at the micro-
level, to better gauge individual room for maneuver as affected by labor mar-
ket liberalization, in terms of diversification of contracts. 3) An interview 
study based on in-depth interviews with each partner of couples that have 
small children. Here, the aim is to come even closer to actual living conditions, 
to understand also how informal institutions affect perceived room for 
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maneuver, and to catch important institutional interactions that are missed in 
the other two studies. 

The design as a comparative case study offers a way to understand different 
ways in which an earning-caring model might work, and how that leads to the 
models evolving differently even as a result of similar changes in labor market 
policy. As discussed below, Italy and Sweden are selected as cases that, when 
compared, can offer such an understanding, given their differences but also 
their similarities. Moreover, the comparative design has advantages for theory 
development, in that changes in the labor market can also be conceived as a 
sort of treatment effect: By studying how their effects are mediated by the 
earning-caring model, it becomes clearer how that model actually works, 
which, in turn, allows for more precise theorizing of how conditions for earn-
ing and caring are linked. The analytical framework is a tool for the empirical 
analysis, but what we learn from that analysis also enables theory develop-
ment. The design enables contextual analysis of these two specific cases, but 
also generalizable theorizing that can be tested on, and used to analyze, other 
empirical cases across the EU and beyond, which, in turn, could well serve to 
further test and elaborate the framework. 

It should be noted that while ‘models’ tend to refer to formal models, here 
the term earning-caring model is intended in a wider sense: Formal rules are 
designed with certain intentions, or at least one would hope so, but in order to 
affect living conditions, such intentions must have an impact. Informal insti-
tutions, such as certain norms, are fundamental for the impact the formal in-
stitutions come to have, for how they are perceived and therefore, in the end, 
affect behavior. The concept of earning-caring models aims to catch a long-
term process of institutional change by incorporating formal and informal in-
stitutions, as well as the outcome – how people act when it comes to earning 
and caring – and how that outcome is continuously part of that long-term pro-
cess of institutional change. It is not only the conditions for earning that affect 
conditions for caring, and vice versa, but also how earning is actually done. 
That is, how people behave when it comes to earning affects conditions for 
caring, and how people behave when it comes to caring affects conditions for 
earning. Historical institutionalism as well as feminist institutionalism informs 
the approach (Streeck & Thelen 2005; Mahoney & Thelen 2010; Steinmo 
2010; Krook & McKay 2011). 

Each empirical study is designed to analyze a certain link in what is referred 
to as Coleman’s macro-micro-macro ‘boat.’ Coleman’s boat is an analytical 
tool that enables moving from a descriptive to an analytical level. It allows for 
analyzing how the institutional system evolves (Thelen 2004; Steinmo 2010) 
because of interactions between different formal and informal institutions and 
of how they condition micro-level behavior, which, in turn, affects the system 
(see Chapter 2, and, e.g., Kenny 2007; Krook & Mackay 2011; Bjarnegård & 
Kenny 2016, Helmke & Levitsky 2004; Mackay et al. 2011; Chappell & Way-
len 2013; Waylen 2012, 2014). 
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Hedström and Swedberg (1998) note that Coleman “suggests that any kind 
of continuous social action can be conceptualized as a long chain of succes-
sive macro-micro-macro transformations, where, in many cases, only the 
peaks, so to speak (“macro-macro”), are visible to the researcher – but where 
the analytical point is precisely to explain this cumulative social action as a 
result of a large number of macro-micro-macro transitions” (footnote 20, 
page 22). This is precisely how this thesis claims to be able to better under-
stand what happens in Italy and Sweden compared to other frameworks: be-
cause it theorizes them as earning-caring models evolving as a result of con-
tinuous macro-micro-macro transitions that impact individual room for ma-
neuver, and in so doing affect the ways in which individuals act, and therefore 
the collective outcomes. When macro-conditions change, new patterns of be-
havior become institutionalized, and interact with other institutions, in that 
way affecting the way the system evolves (cf. Kenny 2007). The continuous 
macro-micro-macro transitions affect conditions for behavior, actual individ-
ual behavior, and also lead to the institutionalization of new “programmed” 
courses of action that make sense, given the changed conditions. Which 
courses of action make sense will vary across the population, producing strat-
ification of room for maneuver. Changing stratification of room for maneuver 
is integral to the evolution of the earning-caring model. This theoretical basis 
offers a way to concretize with a certain precision what happens in the process 
of institutional change, which interactions produce which effects, how indi-
vidual lives are affected along the way, and what that does to the evolutionary 
path of the earning-caring model. 

Coleman’s boat is made up of two macro-level points (A and D) and two 
micro-level points (B and C) (see Chapter 2, Figures 2.1 and 2.2). The links 
between the macro- and micro-levels explain how macro-level conditions (A) 
translate into macro-level outcomes (D). Each link corresponds to a social 
mechanism (Coleman 1990a, 1990b; Giesen 1987; Hedström & Swedberg 
1998). In focus here is, thus, explanation by mechanisms (Elster 1989; see also 
Tilly 2001; and Hedström & Bearman 2009). Coleman himself calls them so-
cial mechanisms of coordination, and uses the market as an example, but here 
the mechanisms consist of institutions making up the earning-caring model. 

Hedström and Swedberg (1998) create a typology of mechanisms in rela-
tion to Coleman’s boat: The mechanism corresponding to the link between the 
macro- and micro-level (points A and B) is labeled a “situational mechanism” 
– in which the individual is exposed to a certain social situation; that between 
the micro conditions and micro outcomes (points B and C) is labeled “action-
formation mechanism” and is one in which room for maneuver leads to certain 
actions; the third mechanism corresponds to the link from the micro- to macro-
level (points C and D), and is labeled a “transformational mechanism” which 
transforms individual actions into collective outcomes (p. 21-23). 

In order to capture the three mechanisms linking macro- and micro-levels, 
each of the three empirical studies has its own specific aim, related specifically 
to the link under study. In line with Hedström and Swedberg’s (1998) note on 
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Coleman, above, the first step is to map “the peaks” in the macro-micro-macro 
transitions, the macro-macro link, between points A and D: macro-level con-
ditions and macro-level outcomes. Thereafter, the analytical task is to under-
stand that link by analyzing those to the micro-level. Study 1 thus focuses on 
points A and D, aiming to study the evolution over time of the earning-caring 
model, as a function of how earning and caring are interlinked, and the gen-
dered and classed implications that come with that evolution. This allows for 
theorizing more precisely which institutional interactions are central for the 
given model’s stability, and therefore what might stabilize or destabilize it. 
That, in turn, is necessary in order to understand how those interactions are 
affected by labor market liberalization. It also offers an overview of stratifica-
tion of conditions for earning and caring. The first empirical study offers an 
analysis of how the models work, how they have evolved, and how gendered 
and classed stratification has interacted with that process. It cannot tell us ex-
actly how changing conditions in the labor market affect individuals in differ-
ent conditions, but it helps formulate certain expectations. 

Those expectations are then tested in study 2, offering something of a fea-
sibility test of the earning-caring model approach, the type-case simulation 
that studies the link between points A and B: macro-level conditions and mi-
cro-level conditions. That link is made up by a “situational mechanism” 
(Hedström & Swedberg 1998:21-23), in which individuals find themselves in 
a certain social situation, limited by interacting institutions. It aims to identify 
more specifically how labor market liberalization has affected stratification 
between individuals with different types of work contracts, and how that strat-
ification interacts with income inequality and gender. It does so by analyzing 
what is required for achieving income and care security in each model, and 
how the possibility to do so differs as a function of income level, employment 
contract, and gender. This is an important step in achieving the thesis’ aim: In 
order to understand how changing labor market conditions affect stratification 
of room for maneuver to combine earning and caring, it is necessary to under-
stand how the earning-caring model delimits room for maneuver to achieve 
income and care security. From there, we can understand how changing con-
ditions for earning affect the room for maneuver of differently placed individ-
uals, and therefore how gendered and classed stratification is affected. In that 
way, the effects of an evolving earning-caring model can be specified in terms 
of micro-level living conditions, in a way that is more precise and that can 
identify key interactions that are missed when simply analyzing policy and 
aggregate statistics. However, a type-case simulation cannot tell us much 
about the effect of informal institutions, gendered norms, on perceived room 
for maneuver. That is what is done in the third study. 

Study 3 zooms in on the link between points B and C in Coleman’s ‘boat’: 
micro-level conditions and micro-level outcomes. Here, the mechanism is one 
of “action-formation,” that is, the social context leads up to a certain behavior 
(Hedström & Swedberg 1998:21-23). This study uses in-depth interviews with 
couples with small children, where each partner is interviewed separately, to 
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understand how individuals perceive their room for maneuver as a function of 
how formal and informal institutions interact, and how that affects their cho-
sen mode of combination of earning and caring. Interviews allow for explor-
ing questions that remain after analyses of formal rules and conditions; they 
allow for understanding how conditions for earning and caring are perceived 
as a function of income levels, work contracts, and gender roles. In that way, 
the effect that informal institutions have on stratification of room for maneu-
ver, on the perceived conditions for earning and caring, which end up affecting 
the way people decide how to act, can be added to the results of the other two 
parts. 

The link between micro-level outcomes and macro-level outcomes (points 
C and D) corresponds to a “transformational" mechanism – one in which ac-
tions of interacting individuals lead to certain collective outcomes (Hedström 
& Swedberg 1998:21-23), and is discussed in the last, concluding, chapter 
(Chapter 10). That is where results from the three empirical studies are tied 
together and analyzed with the help of the theoretical framework elaborated 
in Chapter 2. 

Together, the three studies offer a new understanding of the impact of labor 
market liberalization in Italy and Sweden, and indeed show how to understand 
that impact in other cases as well, across the EU and beyond. They show the 
potential of the earning-caring model approach as an analytical tool, but also 
point toward the need to test its feasibility further on other cases, to further 
elaborate the framework as well as more rigorous ways to test the different 
arrows in Coleman’s boat. Given that study 1 identifies the critical institu-
tional interactions for the stability of the earning-caring model, the results 
from studies 2 and 3 can tell us how changing macro-level conditions affect 
those critical interactions, and therefore how they end up affecting the stability 
and evolution of the model. 

Case selection 
The case selection can be discussed both in terms of the number of cases and 
the selection of the specific cases of Italy and Sweden. Selecting two cases is 
based on an ambition to engage in detailed institutional analysis of formal as 
well as informal institutions using a range of different methods. This ambition 
necessarily limits the number of cases possible to study. At the same time, the 
comparative aspect is fundamental in increasing the possibility of understand-
ing the single cases as well as for theorizing about more general patterns, al-
lowing for engaging also in causal analysis. 

Selecting a few cases that represent different ideal types is not uncommon 
in comparative welfare state studies and comparative institutional analyses in 
general, as it allows for comparisons at the level of institutional systems rather 
than at the level of single policies (e.g., Sainsbury 1996; Kremer 2007; 
Steinmo 2010; Thelen 2004). Steinmo (2010) argues that comparing very 
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different institutional systems, precisely as systems, offers the possibility of 
understanding how different institutions interact and affect the structure of the 
system as a whole (cf. Pzreworski & Teune 1970). Such interactions can be 
compared across ever so different contexts. 

As for the selection of Italy and Sweden, it can be motivated in different 
ways. The first has to do with internal validity and the possibility to achieve 
the research aim, which is related to the above-described logic of choosing 
only two cases to begin with. These two cases represent two very different 
institutional systems, in many ways. In this thesis, the earning-caring models 
of the two countries are the main interest, but those models are affected by 
labor markets, welfare states, and gendered norms. Italy and Sweden differ, 
both in terms of policies and in terms of outcomes, such as labor market struc-
tures and participation, childcare solutions, rates of family breakdown, and 
fertility rates. Still, they share common challenges and have implemented cer-
tain similar policy changes in order to face those challenges. They therefore 
offer a way to understand how institutions interact in an earning-caring model, 
allowing for elaborating the concept, but also how different earning-caring 
models interact with similar changes to the labor market. 

Belonging to what are in the literature considered two radically different 
welfare state regimes, they represent one most-likely case and one least-likely 
case when it comes to the expected outcome of labor market flexibilization on 
the conditions for combining earning and caring: The Swedish welfare state is 
characterized as universal, meaning that new labor market contracts should 
have little effect on the stratification of income and care security. The Italian 
welfare state, on the contrary, is typically characterized as corporatist, frag-
mented, and rudimentary, meaning that new labor market contracts should risk 
leading to a profound stratification of income and care security. Studying these 
two cases in depth should enable an understanding of how earning-caring 
models affect processes of institutional change, which on a policy-level are 
rather similar. 

There is a case to be made against the choice of Sweden, in particular, and 
that is Steinmo’s (2010) argument that one should avoid studying one’s own 
country as it will create bias. That brings me to the second motivation for this 
case selection, which is a practical one. First, while I understand Steinmo’s 
point, I would argue that selecting, for example, Norway instead of Sweden 
as a way to study a similar case that is not my own country would not really 
solve the issue of bias. Rather, any bias I may have in favor of a Swedish-type 
institutional system would most likely transfer onto Norway. Second, by 
choosing Sweden and not Norway, I have an important advantage in terms of 
knowing where to look for information, how to get in touch with respondents, 
as well as a level of linguistic knowledge that greatly facilitates the research 
process. I could have done this same study in say, Norway and Spain, but it 
would either have taken (even) longer or would have had to be designed dif-
ferently. My case selection strategy has therefore been to minimize the risk of 
bias by choosing two cases representing places I have lived in and have family 
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ties to, hopefully making me equally biased in favor of, as well as critical of, 
both. 

Sweden and Italy stand out in opposite ways in the social policy literature. 
Sweden is among the most generous countries when it comes to spending on 
families and children, while Italy is heavier on pensions and offers little to 
families. While there is certainly a risk of bias, I think that my being from 
Sweden and currently living in Sweden also means that I am more aware of 
the problems existing in Sweden, just as in any other country, than researchers 
from other countries may be. There is, hence, a drive to understand where 
those problems come from, instead of simply saying that it is better than most 
other cases. The risk of bias therefore goes in both directions; it could make 
me want to see Italy in a more positive light while trying my best to find the 
problems with the Swedish case, just as my being from Sweden and not from 
Italy could make me more sympathetic to the Swedish model compared to the 
Italian one. I, of course, try my best to keep any such biases in check and let 
the data speak for itself. The aim of the thesis is not to idealize either case, but 
to arrive at a deeper understanding of how these models actually work and 
affect people’s lives, and based on that discuss what is desirable in normative 
terms and be able to better guide policy choices. That can only be achieved 
through an objective analysis, and that is most certainly what I have tried to 
carry out. 

The risk of bias must also be evaluated in relation to the advantages of 
selecting cases, of which one has previous knowledge. While a practical mo-
tivation for a case selection should certainly not be the only one – the case 
selection must first of all allow for answering the research question – there are 
in my view practical aspects that can affect the possibility of answering the 
research question, which should not be underestimated. In a study such as this, 
where the aim is a deeper understanding of how institutions interact and shape 
micro-level living conditions, an ability to understand associations and grasp 
details and nuances during interviews with respondents is an enormous ad-
vantage. The same is true when it comes to understanding how different insti-
tutions work in practice, and understanding and interpreting mechanisms of 
institutional interaction. There is unavoidably an element of interpretation in 
any research project, but I do not think that it is necessarily minimized by 
studying cases one does not know much about beforehand; a lack of 
knowledge and understanding may instead increase the risk of misinterpreta-
tion. A concrete example of how my knowledge of the cases has helped me is 
in the use of EU-SILC data where different variables are used to measure the 
same thing in these two cases (see below for more details), something that 
would have been very hard to understand without previous knowledge and 
would therefore have risked leading to faulty results and conclusions. That is 
simply one example of many. 

To conclude, in this case, I believe that both the internal validity and prac-
tical concerns motivate the selection of Italy and Sweden in ways that exceed 
the risk of bias, even if they by no means offer a guarantee against 
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misinterpretations or otherwise imperfect analyses. In the remainder of the 
chapter, I present and discuss the single methods used in some detail. It could 
beneficially be used for reference when reading the empirical chapters. I pre-
sent the methods in the order they appear within each case study. Study 1 is 
presented in Chapters 4 and 7; Study 2 is presented in Chapters 5 and 8; and 
Study 3 is presented in Chapters 6 and 9. 

Study 1: Analyzing evolving earning-caring models 
through policy analysis, previous research, and 
descriptive statistics 
The first empirical part builds on an analysis of the two earning-caring models, 
tracing their evolution over time and in interaction with labor market flexibil-
ization as a factor affecting conditions for earning. The selection of material 
builds on the theoretical framework of the thesis. In this case, the theoretical 
framework requires studying the interaction between different formal institu-
tions and informal institutions. However, it also requires analyzing those in-
centive structures in combination with gendered norms, expectations, and be-
havior to understand how these have interacted to shape the development path 
between stable and unstable equilibria. 

As alluded to above, the analysis of the earning-caring models has taken 
form in interaction with the empirical material collected not only for this part, 
but also for the others. The first drafts of these chapters were quite different, 
containing more data, but in a more explorative and purely descriptive way. 
Earning-caring models as a concept had not yet taken form, even if I knew I 
wanted to compare the cases as institutional systems, somehow. Once I had 
analyzed the material for the other two empirical studies, it became clearer 
what I was actually after in this one. In particular, the interview study offered 
input that came to profoundly shape this part and the thesis as a whole. When 
analyzing the interview material, I realized that mothers’ and fathers’ time 
spent on earning and caring was not measured on the same scale. Fathers’ 
time-use was evaluated in terms of how well it managed to maintain the fam-
ily, but mothers’ time-use was instead evaluated in terms of how well it en-
sured that the children were adequately cared for. If that failed, their economic 
contribution was not worth much. 

This insight landed in the analytical concepts of income security and care 
security, both necessary for work family reconciliation but possible to ensure 
in different ways, based on different divisions of responsibility for income and 
care security between family, market, and state. Each such division comes 
with differently gendered expectations, and places different demands on indi-
vidual women and men. This led to the concept of different earning-caring 
models, different ways of ensuring that people in general have a stable way of 
ensuring both adequate income and adequate childcare, which even if different 
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can work equally well in terms of being stable. Here, Esping-Andersen’s con-
cept of stable equilibrium was, in fact, a fundamental part of the thought pro-
cess. When earning-caring models are destabilized somehow, because of 
changing conditions, expectations, or preferences, they are undermined to 
some extent. Perhaps not for all segments of the population, and perhaps not 
abruptly so, but for some segments and in a way that may become increasingly 
critical over time for how the models can and do work. 

This theoretical thought-construct took form while working with the differ-
ent empirical parts, and this first part has therefore been revisited several 
times. The data collected for it has been sorted, arranged, and analyzed in dif-
ferent ways, in the end with the aim of identifying how the earning-caring 
models work and evolve. An important part of the process has been selecting 
what data to include, which reforms are relevant and which ones are less so, 
which aggregate patterns of behavior are relevant, and which are less so. The 
other part has been how to analyze the data selected, which is very much 
linked to the process described above. 

Before describing the sources and material used, I want to comment briefly 
on the data selection process. Earning-caring models start out from the micro-
level, from the concepts of income security and care security and ways in 
which they may be ensured. They can be ensured individually, or at the fam-
ily-level; moreover, people can depend on the labor market, the family, and 
the welfare state, to different extents, to ensure them. Furthermore, it may not 
always be possible to achieve both, or even any of the two. The point of the 
concept is that interacting institutions affect conditions for earning and caring 
that in turn affect the conditions at the micro-level, deciding who can achieve 
income and/or care security, and in what way. The data selected here, in terms 
of policies, historical developments, and statistics, have been selected on the 
basis of pursuing an answer to which the most important institutions may be, 
and how they have worked in these two cases. Empirics have guided the pro-
cess, but also previous literature and research traditions. 

When it comes to aggregate outcomes, the selection builds to a large extent 
on Esping-Andersen’s concept of stable and unstable equilibria, and the re-
lated concept of an ‘incomplete revolution,’ indicated by women’s roles 
changing in society while men’s behavior tends to lag behind (Esping-Ander-
sen 2009; Goldscheider et al. 2014). Selection of policy areas is based on both 
mainstream and feminist welfare state research, and in particular, on the fem-
inist contribution emphasizing that conditions for earning are interlinked with 
those for caring. This literature studies different aspects of family policy, but 
also gendered relations to the welfare state and social citizenship. 

Not all aspects of welfare state reform are included, by far, and I do not 
make the claim to offer a full historical account of the policy developments in 
these countries. I have focused on the policy changes that appear most relevant 
for achieving the research aim, based on previous research, my own empirical 
findings, and the theoretical framework applied. However, it should be under-
scored that I have wanted to go further than feminist welfare state research 
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typically does; specifically, go further than analyzing how having care respon-
sibilities affects the possibilities of participating in earning, as a function of 
the conditions for outsourcing care. I have wanted to also analyze the actual 
conditions for earning, once people are in the labor market, whether they allow 
for income security, and specifically so while also achieving care security, and 
how they may be gendered as a function of gendered care responsibilities. 
Labor market policy and the process of labor market flexibilization were, 
therefore, of obvious relevance. 

Apart from family policy, social policy in general, and labor market policy, 
the process of constructing the concept of earning-caring models made me 
realize that family law needed to be included, at least such legislation that 
regulates the terms for arranging earning and caring after divorce/ family 
breakdown. The terms for divorce, how a family-based work family reconcil-
iation is to translate into income and care security for two separate households, 
is a factor that can reasonably come to affect how people perceive their room 
for maneuver also in a family-forming period, and one that most certainly af-
fects intra-household power relations. The same holds for pension policy, for 
example. 

On that note, I should comment on what has consciously been left out: El-
derly care is an area of obvious relevance to earning and caring, one that gen-
ders conditions for labor market participation in older ages when there is a 
need to provide care for elderly parents (see e.g., Lewis 2018). I made the 
choice early on to focus on the conditions for earning and (child)caring, in 
terms of conditions for family formation. This was motivated by the concept 
of stable equilibria, which focuses mainly on fertility rates and family break-
down as issues of concern for social and economic stability. Even if elderly 
care certainly could have been included, I do not think leaving it out is hugely 
problematic for this analysis as it focuses on effects of labor market change 
on perceived conditions for earning and caring while having young children. 
Housing costs and policy are other factors that, in hindsight, could (and per-
haps should) have been included, but that are not.8 There is certainly room for 
improvement and for elaborating and fine-tuning the framework for future ap-
plications. Next, I describe the material used in some detail, and then move on 
to discussing the type-case simulation. 

The material consists to a large extent of policy documents and reports; 
governmental reports, white papers, and policy proposals, as well as reports 
produced by nationally based research institutes and by the respective insti-
tutes of statistics (Istat and Statistics Sweden). In addition to this material 
comes previous research on the two cases. For this study, language knowledge 
was essential as it allowed me to read reports in Italian as well as in Swedish. 
It enabled me not to rely solely on secondary sources in English but to read 

8 Trifiletti (2018) makes the point that home ownership works as a form of insurance against 
social risks in the Italian case, which could most certainly have been a relevant factor to inte-
grate into this analysis. 
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the original policy proposals and thereby analyze them directly in terms of 
how conditions for earning interact with those for caring, including motiva-
tions and problem representation. 

I also use descriptive statistics on outcomes of earning and caring. These 
statistics generally come from Eurostat and OECD, meaning that the indica-
tors are the same. However, in some cases, I have included data from Istat and 
Statistics Sweden that are then not always measuring the exact same thing, or 
in the exact same way. Still, they can be used for within-case levels of com-
parison as well as in a less strict way for comparison across cases. While ini-
tially collecting a large selection of statistics from each national statistics in-
stitute, I have here opted to use mostly international statistical data sources, 
essentially harmonized national statistics, in order to enhance comparability 
across cases. 

The operationalization of norms deserves particular attention, I think, as 
this is generally a tricky issue. In the first empirical part, I want to track the 
development of gendered norms on earning and caring, as they are assumed 
to affect the stability of the model in relation to gendered expectations and 
incentive structures. For this, I have used a set of survey questions from the 
European Values Study (EVS). Using survey questions to operationalize so-
cial norms is based on the assumption that social norms affect individual val-
ues (Coleman 1990a). Thus, while the answers may be assumed to reflect val-
ues rather than perceived norms (the questions in fact ask for the individual 
opinion of the respondent, and not how he/she perceives the social norm), such 
values should at the aggregate level reflect social norms. The choice to use 
EVS data was easy as the other comparable surveys (ISSP, ESS, and the Eu-
robarometer) either did not include Sweden or Italy at all or did not do so for 
the most recent waves. The EVS has a suitable set of survey questions; unfor-
tunately, however, they are included only in the one, two, or three of the most 
recent waves.9 In order to be able to catch the development over time, I opted 
for only including questions that were asked in at least both the two waves 
from 1999 and 2009. This meant excluding some questions that would have 
been relevant, a choice motivated by the importance of catching the over-time 
trends. 

Study 2: Type-case simulation 
Type-case simulation offers a way to make economic incentive-effects of pol-
icy more evident than simply comparing rules and legislation (cf. Bradshaw 
et al. 1993). It allows seeing the actual effects of policies, such as threshold-
effects where stratifying lines are drawn, and what it does to one’s economy 
to be on either side of that line, which is otherwise hard to pinpoint. This is 

9 The most recent wave unfortunately leaves out most of the questions used here. 
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fundamental to be able to concretize how institutions interact for “real” indi-
viduals. It offers a way to evaluate potential conversion factors identified in 
the first study and understand how they affect the outcome in terms of eco-
nomic stratification. 

Of course, as with all research methods, it also has its limitations. Type-
cases offer an illustration alone, not an exact account of actual lives. More 
importantly, when creating the type-cases, one necessarily makes certain 
choices and excludes others, meaning that the simulation will illustrate the 
effects under certain select circumstances, but not under others. The aim when 
constructing the type-cases must be that they should allow for studying the 
theoretically most relevant circumstances; nonetheless, (as any method) it can 
never offer a full account of the reality of life. Each type-case will be an ideal 
type, and most people will not be exactly like any of the type-cases, but they 
will resemble one more than the other. In that way, the method can highlight 
the patterns of effects and probable outcomes at the aggregate level. 

In this thesis, the aim of the type-case simulation was to understand more 
precisely how labor market flexibilization affects stratification of income and 
care security, by interacting with social policy as well as stratification based 
on income inequality and gender. Temporary work compared to permanent 
work is, therefore, the basis for constructing the type-cases. Before elaborating 
on the details of constructing the type-cases, the logic behind their construc-
tion deserves some comments. 

Temporary work could be seen both as a decreased risk of long-term un-
employment, and as an increased risk of more frequent, albeit potentially 
shorter, spells of unemployment, depending on whether the alternative would 
have been unemployment or permanent employment. Since the focus in this 
thesis is on the institutional system, the approach here is to identify how con-
version factors have changed – so how do different kinds of labor market at-
tachments differ when it comes to income and care security, and what is it that 
creates those differences? For this purpose, the counterfactual is neither un-
employment nor permanent employment, but rather a flexicurity-model of la-
bor market and social policy. This is motivated by the EU’s discursive support 
for flexicurity, in contrast to empirical studies finding a focus on flexibility 
alone in the implementation of reforms (e.g., Wilthagen & Tros 2004; Lewis 
& Plomien 2009; Tangian 2007; Seifert & Tangian 2007; Hansen 2007). 

Flexicurity refers to a labor market characterized by employment security 
rather than job security. The ease of hiring and firing that such a model aims 
to promote increases the risk of losing one’s job but is simultaneously assumed 
to lower the cost to employers of hiring people when needed, and thereby to 
increase the possibility to relatively quickly find a new job. The point is to 
promote external labor market flexibility, but with the welfare state compen-
sating for the new labor market risks. It builds on the recognition that while 
standard work used to be permanent full-time employment, and unemploy-
ment an anomaly, shifting labor market policy toward aiming for employment 
security, instead of job security, effectively means building frequent shorter 
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spells of unemployment into a standard work life. Hence, flexicurity means 
adapting social policy to the reality of this new standard worker, meaning, for 
example, that unemployment insurance is made to cover the greater risk of 
short unemployment spells in a way that effectively safeguards income secu-
rity of labor market participants. It thereby means an earning-caring model in 
which earning is mainly done on the labor market, so the market has the main 
responsibility for income security, but in which that responsibility is clearly 
shared with the state. This kind of model is constructed to minimize the dif-
ferences in income security between permanent and temporary workers, and 
that is the counterfactual against which the Swedish and Italian models are 
compared here. 

As the counterfactual, flexicurity means that labor market flexibilization is 
operationalized in a certain way in the type-case simulation, and this affects 
the construction of the type-cases. Essentially, it is conceptualized as an in-
creasing risk of spells of unemployment, and the question is whether the wel-
fare state manages to ensure income security, either by virtue of how it is al-
ready constructed or by adapting institutional resources and eligibility rules to 
cover this increased risk. Specifically, flexicurity would entail covering the 
new risk of having many, but hopefully short, spells of unemployment over 
the course of life because of gaps between temporary contracts, by offering 
everyone an unemployment insurance with a high replacement rate that 
thereby allows to maintain an adequate level of income (income security) be-
tween contracts. Other social insurances and social services, including family 
policies, such as parental leave and public childcare, should also be adapted 
so that temporary workers do not risk failing to qualify for them. 

In the simulation, this means that temporary work is operationalized as be-
ing in full-time work part of the year, and unemployed during the rest of the 
year. This may be a rough operationalization, and many temporary workers 
will have longer contracts, thus minimizing spells of unemployment. Longer 
contracts, exceeding one year, would in this simulation not show any different 
results from the permanent worker, because the Swedish system and recent 
policy reforms in Italy afford the same, or similar, social insurance to all em-
ployees. Time in work is what matters for qualifying, not the type of work 
contract (there are still some differences in Italy, but they have been signifi-
cantly reduced over time). However, even yearly temporary contracts do come 
with the prospect of potential unemployment in a not-too-distant future. Con-
sequently, they come with an inherent income insecurity that fails to come out 
if compared only in terms of income levels at a certain time point. In order to 
capture that inherent income insecurity, spells of unemployment, therefore, 
need to be built into the type-cases representing temporary workers. As such, 
the simulation puts the welfare states to a hard test, but that is also the point: 
To see whether there is a stratification according to certain work conditions, 
or if the welfare state manages to compensate for increased job insecurity, and 
identify the critical points in creating that stratification. 
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It also means that income inequality is built into the simulation because, 
working fewer yearly hours, the temporary type-cases earn less over the year 
than the standard worker. However, it is important to note that even if the 
results can certainly be used to understand how income inequality as such af-
fects room for maneuver, the simulation zooms in on how eligibility for dif-
ferent key social insurances affects one’s room for maneuver, and how it dif-
fers due to time spent in paid work (and to a limited extent in the Italian case 
due to type of work contract). It is thus important that the temporary workers 
work full-time, but are unemployed for part of the year, which is different 
from a part-time worker who is employed on a permanent contract – even if 
the two work the same number of hours in a year and have the same yearly 
earnings. The importance lies in their different possibilities to qualify for un-
employment insurance and parental leave as well as public childcare. The sim-
ulation therefore shows how income inequality, which is stratifying in itself, 
interacts with the risk of not qualifying for social security and with the risk of 
unemployment and the inherent income insecurity with which it comes. It also 
includes gender wage gaps as well as formal gender differences in access to 
institutional resources. 

Constructing the type-cases 
This is a simulation of economic effects of having one’s first child, depending 
on gender and type of employment contract. I use type-cases to represent dif-
ferent possible scenarios in terms of labor market participation and conditions, 
such as length of contract and pay, and I compare the economic situation be-
fore and after having a child – depending on choices regarding parental leave 
and childcare. To make the incomes comparable, I use equivalent household 
incomes, according to the following equivalence scale: First adult 1.0, second 
adult 0.5, first child 0.3.10 The point is to show the economic effects of making 
the transitions between labor market participation and care leave, between 
specializing in earning and in caring, and back again. The equivalence scale 
also makes the comparison between individuals living alone and in couples 
fairer, since it takes into account that housing (as well as other) expenses will 
be higher per person in a single-adult household than in a dual-adult house-
hold. 

The simulation is done on individuals and on couples. The individuals are 
assumed to be single parents when taxes, fees, and benefits are calculated. One 
reason for this is that it makes the calculation easier, since I otherwise would 

10 How to fairly calculate the added cost of a child and/or second adult, and therefore the validity 
of this particular equivalence scale, can be discussed. I have chosen this scale, which is the 
modified OECD scale, since it is the one used by Eurostat. If anything, this scale likely under-
estimates the cost of a child (the original OECD equivalence scale weighs the second adult as 
0.7 and the first child as 0.5), which means that the results estimate a minimum effect of having 
a child on the household economy, but the effect could very well be larger. 
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have to consider a hypothetical partner’s income11 and decide what that should 
be; another is that a household is a black box within which it is hard to say 
much about the economic conditions of each individual, as they depend on 
intra-household relations. Moreover, single parents put the institutional sys-
tems to the hardest test; coupled individuals can be assumed to be somewhat 
better off than single individuals with children (even if there will be exceptions 
depending on intra-household relations). In short, if it works for single parents, 
it should work for most individuals (cf. Orloff 1993). 

I also let the different type-cases form couples, in order to simulate the 
economic effects at the household level of different choices made by each 
person, and the viability of opting for familialistic work family reconciliation. 
The main purpose of including couples is to provide an illustration of a “stand-
ard” situation, as most people do live in couples when they have their first 
child. However, given the argument that work family reconciliation must be 
conceptualized as an individual possibility to combine earning and caring, in-
dividuals are the main theoretical interest:12 Does a certain institutional context 
allow an individual to combine earning and caring without having to reduce 
work hours to accommodate care needs? 

The construction and selection of type-cases are based on the different lev-
els of comparison that are relevant in this particular study: Firstly, a central 
aim is to compare the economic effects of having a child when on a certain 
type of employment contract, and for women and men within each case; sec-
ondly, I am comparing two different institutional settings in order to study 
how existing formal institutions affect the outcome of labor market flexibili-
zation. To be able to make comparisons at these different levels, I have se-
lected type-cases that represent main types of work contract in each case and 
that are comparable across the two cases.13 

I have focused on the lower part of the labor market in terms of income, 
since the purpose of this study is to show how more “precarious” forms of 
work affect the possibilities to choose how to combine family and work, and 
these are typically characterized not only by more insecure work conditions 
but also by lower pay than standard work. Consequently, I start out with stand-
ard workers with median earnings; from there, I create different, more 

11 As childcare fees in both cases and family allowances in Italy are based on total household 
income. Italy also has a dependent spouse tax deduction that creates a difference between single 
parents and couples.
12 Cf. Orloff’s (1993), “possibility to form and maintain autonomous households” and Lister’s 
(1994) “defamilialisation.” 
13 There are other possible type-cases, especially in the Italian case that would have been inter-
esting to include, such as project contracts (co.co.pro.) and “false self-employed” (self-em-
ployed with only one employer). These categories, on average, have a somewhat higher income 
than the on-call worker included in the simulation, but as far as access to institutional resources 
go, their situation is similar, so including them does not make the results much different. How-
ever, it would complicate the presentation of the simulation substantially, and I have therefore 
chosen to leave them out in order to be able to illustrate the dimension of stratification in a clear 
way and to facilitate the comparison between Italy and Sweden. 
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precarious, type-cases, both in terms of work conditions and in terms of earn-
ings. I have purposely included the most precarious forms of work on both 
labor markets, with the aim of showing what happens to those who fail to 
qualify for existing social insurances despite participating in the labor market, 
and thereby the stratifying effect of existing social policy in combination with 
changing labor markets. This means that in Sweden, the on-call workers fail 
to qualify for income-replacing parental leave insurance as well as unemploy-
ment insurance (both statutory and voluntary), and in Italy they fail to qualify 
for parental leave at all. 

With the aim of comparing the economic conditions for family formation 
for people in the labor market, but on different contracts, some of which are 
created by labor market flexibilization, the main type-cases selected for this 
study are: 

Table 3.1 Type-cases 

Permanent employee
(100% of full-time) 

Temporary employee
(66% of full-time in a 
year) 

Temporary on-call
(40% of full-time in a 
year) 

The permanent employee is given median wage based on Eurostat data from 
2010, adjusted by national gender pay gaps. The temporary employee is based 
on the Italian14 average work-time of temporary employees compared to per-
manent employees (66%) and is assumed to have a temporary full-time con-
tract that lasts 66% of the year, and to be unemployed during the rest of the 
year. The on-call worker cannot know how much, or when, he/she will work 
during the year, but is assumed to end up working full-time 40% of the days 
in the year, to be on temporary contract only during the days he/she actually 
works, and to be unemployed during the rest of the days. When it comes to 
social security regulations, including eligibility requirement, replacement lev-
els, and policies in place, these are based on the situation in 2015. Certain 
changes have been made since, such as removing the equality bonus in the 
Swedish parental leave and experimental implementation of childcare vouch-
ers in Italy, but these are not included in the simulation. It should also be noted 
that the concept of care security is used in a limited form in the type-case 
analysis, to then be applied in its complete form in the interview study in Part 
3. The reason is that the simulation can only show effects of formal institu-
tions, which in the case of care security means it can only show the economic 
effects of choosing different care solutions. Whether such solutions corre-
spond to care ideals is an issue that is further investigated through the inter-
views. 

14 I have found no such data for Sweden; thus, I have chosen to use the Italian average in both 
cases for comparability of how the institutional systems treat workers with similar labor market 
participation. 
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These type-cases are further diversified by gender and within each case 
based on the eligibility criteria for different social insurances. For example: In 
the Italian case, fathers and mothers are treated differently after the birth of a 
child. In the Swedish case, for the yearly income, it matters whether or not the 
temporary employee is a member of the voluntary unemployment insurance, 
and whether he or she has worked 65% or 66% of a year prior to the birth of 
a child. Depending on the answer, it would place him/her on different sides of 
the 240-day work requirement, which is the eligibility criteria for earnings-
based parental leave insurance. These diversifications are meant to show how 
the access to institutional resources works in each case and thereby highlight 
the critical points of the dimension of stratification. When a type-case is work-
ing less than full-time over the year, the wage is integrated with the unem-
ployment benefit that the specific type-case would be entitled to for the re-
mainder of the year. The income is then taxed according to the tax rules in 
2010, and we then have the net yearly income before having a child. 

The next step is to let the type-cases have a child and make different choices 
for childcare during the child’s first and third year of life, in order to catch 
both the transition from earning to caring (care leave usage) and that back 
from caring to earning (how childcare may be solved after parental leave is 
over); then, I compare the income before and after having children for all type-
cases. Finally, I let the type-cases form couples in order to understand how the 
economic conditions at the household level are affected by different modes of 
labor market participation of the two partners, and different care solutions. 

I create couples using all possible combinations of labor market contracts 
and genders, resulting in 9 possible couples (see below). Where a combination 
of type-cases is found twice, but with man and woman in different type-cases, 
for simplicity I keep only the combination where the woman is on the more 
precarious contract. That choice is made based on the empirical fact that 
women are overrepresented in temporary work and, in general, earn less than 
their male partners. Six couples remain. The couples are (in italics couples that 
are removed following the logic explained above): 

Table 3.2 Couples 

Man 
Woman Permanent/Permanent Permanent/Temporary Permanent/On-

call 
Temporary/Perma-
nent 

Temporary/Temporary Temporary/On-
call 

On-call/Permanent On-call/Temporary On-call/On-call 

Economic consequences of the transition to parenthood 
I have chosen to study the first year of the child’s life as well as the third year, 
in order to catch both the transition from work to care, and back to work again. 
Furthermore, I have chosen to compare full years simply because it facilitates 
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the calculation of income and taxes, but I also think it provides a better illus-
tration of the choices offered and resulting incentive structures than calculat-
ing, for example, monthly income while on care leave compared to that while 
in full-time work. In the Italian case, year 1 includes the transition back to 
work and from care leave to some form of childcare, given that the total care 
leave for single parents can last at most 10 months after the birth of the child 
(for a couple, it is a maximum of 14 months in total), while in the Swedish 
case, the transition to childcare is made earliest during year 2, given that child-
care is offered only to children over 1 year of age. Here, the aim is to illustrate 
economic effects of using care leaves and childcare institutions as they are 
intended to work. The results should also be seen in light of how they may 
work in practice, with access to public childcare being scarce in the Italian 
case and with opening hours that often do not allow for full-time work; and in 
the Swedish case, what is on paper a guaranteed public childcare place within 
three months of making the request in practice often being a guarantee to have 
a place in the preferred preschool only in August every year (otherwise, the 
child can be given a place in whichever preschool in the municipality, which 
may be far from home/work). 

In Sweden, the parental leave is gender neutral and is income-related for, 
in total, 390 days, so it covers the full first year of the child’s life. Sixty days 
are reserved for each parent and cannot be used by the other.15 The options for 
an individual in the Swedish case are 1) 12 full months of parental leave (if 
sole custody, otherwise this means using statutory leave as well, since 60 days 
are non-transferrable); 2) 6 months of full-time work and 6 months of parental 
leave; 3) 10 months of full-time work and 2 months of parental leave. The two 
last options work in practice if the child has two parents with shared custody, 
or a single parent who shares the leave with a close relative. In the simulation 
of couples, the third option is gendered in order to reflect statistical usage of 
parental leave as much as possible, and to cover the full first year: The man is 
assumed to use 2 months of parental leave and the woman 10 months. In Swe-
den, parental leave (or babysitter/grandparents) must be used for the full first 
year since public childcare is not available before the child’s first birthday. In 
Italy, childcare is offered from the age of three months, which opens up for 
other options. A further difference is the maternity leave of 5 months (one 
month must be taken before the child is born); in the Italian case, it is compul-
sory for mothers but exists for fathers only if he has sole custody at the time 
of birth, such as if the mother dies or abandons the child. To remain as realistic 
as possible, the single father in the simulation is assumed to share custody 
with the mother and therefore has no right to maternity leave (for fathers who 
do find themselves eligible for leave corresponding to maternity leave, the 
outcome will be very close to that of single mothers). On the other hand, 

15 The simulation is based on rules from 2015, when only 60 days were reserved, it has since 
been changed to 90 days. 
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fathers can use 7 months of parental leave out of the total 10 months available 
per child, while mothers cannot use more than 6 months. The options in the 
Italian case are, therefore, different for women and men. Given the limited 
access to public childcare, and especially for such small babies, the third al-
ternative will not always be available and could instead depend on grandpar-
ents being available or babysitters affordable. 

Table 3.3 Simulated alternatives during year 1 

Sweden 
women 
and men 

12 months parental 
leave 

6 months full-time 
work, 6 months paren-
tal leave 

10 months full-
time work, 2 
months parental 
leave (gendered in
couples) 

Italy 
women 

4 months maternity 
leave, 6 months pa-
rental leave, 2 
months inactive 

4 months maternity 
leave, 8 months 50% 
work, 50% parental 
leave/month 

4 months maternity 
leave, 8 months 
full-time work + 
public childcare 

Italy 
men 

5 months full-time 
work, 7 months pa-
rental leave 

4 months full-time 
work, 8 months 50% 
work, 50% parental 
leave/month 

Full-time work + 8 
months public 
childcare 

Table 3.4 Simulated alternatives during year 3 

Sweden Public 
childcare 

Private care/ Babysitter Parent 
Specializes in care 

Italy Public 
childcare 

Private childcare/ babysitter 
(i.e. not publicly funded) 

Parent specializes in 
care 

After the first year, I have chosen the third year since parental leave is gener-
ally over by then in both countries, and parents will need to solve childcare in 
some other way.16 In both cases, the options are public childcare, private child-
care/child-minder, and a parent specializing in care. In the case of couples, I 
let the mother specialize in care, while the father specializes in earning. In the 
Italian case, there are private care institutions that are not subsidized, which 
do not exist in the Swedish case. Fees vary greatly; for reasons of simplicity 
and comparability, I have merged private care institutions with private child-
minders, and the cost is set at an estimated average level between these two 
options. In Italy, the most common solution to childcare when both parents 
work is for grandparents to offer free childcare. I have chosen not to include 
this option in the simulation since the economic situation would be very sim-
ilar to that before having children, but it will be included in the discussion as 

16 In Italy, the system changes when the child turns 3: the children move from a care-based 
system (asilo nido) to an education-based system (scuola materna) at 3 years; in the latter pe-
riod, places for all children are guaranteed, even if opening hours can be less-than-full-time. 
The simulation shows the situation before the child turns 3 (the third year of the child’s life). 
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a possible and potentially necessary solution for the most economically vul-
nerable couples and individuals. 

Lastly, before moving on to Study 3, some remarks on the prevalence of 
the different type-cases: in both Italy and Sweden, the permanent worker is by 
far the most common. In both countries, there are other forms of labor market 
participation that are more common than temporary work, such as part-time 
permanent work and, in Italy, especially, self-employment. Even if temporary 
work remains a rather limited share of these labor markets (but around 15% 
in both cases, even more common in younger age groups, and at least in Italy 
clearly increasing), the aim in this thesis is to analyze how it interacts with 
each earning-caring model – which motivates the focus on different types of 
temporary workers, rather than simply the most common types of labor market 
participation in each country. Even if a certain type-case is not very common, 
or even very uncommon (such as using a private babysitter full-time in Swe-
den, or single fathers in both cases, but especially Italy), firstly, it could be-
come more common; therefore, it is interesting to see how it would fare, and 
secondly, they are important for understanding the limits to room for maneu-
ver created by formal institutions – limits that cannot simply be taken for 
granted but that should be made evident to help understand how the micro-
level conditions are affected by macro-level changes relating to labor market 
flexibilization. 

Study 3: Interviews 

EU-SILC microdata 
In the beginning of Chapters 4 and 9, presenting the interview studies, I pre-
sent data based on elaborations of EU-SILC microdata. It is used to map the 
most common modes of combining earning and caring among couples with 
children under five, who make use of a care solution other than parental care. 
This, in turn, serves as a way to evaluate the representativeness of the sample 
of interview respondents (see the next section). Before going into the inter-
view study, I therefore present how the EU-SILC data was elaborated. 

EU-SILC data offers a possibility to link actual labor market behavior of 
both parents with the actual usage of different care solutions for their children. 
I have merged personal data files P, with personal register files R using the ID 
of the father to link the labor market activity of the father to that of the mother 
(presuming heterosexual couples), and to link both of these with their children, 
found in the R-file, and the reported usage of different solutions for childcare 
(reported in the R-file, for each child). In this way, it is possible to identify 
patterns in earning-caring combinations, both between Sweden and Italy, and 
over time between 2004 and 2014. The data are used to create a set of combi-
nations of time spent on earning that describe the most common intra-couple 
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combinations in each country and year. They are then used to analyze how 
couples use different childcare solutions as a function of their combination of 
time in earning. The childcare solutions analyzed are the same in all four coun-
try/year combinations: 1= no care solution reported; 2=preschool only; 
3=grandparents only; 4=childminder only; 5=combo preschool + grandparents; 
6=combo preschool + childminder; 7=combo grandparents + childminder. Fi-
nally, it is also possible to see for how many hours each childcare solution is 
used, and also how that varies with the parents’ time in earning. 

There are some issues with the data that need to be considered, and that 
made me decide to use the data as a way to situate the interview respondents 
rather than as material for a study in itself. The results do correspond roughly 
to aggregate patterns and offer more detailed insight into how different care 
options are used in combination with different earning choices, which is inter-
esting as a way to understand how the interview respondents relate to wider 
patterns. However, large groups report no care solution at all, despite both 
parents working full-time, or full-time/part-time. This is hard to explain and 
points to some unreliability of the data. Another issue is the comparability of 
variables across countries: The care solutions are reported differently in Italy 
and Sweden, most likely as an effect of the division into asilo nido and scuola 
materna in Italy, while both are covered by the Swedish förskola. In practice, 
the Italian respondents have used the variable rl010 to report the total usage 
of institutional childcare, while in the Swedish case that variable has been used 
to report only the 15 hours of free förskola for children ages 3-5. In the Swe-
dish case, it is instead the variable rl040 that is used to report the total usage 
of institutional childcare. This is evident when looking at the data, but it comes 
out in this case since I am only studying two cases and know something about 
how the childcare systems work. In a large-n study, this would most likely 
have produced faulty results. 

Finally, the coding of maternity, paternity and parental leave causes issues 
when comparing these two cases: According to the codebook, maternity/pa-
ternity leave should be coded as full-time work, while parental leave should 
be reported as housework. This is problematic in the Swedish case given that 
there is only parental leave, which works much as maternity/paternity leave in 
other countries. It is evident from the data that in 2004, parental leave in the 
Swedish case is coded as housework: in 2004, the combination mother doing 
full-time housework and father in full-time paid work is the second most com-
mon combination, and it is clearly most common when they have children 
under two years, implying that the mother is, in fact, on parental leave. Com-
paring the data to Swedish labor market statistics, it is evident that most moth-
ers are in the labor market, again meaning that housework in this case will 
often, in fact, be parental leave. In 2014, this has been corrected, and parental 
leave is then coded as full-time work. In fact, in the data from 2014, almost 
no one does full-time housework all of a sudden, and even the youngest chil-
dren’s parents’ most common combination of economic status is that both are 
in full-time work, implying that parental leave is included in that category. 
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When it comes to Italian maternity leave and parental leave, it would make 
more sense to follow the directions of the EU-SILC codebook, given that they 
are qualitatively different, even if I would argue that it is still misleading to 
report parental leave as housework. Anyway, there is no huge and evident dif-
ference in the Italian data between 2004 and 2014 as in the Swedish case, 
implying that the coding is the same over time. 

Interviews with couples 
Interviewing couples in Italy and Sweden presents some obvious challenges. 
One challenge is my language knowledge; another, related challenge is my 
previous knowledge. Both of these factors affected my ability to formulate 
follow-up questions, which was clearly easier in the Swedish interviews than 
in the Italian ones. While I spoke fluent Italian as well as Swedish, have lived 
in Italy for several years and used the language at home even when living in 
Sweden, my Swedish was no doubt better. The strategy to come to terms with 
this was to prepare more in detail for the Italian interviews, with a set of po-
tential follow-up questions ready at hand. I also sent out questionnaires before 
conducting the interviews, in both countries, which gave me a level of under-
standing of the situation of the person I was talking to and a greater possibility 
of preparing for the interviews. A third factor that made the interviews in Swe-
den and Italy slightly different was that Italian respondents clearly considered 
me a foreigner, while Swedish respondents did not. As much as I had made 
clear that I had lived in Italy and that my own children are Italian as much as 
Swedish, comments such as “I don’t know how it works where you come 
from, but here in Italy…” were rather common. Swedish respondents assumed 
that I would understand what they meant to a greater degree, which I think 
made it important for me to ask them to explicitly say what they meant and 
not just rely on my interpretation. Italian respondents reflected more on 
whether what they were describing was perhaps specific to the Italian context, 
while Swedish respondents generally did not place Sweden in comparison to 
other contexts. In this case, I think Steinmo (2010) has a good point when 
arguing against researching one’s own country. On the other hand, all Italian 
respondents knew my personal ties to their country and were able to speak 
their own language without the use of an interpreter, just as the Swedish re-
spondents. All in all, finding respondents was difficult enough in these two 
countries in which I know well how to move; it would have been even more 
difficult and time-consuming in other countries. Finally, being able to avoid 
the use of an interpreter certainly facilitated the interviews, both by making 
the context more relaxed and by enabling me to follow the respondent’s lead 
and ask follow-up questions in a way that would have been impossible with 
an interpreter. 
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Theoretical basis and selection of respondents 
Previous research has shown the effect of gendered personal values on how 
couples and individuals act and make use of work-family policies (see, for 
example, Singley & Hynes 2005 and Cowdery & Knudson-Martin 2005. See 
also Nyman 2003, for an interview study on the intra-household sharing of 
money). This dissertation is on the interaction of formal and informal institu-
tions when it comes to the outcome of labor market flexibilization. The aim 
of the interviews in this case is therefore to understand how changing condi-
tions in the labor market interact with social and family policy as well as gen-
dered norms and values to shape perceptions and behavior. Having the ac-
counts of both partners in a couple allows for an understanding of how per-
ceptions are gendered, and for an investigation of the factors that end up gen-
dering those perceptions – in function of the perceptions of the partner. 

While some interview studies with couples use a randomized selection pro-
cess based on pre-existing material or a pre-existing list of respondents from 
similar studies, others use a more specific strategy based on the need to inter-
view people with certain characteristics to be able to fulfill the aim of the 
study. Cowdery and Knudson-Martin (2005) base their strategy on grounded 
theory (e.g., Strauss & Corbin 1990), which entails selecting respondents 
based on theoretical interest. Given that the purpose of this interview study is 
to further understand the results of the previous studies in this thesis, the 
grounded theory approach fits well in this case. The interview study should 
enable a deeper understanding of how different formal institutions work in 
practice for workers on new/atypical labor market contracts compared to 
standard contracts, in terms of affecting the perception of availability of dif-
ferent options. It should also enable a deeper understanding of how informal 
institutions affect the perception of availability of different options that are 
formally available. The first aim requires respondents who are on atypical 
contracts, both on the most precarious ones and less precarious ones but out 
of necessity (how are these workers’ perceptions affected?) and also those 
who are on atypical contracts out of choice (how does atypical work function 
as a facilitator of reconciliation?). The latter category also works toward the 
second aim – the role of informal institutions – an aim that also requires inter-
viewing couples that do not fully use the available formal institutions to max-
imize income. The question is then what else may motivate their choices, their 
perceptions of how formal institutions work, and how informal institutions 
affect that perception. 

The Swedish respondents were recruited through preschools. This strategy 
is motivated in the Swedish case by the fact that preschool is the general care 
solution for children over two years of age, which means that selecting only 
respondents who use preschool should not be problematic in the Swedish case.
I recruited almost all respondents from the same municipality, Örebro, which 
is a mid-size town, providing a setting that in many ways reflects an average 
Swedish context, for example, when it comes to income and unemployment. 
I sent a letter to the head of preschools at the municipality who forwarded it 
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to all preschools, who in turn forwarded it to parents. Then parents who 
wanted to participate contacted me directly. This self-selection entails a cer-
tain bias, and I have an overrepresentation of couples who shared parental 
leave equally, for example. In order to diversify the sample, I recruited another 
couple with atypical employment (Caroline and Kalle) through another re-
spondent, and yet another respondent with atypical employment (Jenny) 
through Facebook where she had posted a question to the Swedish Social In-
surance Agency about parental leave when being an on-call worker. Jenny is 
the only respondent not living in Örebro, and lives in a small town north of 
Uppsala. 

Selecting Italian respondents was trickier. There is no general care solution 
such as preschool that could be used, at least not if wanting to include couples 
with children under 3, and the regional diversity is much greater than in the 
Swedish case, both when it comes to formal institutional resources, outcomes 
such as female labor market participation, and gendered norms. I wanted to 
include at least some of this variation in the sample, and for this I used a num-
ber of different strategies including asking friends for potential contacts who 
corresponded to the criteria among their neighbors, families, and friends (An-
gela & Gianni; Valeria & Gianluca; Carla & Gabriele), ‘snowballing17’ by 
asking the respondents for other interesting contacts (Francesca & Enrico), 
and also contacting people blogging about parenting, especially precarious 
work and parenting (Manuela & Riccardo; Ilaria & Filippo). In this way I 
managed to include couples with different types of work contracts and uses of 
childcare, and also two couples living in the South of Italy that is characterized 
by, for example, fewer formal resources, greater poverty, and lower female 
labor force participation. The other respondents all live in Rome, which is 
fairly well served by public childcare and has a higher female labor force par-
ticipation rate. 

The samples are small, and the selection of respondents does not aspire to 
be fully representative of the population of parents in Sweden and Italy. Ra-
ther, they aim to represent both typical cases and more critical cases when it 
comes to conditions for earning and caring, in order to get a deeper under-
standing of how informal institutions affect such conditions. When compared 
to the EU-SILC patterns, they do correspond fairly well, representing the most 
common modes of combining earning and caring in each country (even if gen-
der equal parental leave is overrepresented in the Swedish sample). Moreover, 
even if the sample is small, I did experience that the last interviews rather 
confirmed patterns found in the others instead of adding all that much new 
findings. Having a larger and more diverse sample in both cases would unde-
niably have been preferable, but given the amount of work it took to find 

17 Kalton and Andersen (1986) discuss this sampling strategy, and conclude that it is more 
suitable for exploratory and qualitative studies than statistical surveys (p. 78), which fits the 
description of the study in question here. See also Coleman (1958), Welch (1975), Biernacki 
and Waldorf (1981), and Goodman (2011). 
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respondents in relation to the added value of the additional material, as well 
as the amount of work that goes into transcribing, coding, and analyzing each 
interview, time constraints made it reasonable to stop at this sample size. In 
certain ways, the two samples can also be analyzed together, as not everything 
is different in Italy and Sweden. It was notable during the process of analysis 
that certain tensions were recurrent, in one form or another, not only within 
each country but also across both. One such finding leads to the concepts of 
income security and care security, and in the end to that of earning-caring 
models. 

Interviewing couples separately 
When interviewing couples, there is a specific consideration that needs to be 
made, namely whether to interview the couple jointly or to conduct separate 
interviews with each individual. There are competing views on which is the 
preferable choice, and clearly possible benefits and difficulties with both ap-
proaches. Whereas an argument for joint interviews is that they have the pos-
sibility to offer more balanced accounts as each partner can validate or correct 
the account of the other, an argument against this approach is that the account 
risks ending up little more than the account of the unofficial household spokes-
person’s account (often, the woman, according to Valentine 1999; Hertz 1995) 
and also more “polished,” as partners will typically want to appear to be on 
the same page and provide an account that represents them as a couple rather 
than their individual views (Valentine 1999). 

In this study, it makes more sense for me to interview each partner sepa-
rately. The purpose of interviewing couples is not to observe their negotiating 
process or how they act toward each other (other possible benefits of joint 
interviews), but to be able to compare their individual accounts in order to 
understand whether men and women within the same couple reason differently 
when it comes to childcare and the combination of earning and caring. The 
purpose is not to make a particular point of whether a specific couple seems 
to agree with each other or not, but rather to be able to separate the account of 
a mother from that of a father and be able to draw conclusions regarding the 
different impact of formal and informal institutions on how women and men 
perceive their room for maneuver and choices made. Interviewing the woman 
and the man in the same couples makes it possible to isolate many other factors 
and get closer to the effect of gendered structures as well as gender roles on 
individual perceptions. 

The interviews and analysis 
The interviews took place in a time period of around 8 months, between April 
and December 2016. They were semi-structured, that is, I had an interview 
guide (see Appendix) with open-ended questions which I followed in general, 
but that could also be adapted according to the characteristics of each inter-
viewee. The interviewees were allowed to talk as little or much as they chose, 
and there were follow-up questions depending on their answers. Each 
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interview was around one hour and was recorded and then transcribed by me. 
Four of the Italian interviews were conducted via Skype, the others in person. 
The questions are divided into three categories: Background questions on the 
work situation and earning and caring choices made by the interviewee as well 
as by his/her partner; questions on formal institutions (childcare, family pol-
icy, labor market); and questions on informal institutions (views on parenting 
and working, perception of societal norms, etc.). 

The analysis of the interviews was based on the motivations that respond-
ents provide for their choices in relation to formal and informal institutions, 
and how they reason around the different possibilities they had, or might have, 
in relation to the partner’s possibilities, expectations, and choices. Key in the 
coding process was to note how formal institutions are described compared to 
and in combination with informal institutions, i.e., is the outcome decided by 
how formal institutions work, or by the effect of informal institutions on how 
they can be used? Helmke and Levitsky’s (2004) different forms of interaction 
between formal and informal institutions formed the basis for coding, asking 
whether the formal institution is effective, and whether informal and formal 
institutions have common objectives (see Chapter 2). Another theoretical ba-
sis for the coding process was Esping-Andersen’s concept of stable equilibria, 
which in fact requires converging objectives of informal and formal institu-
tions in terms of people’s expectations and perceived social norms being in 
line with formal conditions for making different choices, and that formal in-
stitutions actually are effective toward such objectives. 

The coding was based on posing a set of questions to the material, starting 
with going through each interview separately. It started out from the actual 
choices that the individual has made regarding how to arrange earning and 
caring, and from there enquired into how those choices are motivated in terms 
of formal and/or informal institutions, for example, by referring to lack of 
availability of services or policies, or to preferences, expectations, social pres-
sure, etc. If both formal and informal are relevant for the choice, the question 
was then how they interact, using Helmke and Levitsky’s (2004) framework 
as the basis. In whatever way the choices are motivated, the coding then pro-
ceeded to ask how the choices fit with expectations on oneself, and those per-
ceived by the partner and others, as well as personal preferences and the part-
ner’s preferences. From there, the question was whether other choices could 
have been made and, if so, why they were not. Here, the aim was to understand 
more about the perceived room for maneuver and what limits it. Toward this 
aim, the material was also analyzed in terms of how the respondent perceives 
the partner’s room for maneuver, and how it interacts with that of the respond-
ent. An important question was what the respondent expects of the partner, 
and what may others in society expect of the partner? After having gone 
through each interview in this way, each couple was compared to understand 
how they relate to each other: do they agree on the conditions of their choices, 
or have they perceived different limitations to their rooms for maneuver? 
Then, the material within each case was compared; finally, the findings for 
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Italy were compared to those for Sweden. The analysis at the country-level 
was not pre-determined, more than in the sense that I had specific concepts in 
mind when starting, such as expectations, conditions, and perceived condi-
tions. These concepts are all related to formal and informal institutions and 
how they interact. I then used a repeated comparison of the data to create cat-
egories and concepts from there, to be able to identify patterns of interacting 
institutions (cf. Corbin & Strauss 1990; Strauss & Corbin 1994). The idea was 
to let the data speak, but within a certain theoretical understanding of what it 
was I was looking for. 

This means that the results are presented in different ways for Italy and 
Sweden respectively, since different interactions and tensions between expec-
tations and conditions came out as the most striking ones in each case. Certain 
patterns that were found in both countries also created different tensions, and 
came with different consequences in the two cases, leading to them being pre-
sented differently in the two chapters. Female respondents are given slightly 
more space in the presentation of the results. This may in part be due to the 
fact that two men, one in Italy and one in Sweden, chose not to participate in 
the study and so I interviewed only the female partner. The ambition was, on 
the other hand, definitely to identify how formal and informal institutions in-
teract for women as well as men, but it may also be that if women’s role is 
changing more than that of men, they experience more tensions. 

By repeatedly comparing the data in order to identify patterns of interacting 
institutions, I was able to formulate the concepts of income security and care 
security. From both the Swedish and Italian interviews, a gendered pattern of 
perceived room for maneuver was evident. Going through the material repeat-
edly, it became clear that mothers’ and fathers’ time, their input into earning 
and caring, was measured on two different scales: fathers’ time according to 
the income security provided, but mothers’ time according to how her children 
were cared for. Income security seemed like an obvious term with a quite ev-
ident conceptualization: income level as well as stability that were perceived 
as adequate. The other scale was trickier, but Hochshild’s (2000) concept of 
care ideals really fits what I had found: Mothers’ time was measured in terms 
of how it enabled her children to be cared for in a way that fit ideas of good 
childcare. This not only affected the perception of the mothers’ time but also 
the perception of other care solutions, such as institutional childcare. I decided 
to label this concept ‘care security.’ 

Validity: achieving the aim? 
This thesis was designed to offer a complete picture as much as possible of 
people’s changing living conditions and improve the understanding of institu-
tional change and how societies evolve. To that end, two cases are compared, 
and different data sources and methods are used. Each study zooms in on a 
specific link in Coleman’s boat; each study offers its own piece of the picture 
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and is important in its own right, but they still study different aspects of the 
same phenomenon. This means that they complement each other and that they 
should, in the end, be analyzed together. The methods and data, divided into 
separate and very different studies, thereby offer the possibility to let the re-
sults from one study inform the design of the next. They also enable triangu-
lation. 

Nonetheless, there is surely room for improvement in each study. A higher 
number of interview respondents, for example, could add further depth and 
reliability to the results of the interview study. However, instead of relying 
only on interviews, this thesis combines them with results from the European 
Values Survey, EU-SILC data, as well as the type-case simulation and policy 
analysis. The interview sample is representative of the most common modes 
of combining earning and caring in Italy and Sweden, and also of my type-
cases. As such, it serves its purpose to uncover common tensions and difficul-
ties not seen in the other studies, even if it cannot offer a complete picture of 
the variety of difficulties people may face. The type-case simulation offers a 
very different, and higher, level of control, given that I choose myself which 
factors to enter into the simulation. It contains a limited set of type-cases and 
cannot say much about the conditions of people that do not come close to any 
of those categories. Adding type-cases could therefore be a way to improve 
the validity of the simulation, but it would also make the analysis messier and 
less comparable. The interviews in this way complement the results of the 
simulation to some extent, by adding complexity and enabling an exploration 
of tensions caused by institutional interactions that are not built into the sim-
ulation. Despite the shortcomings of each separate study, the fact that in the 
end the results of all three are combined, and that each study is explicitly de-
signed to complement, to some extent, the shortcomings of the others since 
neither study can cover the whole process in Coleman’s boat, significantly 
reduces the uncertainty of the overall analysis. 

The remaining level of uncertainty opens up for further studies to improve 
the design, and hence the analysis of the Italian and Swedish cases, in addition 
to the theoretical framework. It underscores the difficulty in achieving a 
deeper, and accurate, understanding of how society actually works, and indeed 
of knowing for sure whether you have in fact succeeded, but it does not take 
away the relevance of the approach. It highlights the trade-off between a sim-
ple, “clean” model and such a “dirty hands” understanding (Hirsch et al. 
1987). However, it is the latter kind of understanding that I am after, and, in 
my opinion, the fact that it is difficult to achieve certainly does not mean one 
should not try. I argue that the design and theoretical framework of this thesis 
can take us some way toward doing so, that other, cleaner, models have not, 
and cannot. Interplay between theory and empirics is important for elaborating 
a theoretical model that can actually help to understand people’s real living 
conditions. Hirsch, Michaels and Friedman (1987) similarly hold that deduc-
tive theorizing and attempts to come close to the complexities of the real 
worlds are both important: “True scientific progress may in fact be based on 
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a combination of, or dialectic between “clean models” and “dirty hands”, not 
solely one or the other” (p. 333). They argue that the aim should be to reach 
beyond the sterility of purely elegant models, as well as the narrative resulting 
from an unwillingness to abstract from one’s data. This thesis has taken form 
in that spirit, by letting empirical studies inform the elaboration of the analyt-
ical framework, as well as the other way around (cf. also Corbin & Strauss 
1990). 

The result, as the rest of the thesis will show, is a new and deeper under-
standing of the two cases, but also a better understanding of how earning and 
caring actually do interact. It is based on recognizing that such an understand-
ing requires more precise and apt conceptual tools but also a greater level of 
complexity, and cleaner testing, than what is found in previous literature. The 
Swedish case shows the potential for change in the earning-caring models, and 
that such change can be quick. The framework and design in this thesis allow 
for analyzing how such change happens, through an interplay of formal and 
informal institutions, affecting formal conditions, expectations, values, per-
ceptions of possibilities, and behavior, which, in turn, interacts with the earn-
ing-caring model to spur its evolution. 
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4. Evolution of the Italian earning-caring 
model 

Consolidating the familialistic model 
During the fascist regime between 1922 and 1943, Italy’s familialistic earn-
ing-caring model was held up as an ideal and consolidated through reforms to 
formal institutions. Despite certain contestation, the underlying logic of the 
familialistic model was not seriously challenged during the post-fascist era 
that saw the birth of the Italian republic, rather it was confirmed in the new 
Constitution and shaped the development of the Italian welfare state (Bonoli 
& Emmenegger 2010; Ferrera & Gualmini 2004; Bimbi 2014). 

Before Mussolini took power, Italy had a relatively large share of female 
labor force participation in comparison to other European countries, with 
around a third of women being economically active. This was, however, ex-
plicitly opposed by the Catholic church that saw married women’s paid work 
as a threat to the family (De Grazia 1993:169). During World War I, female 
employment had soared, as across Europe, but during fascism, the view that 
female labor force participation was a threat to the family and the nation be-
came institutionalized, with women’s role in the fascist society being defined 
in terms of motherhood, birthing as many new citizens as possible, virtuous-
ness, and homemaking (Dittrich-Johansen 1994). Men’s role as household 
heads was not to be threatened by women’s economic activity. In practice, 
many women did work for pay, but often in the informal sector, which was 
tolerated by the fascist regime as it did not pose any real threat to the gender 
power hierarchy of Italian households (Dittrich-Johansen 1994; De Grazia 
1993; Wood 1995). 

A set of reforms upheld that power order: In 1927, women’s wages were 
formally set at 50% of the male wages; paid maternity leave came into effect 
in 1934, which at the time was deemed to discourage employers from hiring 
women; and in 1938, the share of women in any workplace, whether private 
or public, could not exceed 10% (Wood 1995). At the same time, the latter 
part of the 1930s was a period of rising male unemployment, and women in-
creasingly needing to work for pay to help maintain the family. As long as 
women’s economic activity was largely in the informal economy, it could be 
combined with the fascist patriarchal family ideal (De Grazia 1993; Wood 
1995). 
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Women’s rights were a contested issue while drafting the new Constitution 
after Mussolini’s fall – the consolidation of a familialistic model was by no 
means a given. However, greater gender equality had to give way to the pri-
mary objective of constructing the new democratic state, including efforts to 
unite across party factions, resulting in a series of compromises that have since 
made it hard to put into question women’s primary role as caregivers (Bimbi 
2014). Women’s rights were, in the end, not to conflict with gender roles 
within the family. They, therefore, included granting women the right to vote 
in 1946, but did not include issues of direct bearing on intra-household power 
relations, such as divorce or abortion. 

The Italian left, including the unusually strong Communist party, did not 
emphasize women’s rights as individuals, and the Catholic Church was highly 
influential in how the family and the role of women were framed in the new 
Constitution. The family was the primary source of social protection, and 
women were responsible for the care of family members. In article 29, the 
legitimate family was defined as one based on marriage between a woman and 
a man. Article 29 ensures moral and juridical equality between the spouses 
“within the limits laid down by the law to guarantee the unity of the family” 
(Costituzione della Repubblica Italiana, article 29; translation from Bimbi 
2014:75). While protecting workers, and ensuring citizens of either sex the 
right to “full development of the person” in article 3, article 37 of the Consti-
tution declares that “work conditions must allow women to carry out their cru-
cial family responsibilities…” thus, formalizing a differentiation between 
male and female workers in which employers are formally obliged to adapt 
the work conditions of female workers to their family responsibilities (Cos-
tituzione della Repubblica Italiana, articles 3 and 37; Knijn & Saraceno 2010; 
Bimbi 2014). 

With the family constituting the basic social unit, as opposed to the indi-
vidual, comes a gendered division of labor and intergenerational interdepend-
ence (Trifiletti 1999; Saraceno et al. 2009; Ferrera 2016). Income security and 
care security were defined and ensured at the family level. The main pillar of 
income security was the male breadwinner, based on high job security for fa-
thers and wages that allowed for maintaining a family (Bonoli & Emmenegger 
2010). To this principal source of income came other income sources such as 
women’s paid work (whether in the formal or informal sector), adult children’ 
work, as well as pensions held by the older generation (Trifiletti 1999). A de-
fining feature of the model was the intergenerational interdependency for en-
suring income as well as care provision. An arrangement that remains formal-
ized in Italian civil law, holding parents (as well as the extended family) re-
sponsible for maintaining adult children until economically independent (irre-
spective of age), and adult children responsible for maintaining elderly parents 
(Saraceno & Keck 2008; Saraceno 2016). 

The Italian welfare state was also contested in the drafting of the Constitu-
tion and remained so in the early years of the Republic. The fascist regime had 
expanded and bureaucratized social policy and deployed it as a mode of social 
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control and clientelism (Ferrera 1986). After the end of World War II, there 
were serious initiatives taken to reform the Italian welfare state at its core, but 
when the power balance changed after the 1948 election, in which the Chris-
tian Democrats gained at the expense of the left, the new Christian Democratic 
government ended up maintaining the basic structure of the fascist welfare 
state (Ibid). Social policy as well as women’s role in the family remained in 
the political periphery18 for decades to come, even if the 1950s did see the 
introduction of an earnings-related maternity benefit to female workers (Fer-
rera 1986; Bimbi 2014). 

As a corporatist and highly fragmented welfare state in which employment 
was the way to access social security, it supported the familialistic model by 
tying social security to the male breadwinner (Bonoli & Emmenegger 2010). 
The fragmented character of the Italian welfare state offered different levels 
of social security as a function of the male breadwinner’s labor market posi-
tion; furthermore, it required employment in the regular labor market in order 
to qualify for social insurance as well as healthcare for the breadwinner and 
any dependents. Given the substantial irregular sector of the labor market, and 
the unusually large share of self-employment in Italy compared to other Eu-
ropean countries, eligibility was not a given (Ferrera 1986). 

With women being seen as a riskier kind of employee, and their responsi-
bility for care work making it difficult for them to engage in a form of paid 
work assuring the same level of social security as their husbands, such frag-
mentation forms a complementary interaction with a familialistic model of 
earning and caring. This is so, since it will be risky for women to rely on their 
own work for income security, because the work they are able to do is less 
likely not only to ensure sufficient earning but also to qualify them for an 
adequate level of social security; therefore, it will make sense to rely on a male 
breadwinner for income security while they focus on care security. Even more 
so if the care ideal is maternal care and women’s paid work is seen as some-
thing that should not interfere with their main role of caregiving and home-
making. Class-based stratification is also built into the corporatist welfare 
state model, but families were presumed to be able to live on one (formal) 
income to enable family-based work family reconciliation, albeit with differ-
ent living standards. 

Destabilization and lacking adaptation 
If until the 1970s the familialistic model entailed a relatively stable equilib-
rium, with high fertility rates, low female labor force participation, and 

18 Something that Estevez-Abe and Naldini (2016) attribute partly to the frequent government
changes in Italy (that they compare to the similar situation in Japan), which they argue weakens 
the usage of electoral campaigns to push through reforms because voters do not expect a new 
government to be in power for a long enough time to actually implement any promised reforms. 
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incentive structures firmly supporting the traditional family as an institution, 
the early 1970s represent a breaking point in which things start to change. It 
was a period of substantial welfare state change, in which the Italian welfare 
state went from a highly fragmented one to a comprehensive welfare state 
through reforms to unemployment insurance, expansion of education, creation 
of the National Health Service, introduction of earnings-related pensions, and 
even institutional childcare (Ferrera 1986; Bimbi 2014). Welfare state expan-
sion, to some extent, made women less dependent on their husbands, as in the 
case of healthcare and childcare reforms, and expanded their possibilities to 
enter higher education. It was also a period in which the feminist movement 
gained momentum, and abortion and divorce were legalized following popular 
referenda (Bimbi 2014). 

In terms of policy supporting a familialistic model, the 1970s was a period 
of mixed incentives. Divorce was legalized, but the legislation illustrated the 
moral support for a gendered division of labor, during, as well as after, mar-
riage, as mothers were awarded sole custody of children, and fathers (or the 
primary earner) were obliged to maintain ex-spouses in a way that allowed for 
upholding the previous standard of living. Such a legislation protects the re-
spective investments made by mothers and fathers during marriage, and so 
makes sense in a familialistic earning-caring model. Individual taxation was 
also introduced in the 1970s, albeit not as a result of policymakers wanting to 
individualize earning but because of a ruling of the Constitutional Court de-
claring joint taxation unconstitutional. In line with the support for a gendered 
division of labor, however, individual taxation was considered to punish sin-
gle-earner households, spurring the introduction of a tax deduction for de-
pendent spouses to counteract such an effect (Colombino & Del Boca 1989). 

It is notable that, apart from the tax deduction, these reforms affecting the 
family as an institution were not initiated by the government, and divorce was 
reluctantly supported even by the Communist party (Bimbi 2014). Individual 
taxation was enforced by the Constitutional Court, and abortion as well as 
divorce reforms were initiated by single politicians, demanding popular refer-
enda in which the people could have their say. And the people voted in favor. 

In the Italian case, these formal institutions were forced to change as a re-
sult of changing informal institutions. Practicing Catholics, for example, voted 
for divorce to a much larger extent than the Church had anticipated (Bimbi 
2014). The dominant Christian Democrats, to some extent, counteracted 
changing formal institutions, for example, by finding an alternative way to 
subsidize the single-earner household through the tax code, by formalizing 
men’s and women’s different roles in divorce legislation, and by allowing gy-
necologists to refuse to carry out abortions for religious reasons based on a 
right to “conscience objection” (de facto making it difficult to have an abortion 
despite the legal right). They also made paid maternity leave mandatory in 
1971, ensuring that mothers could not opt out of providing childcare even if 
entering the labor market (Bimbi 2014). 
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A general lack of childcare and elderly care services, in combination with 
a low prevalence of part-time jobs and the tax credit for dependent spouses, in 
practice, made it, and still makes it, too expensive for many married mothers 
to work (Del Boca 2002; Saraceno 2003; see Estevez-Abe & Naldini 2016 and 
Saraceno 2016 on the continuity of this issue). Childcare was reformed in this 
period, but not in response to any strong demand on the part of working moth-
ers (as was the case in Sweden) or with the aim to facilitate mothers’ paid 
work. Preschools for children ages 3–6 were extended to offer universal cov-
erage in 1968 (Della Scala 2002). Presented as an educational reform, pre-
school was implemented for children’s education, not in order to enable par-
ents’ paid work (Ibid). It was thus mainly part-time, and moreover, came in a 
context in which most children in that age already went to preschool, typically 
religious ones. In 1971, childcare for 0–3-year-olds run by the municipalities 
(asilo nido) was formalized and harmonized. A decade earlier, a women’s or-
ganization (l’Unione Donne Italiane – The Italian women’s union) had pro-
posed such a law, but without success (Barbieri 2015). The implementation 
was far from the ambition expressed in the law of 1971, which was to set up 
3,800 municipal childcare centers for 0–3-year-olds across the country be-
tween 1972 and 1976 – an objective reached only 20 years later and with 
greatly varying supply in different parts of the country, just as between urban 
and rural municipalities (Barbieri 2015). 

It was not only family law and social policy that changed, the 1970s also 
saw important changes in the behavior of families. Marriage rates started de-
clining and legal separations, the first step toward divorce, increased from 9.6 
per 100,000 inhabitants in 1961 to 21.8 in 1971, and to 45.6 in 1981 (Ferrera 
1986:432). Fertility rates also began to decline, falling below 2 for the first 
time in 1977 to then continue falling (Figure 4.1). The share of children born 
outside marriage also increased rapidly in this period, with an even sharper 
increase since the early 2000s (Figure 4.1). At the same time, women’s labor 
force participation increased (Figure 4.2) while female unemployment rose 
sharply (Figure 4.3), indicating that women increasingly wanted, or needed, 
to work for pay in a labor market that could not offer enough jobs. Between 
1976 and 1988, female labor force participation increased from 30% to 43%, 
and female unemployment increased from 5% to 19%, meaning that the share 
of women in employment only rose from 29% to 35% over the same time 
period. Only in the late 1980s did the increase in female labor force participa-
tion come with a decrease in female unemployment (Figure 4.3). 
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Figure 4.1 Total fertility rate and share of live births outside marriage, % 

Source: Eurostat (2016) Fertility indicators: Proportion of live births outside marriage, and total 
fertility rate 

The 1970s saw the start of women’s and mothers’ changing roles, supported 
in some ways by changing family legislation that loosened the legal con-
straints of marriage and provided more control over when to get married (abor-
tion) and whether to stay so (divorce) (Bimbi 2014). In practice, the impact of 
these legal changes was limited by their implementation, but they represent an 
important shift in the institutional support of the traditional family that allows 
for changing expectations on the part of women especially. Together with the 
formalization of institutional childcare and laws on equal pay, women’s pos-
sibilities and rights changed substantially, including those of mothers (Bimbi 
2014). However, some of these new institutional resources and rights (espe-
cially those related to earning and caring) may have changed women’s expec-
tations more than their actual room for maneuver. Institutional childcare was 
not sufficiently adapted to women’s higher labor market participation. Nor 
were such changing expectations and behavior accompanied by the changing 
behavior of men, making for an unstable equilibrium. 
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Figure 4.2 Labor force participation by sex, % 

Source: OECD (2017) LFS by sex and age – Labor force participation rate 

Figure 4.3 Unemployment rate, Italy, % 

Source: OECD (2017) LFS by sex and age – Unemployment rate 

The familialistic model remained supported by labor market policy through 
exceptionally strong employment protection, dating back to the fascist era in 
which permanent employment and the growth of the public sector and public 
administration were promoted as ways to ensure income security for all, 
through the male breadwinner (Bonoli & Emmenegger 2010). It was also sup-
ported by social policy through a generally low (albeit increasing) level of 
social insurance that in any case was tightly linked to permanent employment, 
the conspicuous lack of a basic minimum income program in the Italian wel-
fare state, and a heavy imbalance toward pensions at the expense of poverty 
reduction (Sacchi & Bastagli 2005). The limited income protection offered by 
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the welfare state was compensated for by the high level of job protection of 
(predominantly) male workers and generous pensions to ensure continued in-
come security for the extended family also after retirement. The even more 
limited (even if it was expanded in this period) supply of full-time care ser-
vices was compensated for by enabling, and expecting, men to provide a se-
cure income and thereby allowing, and expecting, women to spend their time 
on unpaid work, including childcare. 

Labor market flexibilization as partial adaptation 
The Italian earning-caring model has evolved from a clear familialistic model 
of gender specialization in the 1970s to a more ambiguous model over the past 
decades, in which men retain the main responsibility for earning but women 
have a higher level of education and are increasingly expected to take eco-
nomic responsibility, while at the same time retaining virtually all responsi-
bility for caring. Mothers’ employment has been encouraged, not by a general 
offer of care services, but since the late 1990s by labor market reforms aimed 
at lowering thresholds to the labor market, and allowing for some kind of paid 
work in combination with care responsibilities – in accordance with EU dis-
course (Lewis & Plomien 2009; Repo 2016; Stratigaki 2004). It has also been 
encouraged by the Great Recession’s devastating effects on men’s income se-
curity. 

From 1989 to 2008, female labor force participation continued increasing 
and female unemployment rates declined, bringing female labor market par-
ticipation closer to the male patterns, even if a gap of almost 20 percentage 
points remained in 2016 (Figure 4.2). Part-time work has increased greatly 
over the past decades (Figure 4.4), bringing Italy to average European levels 
(OECD 2016). This development has taken place despite tax rules and child-
care fees and provision remaining largely the same over time. Regulations of 
part-time contracts have changed, however, giving rights to part-time workers 
more in line with full-time workers (as demanded by the EU directive from 
1997). Another possible driving force behind increasing rates of part-time 
work can be discerned from the high degree of involuntary part-time work 
(Figure 4.5). 

The effects following the 2008 Great Recession reflected both the higher 
share of women in the labor market compared to the 1970s and the oil crisis, 
and the labor market reforms facilitating atypical forms of work. This time, 
there was no jump in female labor force participation, possibly reflecting a 
smaller pool of inactive women who would consider entering the labor force 
if need be. There was, however, a sharp jump in male as well as female unem-
ployment, with a narrowing gender gap (Figure 4.3). Underemployment also 
rose sharply, as seen from the increase in involuntary part-time work among 
women as well as men in a context of increasing general rates of part-time 
work (Figures 4.4 and 4.5). While the share of female part-time workers 
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motivating their part-time work with family responsibilities declined by nearly 
half between 2004 and 2016 (Figure 4.6), the rate of involuntary part-time 
work nearly doubled, increasing from 32.7% in 2004 to 60.3% in 2016 (Figure 
4.5). The development paralleled that of men in part-time work, but with a 
larger relative increase. 

Figure 4.4 Part-time work < 30h/ week as share of total employment, % 

Source: OECD (2016) Incidence of FTPT employment - common definition 

Figure 4.5 Involuntary part-time as share of total part-time 

Source: Eurostat (2017) Involuntary part-time employment as percentage of the total part-time 
employment, by sex and age 
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Figure 4.6 Part-time work because of family/personal/care responsibilities 

Source: Eurostat (2017) Main reason for part-time employment – Distributions by age and sex. 
Reporting those answering either “Looking after children or incapacitated adults” or “Other 
family or personal responsibilities” 

This second breaking point, in which policy explicitly aims to facilitate 
women’s, and to a lesser extent mothers,’ paid work, comes with the major 
reforms to the labor market and the welfare state starting in the late 1990s, 
driven mainly by the ambition of getting Italy into the EMU (Ferrera & 
Gualmini 2004). Some regulation of temporary and especially part-time work 
came in the 1980s, but the most fundamental labor market reforms were the 
Treu and Biagi reform packages in 1998 and 2003 (named after the reform 
designers, then Minister of Finance Tiziano Treu and Economics professor 
Enzo Biagi, respectively). With these reforms, the Italian labor market opened 
up for private unemployment agencies, paving the way for temporary work 
agencies, and also created an array of different forms of work contracts. Since 
then, there has been a great deal of fine-tuning, with some contract forms dis-
appearing and others being added to the bouquet of modes of labor market 
participation (Jessoula et al. 2010; Berton et al. 2012). The destabilizing de-
velopment is linked to labor market flexibilization in at least two ways: Firstly, 
by facilitating women’s entry into the labor market by lowering thresholds 
through regulating part-time and temporary work meant to enable the combi-
nation of earning and caring; and secondly, by demanding women’s labor mar-
ket entry as a response to certain categories of men’s difficulties in providing 
a sufficient level of income security. 

External labor market flexibility, entailing temporary contracts of various 
kinds,19 took off during the same time period as part-time work (Figure 4.7). 

19 Temporary contracts today largely fall into four different categories: General temporary em-
ployment contracts (need no motivation since 2014, and can be of many different types, from 
resembling standard employment to on-call work); contracts combining work experience with
training (the most common now is the contract of apprenticeship); temp-agency work (the con-
tract between agency and worker can either be permanent or temporary); and collaboration 
contracts (continuous and contracted collaboration of formally self-employed worker). 
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Temporary work increased from 2.8% of male employees aged 25–54 in 1991 
to 5.7% in 1998. Women in the same age group were more often on temporary 
contracts from the start, and the prevalence increased from 6.5% in 1991 to 
8.5% in 1998. Over the same period, temporary work took off sharply among 
the youngest, ages 15–24, both male and female, doubling from 10.2% (men) 
and 12.3% (women) in 1991 to 21.8% (men) and 25.6% (women) in 1998. 
From there, the prevalence of temporary work increased, but at a slower pace, 
following the Treu reform in 1998, which was also followed by a decreasing 
share of temporary workers, motivating their choice with not finding perma-
nent work (Figure 4.8). The Biagi reform in 2003, on the other hand, led to a 
sharp increase in temporary work among the youngest in particular, from 
26.3% (men) and 28.9% (women) in 2003 to 53.3% (men) and 56.9% 
(women) in 2016. Notably, among men, ages 25–54, the share almost doubled 
over that same period, from 6.6% in 2003 to 12.4% in 2016, showing a con-
verging trend between women and men in that age group. 

The same period also saw a rise in the share of involuntary temporary work, 
especially among older workers (Figure 4.8). While the Treu and Biagi re-
forms were followed by lower unemployment (until the Great Recession in 
2008, see Figure 4.3), they seem to have failed to provide jobs with which 
people were happy. There is a jump in part-time work among women after 
2003, and also in involuntary part-time work, just as in involuntary temporary 
work. Employment security in the Italian labor market, thus, did increase from 
these two major labor market reforms in the sense of leading to decreasing 
unemployment, but it was a limited form of employment security, offering 
jobs perceived as inadequate. Since the onset of the Great Recession in 2008, 
employment security has instead decreased, as seen in terms of increasing 
rates of unemployment, under-employment (involuntary part-time work), as 
well as involuntary temporary work. 

Collaborators are tied to a single employer but on temporary contracts and pay their own social 
contributions to the national social insurance institute (INPS). This group is, in statistics, some-
times treated as self-employed and sometimes treated as a category of its own, called “parasub-
ordinates.” Parasubordinates also include a group of formally self-employed who, however, 
have a single client, and whose work conditions are often near identical to those of employed 
workers. The difference is that they have no contract and pay their own social insurance contri-
butions even if their income is at the same level as that of regular employees. It should also be 
noted that Italy has a substantially larger share of self-employed than the EU average, and this 
category has always had lower social protection than employees (Jessoula et al. 2017). 
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Figure 4.7 Temporary employment, share of all employment by age and sex, % 

Source: OECD (2016) Incidence of permanent employment: Share of temporary employment, 
by age group and sex. 

Figure 4.8 Reason for temporary work: Cannot find permanent work, by age, % 

Source: Eurostat (2017) Main reason for the temporary employment - Distributions by sex and 
age 

Temporary contracts were recognized as a way to lower the threshold to the 
labor market and facilitate the transition to secure work. Barbieri and Scherer 
(2007) show, however, that it has neither lowered youth unemployment nor 
enabled young adults to find secure employment. Rather, according to their 
evidence, a large share of young adults seems stuck in insecure work situa-
tions, often moving between temporary work and unemployment, and tempo-
rary work is increasing also in higher ages,20 indicating that it may work less 

20 In 2014, 53% of temporary workers were in the age group 30–49 years (Istat 2015). 
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as a stepping-stone and is instead turning into a standard form of work. The 
increase is especially sharp among men (Figure 4.7). Furthermore, younger 
generations in Italy have lower life-course income than older ones (Rosolia & 
Torrini 2007), pointing toward their initial difficulties in entering into labor 
markets and not being compensated later on. 

A fundamental characteristic of this process of labor market flexibilization 
is the lack of adaptation of social security: Italian flexibilization, just as the 
Swedish version, was initially not implemented in the form of flexicurity. 
Given the limited character of the Italian welfare state at the dawn of the flex-
ibilization process, and because of eligibility requirements tied to permanent 
employment, the reforms largely left these new categories of labor market par-
ticipants outside of existing social insurance. The reforms reduced the level of 
job security (Wilthagen, Tros, & van Lieshout 2003) in the Italian labor mar-
ket by creating contracts that did not come with the same employment protec-
tion as permanent contracts, but also without the same social security. Part of 
the aim was to help the private sector increase its productivity, but another 
part was to instead increase the level of employment security (Ibid.) by lower-
ing the threshold to the labor market and lowering the risk attached to employ-
ing someone. The Italian flexibilization process is described as “flexibilization 
at the margin” (Jessoula & Raitano, 2016; Sacchi & Bastagli, 2005; Bernardi 
& Nazio 2005), alluding to the model of simply adding new, less secure, forms 
of contracts without changing the employment protection of standard workers. 

Since the welfare state was not adapted to insure against the new labor mar-
ket risks, until the technocrat Monti-Government in 2011 started to implement 
reforms in that direction, work contracts became a conversion factor, stratify-
ing the income security produced by already relatively scarce institutional re-
sources. While this fits the familialistic model in the case of women, when it 
extends to men, it shakes the very foundation of the earning-caring model. 
Having different levels of social insurance coverage was certainly not a new 
feature in the Italian society. What changed with the new contract forms was 
rather that people, including also men, working in the same workplace with 
the same type of job could suddenly have different levels of job security as 
well as rights to social insurance. This means that the stratification of access 
to resources cut across social classes and professions, making the type of con-
tract into a conversion factor, producing a new dimension of stratification of 
room for maneuver. 

The new pension system, a system of Notional Defined Contributions first 
created in 1995, but with a long transition period during which the new system 
is mixed with the old one, adds to this divide. While the old system allowed 
for counting the best years to calculate pension benefits, the new system is 
based on the totality of contributions paid into the system throughout the 
whole work life. Periods of unemployment and/or low income, and therefore 
low contributions, thereby have a greater effect on pension benefits than pre-
viously. Flexibilization reforms increase the risk of unemployment, and tem-
porary workers are, on average, lower paid. The reforms consequently stratify 
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income security also in old age because of how they interact with the pension 
system. Pension reforms have also lowered what used to be extraordinarily 
high pensions overall, making it less viable to rely on a single breadwinner in 
old age (Brugiavini & Fornero 2001). 

Given that atypical contracts are meant to make it easier for employers to 
fire redundant workers, they by design come with a higher risk of unemploy-
ment than permanent contracts that were long regarded as equivalent to life-
long contracts. The lack of unemployment insurance for these new kinds of 
workers, therefore, deepened the insider/outsider divide. Recent reforms to 
employment protection legislation and the unemployment insurance counter-
act this to some extent, following a flexicurity logic by decreasing stratifica-
tion based on work contract, by reducing job security for all workers (even 
permanent contracts now have lower job security), and that based on social 
security by creating new forms of social protection for atypical workers (Tul-
lia & Sacchi 2019). 

This appears to be a consolidation of the shift in institutional support from 
a purely familialistic model to a more individualistic model of earning in 
which income security is assumed to come from some form of labor market 
participation of all adults, backed up by the welfare state. At the same time, 
the family remains a presumed source of income security in case of need, and 
care remains family-based. In a White Paper from 2009 on the future of the 
Italian social model, the family is described as the “primary center for redis-
tribution of income as well as care work across and within generations” (Min-
istero del Lavoro, della Salute, delle Politiche Sociali 2009:23). The ideal thus 
remained the extended family characterized by an intergenerational exchange 
of services, where child- and elderly care are supplied, and income pooled and 
presumed to be fairly divided. At the same time, mothers are increasingly pre-
sumed to enter paid work, and the decreasing income security of men along 
with sharply increasing divorce rates in many cases creates more of a necessity 
for mothers to engage in paid work. 

Toward stabilization? 
This is largely the status quo in Italy. Istat (2015) argues that Italy has a mod-
ernized breadwinner model in which men perform unpaid work if they have 
time, and women do paid work if they have time. They also argue that single 
mothers do less unpaid work than coupled mothers, because they have the 
“advantage of an absent husband,” indicating that husbands are assumed to 
increase the burden of domestic work for women rather than share it (p. 12). 
The Italian model remains formally gendered in 2020. Mothers have different 
rights as well as obligations to take time to care for children than fathers do. 
It is also formally familialistic, with the tax deductions for dependent spouses, 
and the general lack of institutional childcare for children under the age of 
three. A familialistic earning-caring model is thus upheld to some extent by 
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formal institutions, and it is strengthened further by lagging norms on the du-
ties of mothers and fathers, respectively (Save the children 2018; Istat 2015). 

Expectations on mothers to earn their own income seem to be increasing 
over time, however, as indicated by survey data (Istat 2015) as well as certain 
changes to family law, such as legislation surrounding divorce. While custody 
rules formally changed in 2006, stipulating that both parents should share cus-
tody of the children after divorce, the Supreme Court ruled in 2016 that pre-
school-aged children should still live with their mothers, specifying that this 
holds also in cases in which the father is demonstrably capable of caring for 
the child, as well as if the mother needs to move to another town for work-
related reasons, and thereby making it difficult for the father to see the child 
(Suprema Corte di Cassazione 14 September 2016, n. 18087). In a Supreme 
Court ruling in 2017, the right of the wife (or secondary earner) to uphold the 
previous standard of living after divorce was, on the other hand, removed, 
based on the argument that she should be able to provide for herself (Suprema 
Corte di Cassazione 10 May 2017, n. 11504). These rulings indicate an im-
portant change in the moral incentives supporting the familialistic model: 
while women retain the responsibility for (and right to) caring, they are in-
creasingly seen as co-responsible for earning. 

The parental leave legislation from 2000 formally provides a resource for 
the combination of earning and caring of fathers as well as mothers, a breach 
with the familialistic model, given its support for an individualistic model of 
earning and caring. It was implemented in a more generous form than that 
demanded by the EU directive; specifically, it offers fathers their own indi-
vidual entitlement of up to 7 months of paid leave. However, the low replace-
ment rate of 30% makes it into a weak statutory care ideal (see Chapter 2), in 
particular in comparison to the maternity leave, which is paid at 80–100% and 
is compulsory for employed mothers. The parental leave is, in fact, used by 
few fathers and not even by all working mothers (Istat 2007, 2011, and Chap-
ter 8), but the trend has changed slightly since the Fornero reform of 2012. 
Since 2014, in particular, the trend is one of increasing uptake among fathers, 
with fathers submitting around 20% of the applications for parental leave in 
2018 (the data does not reveal, however, the duration of the leave periods) 
(INPS 2020). Eligibility is also tied to certain forms of employment. Forms of 
“false self-employment” (self-employed with a single client and de facto em-
ployer) do not make workers eligible for maternity leave or parental leave, and 
precarious employment relationships make taking both paid and unpaid leave 
risky as the prolongation of contracts tends to depend on the employers’ good 
will. In a model relying on maternal care, this stratifies the possibilities of 
women working for pay to have children as a function of their work contracts 
and possibilities to achieve income security while taking leave for caring. Still, 
the parental leave does offer a resource for parents who do want to share child-
care, and thereby opens for further evolution of the earning-caring model, in 
terms of behavior. 
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Given that female labor market participation has only recently reached 
more than 50% (Figure 4.2), and basically all the increase is in the form of 
part-time work (CNEL 2002), it seems a stretch to, as Esping-Andersen 
(2016), talk about a full-time work norm for Italian mothers. Rather, part-time 
work has long been quite a bad option because of lacking regulation and eco-
nomic disincentives created by the tax system and costs of childcare, in com-
bination with childcare ideals promoting maternal care. Saraceno (2003) ar-
gues that increasing part-time rates among women in the 1990s indicated the 
existence of a category of women who were not actively seeking work but 
who would enter paid work ‘under the right conditions.’ Men’s difficulties in 
ensuring income security seem to, in many cases, create the right conditions. 
That is clear when Italy is analyzed as an earning-caring model in which in-
come security needs to be solved somehow: as long as men can do that on 
their own, and women because of formal and informal institutions have little 
choice but to depend on men, women can focus on ensuring care security. But 
when the conditions for income security change, care ideals proscribing work-
ing mothers will no longer be able to keep women from entering paid work as 
effectively as before. They may, however, keep working women from having 
children, or limit fertility, as a way to reduce the conflict between needs to 
earn and needs to care. 

The conflict between earning and caring is likely to be aggravated by the 
fact that norms regarding childcare appear not to have adapted to expectations 
on women and mothers to engage in earning, as seen in Figures 4.9–4.12 (be-
low), showing average answers to survey questions from the European Values 
Study in three waves: 1990, 1999, and 2009,21 based on normative statements 
with possible answers being “agree strongly,” “agree,” “disagree,” and “disa-
gree strongly.” Care ideals, here inferred from four of the survey questions, 
remain largely the same over the past few decades, and there is not much dif-
ference between women’s and men’s answers. Women as well as men 
“agree,” but not strongly so, that both women and men should contribute eco-
nomically. They also “agree,” though closer to “disagree” than to “agree 
strongly,” that fathers are as well suited as mothers to care for children, and 
Italian women “agree” that working mothers can have a warm relationship 
with her children, while Italian men are somewhat closer to “disagree.” 
Women as well as men also tend to “agree” that preschool children suffer with 
a working mother. It should be noted that these are average values and there-
fore hide pluralism in values, including groups with more gender equal values. 

21 The most recent wave from 2019 excludes these questions. 
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Figure 4.9 Working mother can have a warm relationship with her children22 

Figure 4.10 Pre-school children suffer with working mother23 

Figure 4.11 Fathers are as well suited to look after children as mothers24 
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Figure 4.12 Husband and wife should both contribute to income25 

The continued concern with preschool children suffering if the mother works 
for pay is interesting in relation to the absence of strong organized demand for 
childcare services (cf. Bimbi 2014), despite the low supply of formal childcare 
for children under the age of three, especially public childcare (Figure 4.13). 
It has become slightly more common over the past decade for the youngest 
children to be in formal childcare, but still under 30% are in formal care for at 
least 1 hour per week, and the supply of public childcare as well as usage 
varies greatly across regions.26 The scuola materna for children from three up 
to age six is part of the school system, albeit not mandatory, with a 100% 
coverage rate. Here, the uptake rate has decreased over time, from 91% using 
at least 1 hour of formal care per week in 2005, to 86% in 2015. The majority 
of children in that age group are in formal care more than 30 hours per week, 
however, even if it has become less common over time. Children spending 
less than 30 hours per week, and no time at all, has become more common. 
The lack of public care provision for children under three upholds the care 
ideal of home-based care (cf. Bergqvist & Saxonberg, 2016), which hampers 
increasing female labor force participation further, and thereby slows down 
the individualization of earning. By keeping care security dependent on 

22 The full statement reads: “A working mother can establish just as warm and secure a rela-
tionship with her children as a mother who does not work” and respondents are asked to answer 
to which degree they agree or disagree with the statement.
23 The full statement reads: “A pre-school child is likely to suffer if his or her mother works.” 
24 The full statement reads: “In general, fathers are as well suited to look after their children as 
mothers.” 
25 The full statement reads: “Both the husband and wife should contribute to household in-
come.” 
26 In 2013, 99.5% of municipalities in Friuli Venezia-Giulia offered public childcare to some 
extent, while only 10.5% of municipalities in Calabria did so. The share of children using formal 
childcare in the same year, ranged from 26.2% of children under the age of 3 in Emilia-Roma-
gna to 1.4% in Calabria (Istat/ Noi Italia 2017). 
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maternal care, the care ideal creates a conversion factor that stratifies room for 
maneuver between mothers and fathers. 

Figure 4.13 Share of children in formal childcare, by hours per week and age. 
2005 and 2015, % 

Source: Eurostat (2017) Formal childcare by age group and duration - % over the population of 
each age group 

Stratification, gendered perceptions, and new 
instabilities 
The economic hardship following the Great Recession hit the Italian labor 
market worse than many other European countries. Temporary and part-time 
work soared, while the share of self-employed declined substantially (Jessoula 
et al. 2017). The incidence of more precarious forms of independent work, so-
called “para-subordinates” that are de facto employees (work for a single em-
ployer, and in the office) but employed only for a specific project and therefore 
having lower job security as well as less eligibility to social security, increased 
again after having shown a declining trend up until the crisis (CNEL 
2013:151). 

The increase in involuntary part-time work indicates that the crisis made 
more workers see part-time work as an insufficient source of income. The fact 
that many women would prefer to work full-time despite the remaining lack 
of care services is a sign of a shift in the conditions for the Italian earning-
caring model, and it underlines the vulnerability of a model that depends on a 
single person for maintaining the family and on another for providing unpaid 
care. This shift, which sees women increasingly sharing the responsibility for 
earning, is tightly connected to labor market flexibilization and rising unem-
ployment, resulting in lower job- as well as employment security. 
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Various attempts were made in the 2000s and especially in the 2010s to 
reform the welfare state to decrease the insider/outsider divide. Most of the 
efforts have been put into the unemployment insurance, which has never ex-
isted in a comprehensive form, but which has been reformed in various stages. 
The Fornero reform in 2012 first introduced a parallel unemployment insur-
ance with reduced contribution requirements, effectively taking steps toward 
all employees having some form of unemployment insurance, albeit with con-
ditions that varied with employment tenure (Checchi & Leonardi 2015). 
Renzi’s Jobs Act in 2014–2015 further reformed the unemployment insur-
ance, replacing the two different models created by the Fornero reform by a 
single insurance. However, the duration of the new insurance was linked to 
the previous job tenure (Eurofound 2015). 

With these reforms, the Italian welfare state is taking on greater responsi-
bility for ensuring income security for the population as a whole through in-
suring, to some extent, the income of the vast majority of employees (even 
those employed on precarious contracts). Women are eligible for unemploy-
ment protection in the same way as men, which, given women’s increasing 
rates of labor market participation, means that families decreasingly depend 
solely on a male breadwinner, indicating a shift toward an individualization 
of earning, even if not so of caring. Many incentive structures of other formal 
(as well as informal) institutions still place the responsibility for care security 
with mothers, meaning that the conditions for ensuring income security 
through labor market participation remain formally as well as informally gen-
dered. 

Moreover, the tax deduction for dependent spouses remains in place and is 
offered to the higher-earning spouse with income under a certain ceiling, as 
long as their spouse earns less than a certain sum per year,27 in practice creat-
ing a form of an extra tax on secondary earnings (Colonna and Marcassa 
2013). The design of the deduction makes it especially costly for secondary 
earners to take low-income jobs. Low-income families, thus, stand to gain the 
least from the wife entering paid work (Colonna & Marcassa, 2013). Adding 
to this effect, the general, but geographically varying, lack of public childcare 
for under-threes and high fees to access private but often also public options 
means that the economic incentive for married women, and especially low-
earners, to stay out of the labor market remains in place. A certain individual-
ization of earning, therefore, conflicts with caring still being largely familial-
istic, as well as with formal incentives for married women not to work for pay, 
creating tensions and instabilities in the equilibrium of the Italian earning-car-
ing model, potentially explaining people increasingly having one child only 
(Testa 2012). 

27 In 2017, the lower-earning spouse could earn a maximum of €2840,51 per year in order for 
the higher-earning spouse to qualify for the deduction. The deduction was a maximum of €800 
and decreases depending on the income. 
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Women and men encounter labor market flexibilization from different po-
sitions and coming from different development paths when it comes to their 
roles in the earning-caring model. Women have a history of participating in 
paid work in informal ways, carrying lower wages, and with the point of de-
parture being that their paid work should not interfere with their unpaid work 
as caregivers and homemakers. Men, on the other hand, come from being 
household heads, carrying the responsibility for maintaining their family eco-
nomically as well as speaking for it. That responsibility was in the past century 
supported mainly through the state offering high levels of job security in gen-
eral and offering work in a growing public sector with even higher job secu-
rity. 

The relative change that labor market flexibilization incurs for income se-
curity must then be quite different for women, in general, in comparison to 
men, in general. For women, it does lower the threshold to the formal labor 
market, and for certain groups of women it offers a possibility to combine 
caregiving with some kind of paid work. This is in line with the EU’s argu-
ment that labor market flexibilization is a way to improve women’s work fam-
ily reconciliation. However, it builds on work family reconciliation being con-
ceptualized as a family concern, and not individual: It does not mean enabling 
mothers to actually achieve individual income security in combination with 
care security. For a growing share of men, it means greater difficulty in provid-
ing for the family and fulfilling their main role in the earning-caring model. 
The further decrease in income security created by the, nowadays, lower job 
security for the first three years of any employment contract (resulting from 
Renzi’s Jobs Act in 2015) risks shaking important parts of the foundation of 
that role. The welfare state has been adapted to some extent, but moving be-
tween different temporary contracts and an unemployment insurance under 
construction is likely to offer quite a different perception of income security 
than a traditional permanent job with a high level of job security, and higher 
wages. For a growing group of men, then, labor market flexibilization reduces 
income security and does little to improve care security. To the extent that 
women need to help achieve family income security, it will be more difficult 
to achieve care security at the family level, potentially leading to reduced fer-
tility as a coping strategy. When mothers are unable or unwilling to enter paid 
work, reduced fertility may still work as a coping strategy to minimize income 
needs. In this way, low fertility rates even among women who do not do paid 
work comes out as understandable. 

While labor market flexibilization may just mean a relative improvement 
in income security, on average, for women, it instead means reduced income 
security, on average, for men. For women, on the other hand, the responsibility 
for care security still hinders their participation in paid work and consequently 
their possibilities to ensure individual income security, while the need to enter 
paid work reduces their possibilities to ensure care security. Labor market 
flexibilization should increase the need for both partners to participate in paid 
work, which is in line with an individualization of earning and consequently, 
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undermines the traditional gendered familialistic model, but with gendered 
possibilities for doing so, as well as with gendered relative changes in income-
and care security. 

Conclusions 
The earning-caring model perspective invites us to see the model as an insti-
tutional system that works according to a certain logic, and in that way under-
stand the factors upon which the model at the micro-level, what ways are 
available for achieving income and care security, and how those factors are 
affected by changing macro-level conditions. This affects women’s and men’s 
possibilities to fill the roles they are expected to fill, in that conditions for 
income and care security may change to make them more difficult to achieve, 
which causes tensions at the micro-level. But possibilities to find a new mode 
of combination of earning and caring that is achievable, given the changing 
conditions, are also affected. How so is decisive for the stability of the way 
the model evolves: whether it evolves into a different but reasonably stable 
earning-caring model, hinging upon a new set of factors at the micro-level that 
are in fact reasonably in place, or whether the instability increases as people 
have no ways of combining earning and caring in ways amounting to work 
family reconciliation within their room for maneuver. 

In Italy, the implicit assumptions of the evolving model are contradictory; 
there are contradictory expectations and incentives regarding whether income 
security is to be ensured individually or at the family level. In terms of out-
come, labor market liberalization has made it into a model in which a decreas-
ing share of the population is able to arrange their lives in a gendered famili-
alistic way, based on complete specialization, and ensure income and care se-
curity at the family level. In fact, not being able to do so, and therefore needing 
to resort to an adult-worker model in which mothers combine earning and car-
ing, while fathers still focus mainly on earning, is increasingly common. That 
adult-worker model is, however, still gendered as well as familialistic. 
Whether such a model is within everyone’s reach is not clear. 

To answer that, and hence to fully understand how the model evolves, and 
why, we need to understand how income security and care security are af-
fected at the micro-level. This will highlight which concrete tensions are pro-
duced through institutional interactions within the model as labor market lib-
eralization comes in, and how room for maneuver is stratified as a conse-
quence. That is what the next two chapters seek to clarify. 
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5. Italy: Simulating economic outcomes and 
formal incentive structures 

This chapter focuses on how, concretely, the tensions in the Italian earning-
caring model at the macro-level translate into micro-level conditions: how 
such conditions enable different forms of work family reconciliation, and for 
whom. It takes a cost-benefit perspective, studying only economic effects of 
the interaction of labor market and welfare state. Gendered norms and a fuller 
picture of actual living conditions are consequently left for the next chapter. 
Here, I study how possibilities to achieve individual income security and af-
fordable care solutions28 are stratified, and how the possibility of gendered 
specialization is stratified. In the end, the results will be used to analyze what 
such micro-level conditions mean for the continued evolution of the model at 
the macro-level. A type-case simulation is used in order to pinpoint the critical 
factors upon which the model hinges, and how those factors are affected by 
labor market flexibilization (see Chapter 3). 

Temporary work comes with different unemployment insurance regula-
tions and increasing risk of actually being unemployed. In the Italian case, it 
risks making it more difficult to qualify for parental leave and even maternity 
leave, and also creates the risk of not having a job to return to after the leave. 
An insecure income will, moreover, make it less viable to purchase care on 
the market. These are conversion factors that are built into the simulation, with 
the aim to understand better how and to what extent workers with temporary 
contracts are left with lower income security and also care security than per-
manent workers, and how that dimension relates to gender inequality and in-
come inequality. The type-case simulation compares type-cases both at the 
individual level and at the couple-level in order to enable an analysis of dif-
ferent versions of work family reconciliation. 

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 below offer an overview of the type-cases, how they are 
coupled in the simulation, and the alternative modes of combination included. 
The different modes of combination in Table 5.2 are based on formally avail-
able ways of using existing institutional resources as well as market and fam-
ily for combining earning and caring. They differ between women and men as 
some policy regulations are gendered (e.g., maternity leave only being 

28 In this chapter, care security, as conceptualized in this thesis – that is, in relation to care ideals 
other than costs, opening hours, and so on (see Chapter 2) – is not really possible to study. What 
is studied is, instead, simply a reduced version referring to affordability of care solutions. 
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available for mothers). Some modes of combination formally work for single 
parents, others presume pooling of resources, which is coherent with a familia-
listic model. For further methodological details on the simulation, please see 
Chapter 3. 

Table 5.1 Italian type-cases and couples 

Permanent Temporary em- Temporary employee Temporary 
employee ployee 

66% of full-time in a 
On-call 

100% of 66% of full-time in a year 40% of full-time in 
full-time year 

Qualifies for 
income-related 
parental leave 
Qualifies for unem-
ployment insurance 

Does not qualify for 
income-related 
parental leave 
Does not qualify for 
unemployment insur-
ance 

a year 
Does not qualify 
for income-related 
parental leave
Does not qualify
for maternity leave 
Does not qualify 
for unemployment 
insurance 

Couples 
Man 

Woman Permanent/Permanent Permanent/Temporary Permanent/ 
On-call 

Temporary/Permanent Temporary/Temporary Tempo-
rary/ 
On-call 

On-call/Permanent On-call/Temporary On-call/ 
On-call 

Table 5.2 Simulated earning-caring solutions 

Year 1 
women 

4 months maternity 
leave, 6 months paren-
tal leave, 2 months in-
active 

4 months maternity leave,
8 months 50% work, 50%
parental leave 

4 months mater-
nity leave, 8 
months full-time 
work + public 
childcare 

Year 1 
men 

5 months full-time 
work, 7 months paren-
tal leave 

4 months full-time work, 
8 months 50% work, 50%
parental leave/month 

Full-time work 
+ 8 months pub-
lic childcare 

Year 3 Public childcare Private childcare/ babysit-
ter 

Parent special-
izes in care 

Year 1 – Individuals 
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show four clusters of stacked columns. Each cluster rep-
resents a type-case, and for each type-case, the economic outcome before hav-
ing a child is compared with three different possible combinations of earning 
and caring during the child’s first year of life. The different colors show where 
the income comes from, and for temporary workers the columns representing 
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income from work after the birth of the child are made transparent in order to 
highlight that they cannot necessarily count on having a contract to go back 
to, meaning that the column shows only the potential income from work based 
on previous earnings. This is meant to underscore the difference between in-
come inequalities across permanent workers and the additional dimension of 
insecurity that comes with temporary work contracts. 

The total income before having a child is assumed to be that of a single 
person, while the income during the child’s first year is assumed to be that of 
a single parent with one child; therefore, it is divided by 1.3 according to the 
equivalence scale used throughout this study (see Chapter 3) and should in 
that way take into consideration the cost of having a child to show comparable 
levels of living standard before and after the child is born. In the Italian case, 
single fathers are assumed to have shared custody and therefore no right to 
maternity leave,29 meaning that the entitlements differ between single mothers 
and fathers and are therefore shown separately. The Italian data are shown as 
gross income, as family allowance and tax deductions depend on the total 
yearly household income, making it difficult to present net income from dif-
ferent sources. 

The first notable difference across arenas is the income before having a 
child (Figures 5.1 and 5.2). Even the temporary worker who is eligible for 
unemployment insurance30 loses out quite substantially from having a period 
of unemployment between temporary contracts. The other two temporary 
workers are worse off still: they do not qualify for unemployment insurance. 
The temporary employee because he/she did not pay full contributions and the 
on-call workers since they fail to fulfill the criteria of time spent in work. 

29 Fathers take over the right to maternity leave if the mother dies or abandons the child. 
30 Fulfils the criteria of time in work and payment of social fees. 
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Figure 5.1 Italian single mothers, yearly gross income from different sources as a 
function of work contract and usage of maternity and parental leave, € 

Figure 5.2 Italian single fathers, yearly gross income from different sources as a 
function of work contract and usage of parental leave, € 
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Looking at what happens when these individuals have a child, the difference 
between the two type-cases in the middle is notable: The temporary worker 
who was on a contract at the time of birth is eligible for parental leave paid at 
30%, the other was unemployed and therefore has no right to parental leave. 
Mothers all have some kind of paid maternity leave (Figure 5.1), but fathers 
unemployed at the time of birth of the child are left with no right to paid leave 
at all (Figure 5.2). The female on-call worker fails to qualify for income-re-
lated maternity leave, receiving only a statutory lump sum which leaves her 
far worse off than the others, while the male on-call worker has no paid leave 
at all. The Italian system is formally gendered, leaving fathers with less access 
than mothers to institutional resources supporting caring. Maternity leave of-
fers high income replacement (80–100%, depending on public/private sector), 
but Italians using parental leave will experience a substantial loss of income 
across work contracts (30% replacement rate), and parents who are not on 
contract at the time of birth do not have the right to parental leave at all. How-
ever, Italian single parents have the possibility to combine full-time work with 
public childcare from when the child is 3 months old, and this is the econom-
ically most advantageous option across all arenas, for women as well as men. 
This option, however, presumes two things: 1) that they in practice have ac-
cess to public childcare and 2) that they have a job to return to. If they do have 
a job to go back to and access to public childcare (or relatives who can offer 
free childcare), then that is clearly the best option. 

Year 1 – Couples 
There are six couples in Figures 5.3 below. Their net yearly income before 
having a child is compared to that during the first year of the child’s life, de-
pending on how they choose to combine earning and caring by using parental 
leave, maternity leave, and public childcare (which presumes access to such 
services). All incomes are divided according to the equivalence scale used in 
this study: the income before children is divided by 1.5 (two adults), while 
that after having a child is divided by 1.8 (two adults and one child). Child tax 
deductions and family allowances are included, as well as the cost of public 
childcare when relevant. 
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Figure 5.3 Italian couples, economic effect of different usage of maternity and pa-
rental leave as a function of work contracts, € 

All couples lose out substantially the first year after having a child. However, 
one permanent worker is enough to keep the family above the at-risk-of-pov-
erty line, which is set at the rather high level of 60% of median earnings. The 
short maternity leave, the lack of paternity leave, and the low replacement 
level during parental leave produce income insecurity for all type-cases. 
Moreover, parental leave and maternity leave are not equally accessible across 
type-cases, showing the further reduced income security of temporary work-
ers. 

Considering the possibility that public childcare entails care security during 
the first year (i.e., that it is available and corresponds to care ideals), it is pos-
sible to achieve work family reconciliation for those who manage to have ac-
cess to public childcare and at least one full-time job. That prospect is reduced 
by the insecurity of being able to outsource childcare somehow, which varies 
greatly and is never guaranteed even if dual-earning typically facilitates access 
compared to when one parent is inactive. Grandparents taking care of the 
child, or hiring a babysitter are alternatives that are not included in the simu-
lation but that in the first case would be cheaper, but they depend on having 
access to grandparents who are able and willing to offer full-time care, and in 
the latter case would be more expensive (see below, the simulation of year 3). 
The alternative is for one parent to stay out of the labor market after maternity-
and parental leave, which is more costly across the board compared to dual-
earning and public childcare, but it may entail higher care security depending 
on care ideals. Compared to sharing parental leave equally, it entails a minor 
economic loss for most of the couples in the simulation. 
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Both parents sharing parental leave would facilitate dual-earning and hence 
income security after the first year, but it depends on employers being willing 
to accept part-time work, and on both parents qualifying for parental leave. 
The mother staying at home after parental leave, instead, risks leading to con-
tinued income insecurity if the mother remains outside the labor market. It is 
however enough for the man to have permanent work (with average wage) to 
allow for the mother to stay out of paid work and still remaining above the 
(relative) at-risk-of-poverty line as a couple – much in line with a gendered 
familialistic model. 

The difficulty in outsourcing childcare in combination with a statutory care 
ideal of the mother taking the main responsibility for caring (upheld by, for 
example, the maternity leave and lack of paternity leave) results in an implicit 
incentive for a gendered division of labor from the start as a way to maximize 
the man’s earning possibilities. The lack of active institutional support of an 
individualistic model upholds a familialistic model of earning and caring. As 
seen in Chapter 4, however, a gendered familialistic model becomes risky not 
only if the man is suddenly unable to maintain the family but also when the 
risk of family breakdown is taken into consideration. As Italian family law no 
longer guarantees women to be maintained by their ex-husbands, and women 
are encouraged and expected to enter paid work, but they at the same time 
have difficulties achieving work family reconciliation without gendered spe-
cialization, this is bound to create tensions within the model. 

Year 3 – Individuals 
Figure 5.4 shows the income of single mothers as a function of labor market 
arena and the cost of the chosen childcare solution. Only the results for single 
mothers are shown here, as the difference for fathers is simply that they have 
slightly higher incomes across the board as an effect of the gender pay gap. 
The childcare options are public childcare, private childcare, and the mother 
quitting work to specialize in childcare. The cost of private childcare is set 
between the average monthly cost of a private childminder (900€) and an es-
timated31 average cost of private childcare (600€) to 750€. 

31 There are no statistics on the cost of private childcare, so the estimate is based on web 
searches and discussion threads in online forums. 
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Figure 5.4 Italian single mothers, total net income after childcare cost as a function 
of work contract and choice of childcare, € 

The results of the simulation show that when comparing equivalent household 
income of single mothers before and after having a child, using public child-
care works to equalize income across type-cases, to a certain extent. Both fees 
and access vary greatly in the Italian case, and these results are based on av-
erage fees. Access to public childcare depends on the coverage rate of the 
municipality and on a point system in which dual-earning as well as single 
parenthood generally gives a higher score. This is meant to ensure that those 
who need childcare the most get priority. But coverage rates vary greatly 
across regions, and across municipalities within the same region. 

Temporary work risks creating problems, especially on-call work, as you 
generally need to show being in employment in order to get the points needed. 
Public childcare fees are based on the total household income, making it 
cheaper for a single low-earner than for a coupled low-earner (if the partner 
earns more), if supplied. The varying supply of public childcare makes private 
childcare an important alternative in the Italian case in order to achieve care 
security. In the Italian case, private childcare is more affordable than in Swe-
den, but still prohibitive for most single parents who are also excluded from 
the tax deduction for dependent spouses. Temporary work may make it harder 
to sign up for private formal childcare or hire a babysitter also because of 
unreliable income levels over time. 

Year 3 – Couples 
Dual-earner couples are economically punished by the tax deduction for de-
pendent spouses and by the family allowance decreasing with higher 
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household income, following the logic of a familialistic model. There is a ra-
ther small difference in economic outcome at the household level between on-
call mothers leaving paid work and working for pay while having to pay for 
care (Figure 5.5). They do benefit economically from working for pay, with 
the important condition that they have access to public childcare (or relatives 
offering childcare). If they do not, and the couple has to pay for private child-
care, they actually lose money from on-call mothers staying in paid work.32 

The temporary worker also ends up earning very little from working for pay 
if she has to pay for private childcare. Here too, the equalizing effect of public 
childcare is clear. 

Figure 5.5 Italian couples, yearly net income after childcare costs, as a function of 
work contracts and choice of childcare solution, € 

Public childcare counters the income inequalities, given income-related fees, 
but access is often, de facto, scarce. Private childcare has the opposite effect: 
It aggravates the stratification of the economic conditions for family formation 
as a result of the flat rate and often prohibitively high costs. Private childcare 
is an affordable option mainly for the permanent/permanent couple, since pub-
lic childcare too becomes rather expensive for them (given that fees are in-
come-related), while for the others, the choice between private childcare and 
mothers specializing in care will depend less on the economic outcome than 

32 It should also be noted that the cost of private childcare used in this simulation is lower than 
the average cost of a private childminder but higher than the estimated cost of private institu-
tional care, meaning that even more mothers lose out from working if the only care solution is 
hiring a private child-minder, while access to private institutional care may be affordable for 
some couples even if the mother is on-call. 
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on individual values and preferences. Public childcare, therefore, comes out 
as a strong condition for “making work pay” in the case of low-earner mothers 
and mothers with insecure work conditions. 

New and old dimensions of stratification of earning and 
caring 
This chapter aimed at analyzing how the Italian model in terms of formal in-
stitutions translates into micro-level conditions for actually achieving some 
form of work family reconciliation, and what is required for it to work in terms 
of income levels, gender, and employment conditions. The latter, employment 
conditions, is of particular interest in order to understand how the model works 
for people in new types of contracts, which come with labor market risks for 
which the social security system is not specifically designed. In particular, it 
is how these new types of contracts interact with income inequality and gender 
when it comes to shaping individual income and care security that is of inter-
est. 

The results show first of all that a gendered familialistic model in which 
the mother specializes in care is difficult to achieve across the board. It is fa-
cilitated during the child’s first year of life through the payment of maternity 
leave benefits as well as parental leave for those eligible (this solution is rep-
resented in Figure 5.3 by couples opting for the mother to use all available 
care leaves and then become inactive). Once care leaves are no longer availa-
ble, even couples in which the man is permanently employed have difficulties 
ensuring income security, even if they do reach the at-risk-of-poverty line (this 
solution is called ‘mother full-time care’ in Figure 5.5). Having temporary 
work certainly is a stratifying factor, and no couples in which the man has a 
temporary contract can afford to choose gendered specialization after the first 
year. A familialistic work family reconciliation based on gender specializa-
tion, therefore, requires the man to have at least average wages and a perma-
nent job. Of course, a longer temporary contract that does entail full-time work 
all year, and with average wage, would give the same result. The difference is 
then that there is an increased risk of becoming unemployed at some point, 
which may make it riskier for the woman to leave the labor market all together, 
but this is not something that comes out in a simulation such as this. 

Fathers can achieve individual work family reconciliation during the first 
year if they have at least average earnings, can work full-time all year (as the 
permanent employee in the simulation), or share parental leave with the 
mother (Figure 5.2). It is also possible for women who have average earnings 
and are permanently employed to use their maternity leave (which is manda-
tory for employees) and then either go back to work or share the parental leave 
50/50 with the father (Figure 5.1). Once again, the situation is more difficult 
for temporary workers. Mothers who were on temporary contract at the time 
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of birth, and therefore qualify for parental leave, come close to the at-risk of-
poverty line if sharing the parental leave with the father, but if that is not pos-
sible or they do not qualify, the only affordable option is to go back to work 
after maternity leave and use public childcare, if available (or grandparents, if 
available). 

Fathers are vulnerable to having small possibilities to care for their children 
during the first year unless they have sole custody (in which case, they take 
over the right to maternity leave). This is in line with care ideals equating 
mothers with care security but limits the room for maneuver of individual fa-
thers who do want, or need, time to care for their child. It also limits mothers’ 
room for maneuver, making it more difficult for them to ensure income secu-
rity, thus adding to the differences in time spent in work and women being 
overrepresented in temporary work, which, on average, pays less than perma-
nent work. 

After the first year, having at least average earnings and working full-time 
all year remains important, and enables individual work family reconciliation 
for those able to access public childcare. When such care solutions are una-
vailable, single parents will not be able to achieve income security at these 
income levels, as it takes (substantially) more-than-average earnings to afford 
private solutions, or dual-earning. 

Care security (applied in its limited version in this chapter) after maternity 
and parental leave consequently depends mainly on income levels – as the 
possibility of hiring a babysitter or for the mother to specialize in childcare 
are ways to achieve work family reconciliation, either in an augmented form 
in line with an individualistic model or in a familialistic form based on gen-
dered specialization. As only a minority of Italian parents have access to pub-
lic childcare, the principal way to guarantee the possibility of outsourcing 
childcare is having a high enough income to be able to purchase care on the 
market. High earners have guaranteed access to childcare, while low earners 
do not. 

Temporary work adds to the stratification created by income inequalities, 
as it makes it more difficult to pay for care both because of low income and 
because of unstable earnings. This makes having an available care solution 
that is affordable even in case of a sudden income cut important for being able 
to reconcile care obligations with insecure forms of work. The most precarious 
forms of work can, however, limit access to public childcare, where that would 
otherwise be available. Those who have access to grandparents, public child-
care, or can afford market solutions can, on the other hand, potentially achieve 
even augmented work family reconciliation. Just as those who can afford to 
live on one income can achieve work family reconciliation as conceived 
within a gendered familialistic model, at the family level, through gender spe-
cialization. 

The gender dimension intersects clearly with both those of income and 
work contract, as women earn less, work fewer hours, and are overrepresented 
in temporary work. This means that a gendered familialistic model will make 
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sense for many women as a result of their own low and/or unstable earnings 
in relation to childcare costs. If their husbands have unstable earnings too, they 
may simply choose to limit fertility as a result of a dysfunctional model. How-
ever, those opting for gendered specialization take a substantial economic risk 
in the case of family breakdown. 

The old gendered familialistic model, once divorce became legal, con-
ceived of individuals’ capacity to form and maintain an autonomous house-
hold in terms of both women and men keeping on shouldering their specialized 
role also after divorce. In the new, mixed, model, all adults need to ensure 
their own income security in order to have such as a capacity, but they have 
very different possibilities to do so. 

When analyzed as an earning-caring model, the Italian case can be under-
stood in a new and more precise manner. It makes it possible to specify how 
tensions are created, concretely, through institutional interactions, between 
expectations and possibilities. The explicitly gendered formal institutions are 
in line with a gendered familialistic model, which is, however, increasingly 
beyond people’s room for maneuver – because of a changing labor market. 
Other formal institutions promote individual income security, but that too is 
generally beyond, especially, mothers’ room for maneuver. 

Temporary work as a way to enable mothers’ work family reconciliation 
creates new forms of stratification in the Italian earning-caring model, both by 
making the familialistic gendered model less accessible since more and more 
men have insecure earnings, and by offering mothers who need to achieve 
individual income security work conditions, which make that very difficult. 
That is, labor market flexibilization has made it more difficult to identify a 
way of achieving work family reconciliation that is achievable, that is, within 
people’s room for maneuver. Possibilities of doing so hinge upon having high 
and stable earnings, which is precisely what has been made more elusive. That 
difficulty for men undermines the old earning-caring model, and that even 
greater difficulty for women undermines a stable move to a new earning-car-
ing model. In addition to labor market liberalization, however, access to care 
solutions is a fundamental aspect blocking a move toward an individualistic 
model. In the next chapter, I study how care ideals and other norms impact 
this equation of work conditions, income levels, and care solutions. 
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6. Italy: Perceptions of room for maneuver 

This chapter investigates how individuals perceive their room for maneuver 
as a function of interacting formal and informal institutions. The Italian case 
is interesting since it is one in which formal institutions interact in conflicting 
as well as complementary ways, and norms and expectations seem to be 
changing to some extent but also to be conflicting amongst each other, as well 
as with formal institutions. The earning-caring model has become increasingly 
ambiguous (Chapter 4), and full-time permanent work and average income 
levels are important for income security (Chapter 5) while temporary work, 
involuntary part-time, and unemployment are increasing (Chapter 4). Women 
increasingly need to help ensure familialistic income security and are expected 
to be able to ensure individual income security in case of need, while at the 
same time facing greater difficulties in doing so because of their more precar-
ious labor market participation. How do individual women and men reason on 
these issues? How do they perceive their room for maneuver in relation to 
expectations? The results from the European Values Study presented in Chap-
ter 4 indicate that care ideals have not changed much, at the same time as 
conditions for earning have changed quite a lot. How do individual women 
and men perceive care ideals, and how do care ideals impact their perceived 
room for maneuver? 

This chapter uses in-depth interviews with couples with small children, 
with each partner interviewed separately, in order to further explore the ten-
sions in the Italian model. It seeks to understand how mothers perceive expec-
tations and possibilities to work for pay, and how these compare with their 
own wishes and preferences, as well as how fathers perceive possibilities and 
expectations for them to maintain the family and participate in childcare. 
Moreover, relational room for maneuver is studied by investigating how each 
partner reasons around the behavior, possibilities, expectations, and prefer-
ences of the other, and how that affects his/her own room for maneuver. The 
interviews are also used to understand whether there are conversion factors, 
formal or informal, which stratify the room for maneuver and that did not 
come out in the other parts of the thesis, related to income levels, work con-
tract, or gender. 

The rest of this chapter presents the results from the interviews, but first I 
present the respondents. 
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The respondents 
Table 6.1 Overview of Italian respondents* 

Number 
of 
children 

Earning Caring 

Manuela 2 She is a freelancer, FT** , She took ML (paid only 
and Ricardo average earner. with second child) and 
(Puglia) He is a permanent em-

ployee, public sector, FT.
High earner. He earns 
about double compared to 
her. 

worked PT until youngest
was 2 years old. 
Public childcare + grand-
parents. 

Francesca 2 She has been a housewife She took ML and some 
and Enrico since her temporary con- PL. 
(Rome) tract ended. 

He is a permanent em-
ployee, private sector, 
FT. Average earner. 

Public childcare + she 
stopped working. 

Angela and 2 She has been a housewife She took ML (paid only 
Gianni since her temporary con- with second child), 
(Rome) tract ended. 

He is a temporary worker, 
private sector, FT. Aver-
age earner. 

stopped working for 1 
year with each child. 
Public childcare + she 
stopped working. 

Carla and 2 (+1 on She is a permanent em- She took ML, then 
Gabriele the way) ployee, public sector, FT. babysitter full-time until 
(Naples) High earner. 

He is a temporary worker, 
FT. High earner. She 
earns more than him. 

school started. 
Now school + babysitter. 

Valeria and 1 She is a permanent em- She took ML + sick leave 
Gianluca ployee, FT. High earner. + vacation. Then public 
(Rome) He is a temporary worker, 

FT. Low/average earner. 
She earns more than four 
times compared to him. 

childcare + flexible hours 
for both. Grandparents 
when child is sick. 

Ilaria and 1 (+1 on She is a permanent em- She took ML, sick leave +
Filippo the way) ployee, PT. Low/average vacation. Then public 
(Rome) earner. 

He is a permanent em-
ployee, FT. Average 
earner. 

childcare + she is work-
ing PT. 
Babysitter when child is 
sick. 

* The names have been changed in order to maintain the confidentiality of the respondents. 
**FT=full-time work; PT=part-time work; ML=maternity leave; PL=parental leave 

The respondents are presented in Table 6.1. The sample consists of six cou-
ples, with one interview per partner. Given the small sample size, I start by 
evaluating the representativeness of the sample in terms of the chosen modes 
of combination of earning and caring. This is done by comparing these couples 
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to the results from EU-SILC data on the most common modes of combining 
earning and caring in Italy, and how that has changed between 2004 and 2014. 
The EU-SILC results are presented in Table 6.2 and briefly discussed before 
the respondent couples are presented in relation to those results in Table 6.3. 

Table 6.2 The three most common combinations of earning and caring in Italy for 
couples with children under the age of five, and who report using forms of care other 
than parental care. 

2004 2014 
Most common 23%: 

Mother inactive 
Father full-time work 
Part-time preschool* 

22%: 
Mother full-time work 
Father full-time work 
Part-time preschool* 

Second 20%: 
Mother full-time work 
Father full-time work 
Part-time preschool* 

16%: 
Mother inactive 
Father full-time work 
Part-time preschool* 

Third 14%: 
Mother full-time work 
Father full-time work 
Full-time preschool 

14%: 
Mother full-time work 
Father full-time work 
Full-time preschool 

Source: EU-SILC 2004 and 2014, author’s own elaboration of microdata (see Chapter 3 for 
details). Colors indicate same mode of combination. 
*Combined with grandparent care in about 50% of cases. 

The data in Table 6.2 show the differences in modes of combining earning and 
caring between the years 2004 and 2014. Only couples who use a care solution 
other than parental care are included, meaning that couples opting for full-
time parental care are excluded from the sample. Childcare in Italy includes 
asilo nido, which is for children from three months as well as the scuola ma-
terna, for children over three years. Full-time is here defined as at least 35 
hours per week, and part-time as between 10 and 35 hours per week. In the 
Italian case, it should be noted that, in both 2004 and 2014, part-time preschool 
is combined with grandparent-care in about 50% of cases. In this sample, 
among Italian mothers who use some form of care other than parental care, it 
has become more common over time to work for pay, while being inactive has 
become less common. Using full-time preschool is less common, on the other 
hand. Generally, Italian care solutions are diverse (at least in relation to Swe-
dish ones, see Chapter 9), and include full-time grandparent care as well as 
babysitters, but also full-time preschool combined with mothers being inac-
tive. The three most common combinations in Italy make up 57% of the cases 
in 2004 and 52% in 2014. 

The EU-SILC data show that in Italy, there is not much difference between 
full-time and part-time working mothers in terms of the hours the child spends 
in formal childcare. Rather, children of full-time working mothers are cared 
for both in formal childcare and by grandparents (presumably picking them 
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up in the afternoon). The share of children who are reported as being cared 
for, to some extent, by grandparents has gone up between 2004 and 2014. Full-
time working parents use grandparent care as the only care solution to much 
the same extent as a complement to institutional childcare, while part-time 
working mothers use grandparents more often as the only care solution than 
as a complement to formal childcare. Even if this is data based on a survey 
sample, this could indicate that when formal childcare is not available, moth-
ers’ labor market participation is limited by the ability of grandparents to offer 
a large extent of childcare. On the other hand, it could also be an active choice 
by parents preferring grandparent care to institutional care, and such values 
may make mothers less inclined to work full-time (an issue of care security). 
Together with the results in Chapter 4, this data is interesting as it corroborates 
the shift toward an individualistic model of earning that entails mothers in-
creasingly engaging in earning, but also that such a development is hampered 
by limited access to childcare solutions and/or perceptions of their adequacy. 

Table 6.3 Italian respondents’ earning and caring combinations 

The sample, even if small, is quite representative in terms of work patterns: 
with three of the six couples in which both work full-time (the most common 
solution in the EU-SILC sample from 2014), two couples in which the mother 
is inactive and the father works full-time (most common solution in 2004, and 
second most common solution in 2014), and one where the mother works part-
time while the father works full-time (third most common solution in 2004 as 
well as 2014). Preschool as a care solution is overrepresented in the sample, 
most likely as a result of 4 out of 6 couples living in Rome, where it is quite 
widely accessible and used. Grandparents and babysitters are used on a regular 
basis by the other two couples, diversifying the sample to some extent and 
allowing for an understanding of how such solutions are used and perceived. 
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Results 
It is clear from the interviews that gendered care ideals shape the perceptions 
of room for maneuver of individual mothers and fathers, which, in turn, shape 
their expectations. While fathers do not expect to be able to care for their chil-
dren, they do expect to be able to ensure income security through their paid 
work. Mothers generally do not. They rather expect to have something mean-
ingful to do apart from childcare, and they evaluate their labor market partic-
ipation in terms of how meaningful it is to them, and of how it is possible to 
combine with different available care solutions they find adequate. 

The meaning of paid work to mothers and fathers comes out as an important 
informal conversion factor, and one that becomes visible through the analyti-
cal lens of income security and care security. It molds the perceptions and 
behavior of mothers and fathers in response to the conditions in the labor mar-
ket. It affects mothers’ labor market participation, but also interacts with dif-
fering care ideals and differentiated access to care solutions, resulting in a 
stratification of possibilities to combine earning with achieving care security. 

Social and statutory care ideals 
The social care ideal of maternal care is the prevailing norm that respondents 
refer to. Most respondents argue that the general society considers fathers’ 
role to be a provider first and foremost, even if some say that they personally 
do not agree with that view. It is the mother who should be caring for the child 
in the home or, if necessary, someone else, but not the father: “The mother is 
always the mother” is a recurring statement in the interviews, building on an 
idea of the mother as, to some extent, being irreplaceable as a caretaker. The 
father is generally argued to be equally important for the child, but his role is 
different and not clearly defined. Some respondents argue that he should be 
teaching children the rules, while the mother should simply be affectionate. 
All respondents bring up this idea of different roles in parenting, but while 
some adhere to it, others argue that it is outdated, and that mothers and fathers 
have more similar roles today. 

The statutory care ideal, as prescribed by moral and economic policy in-
centives, is less distinct; moreover, policy instruments are used in order to 
comply with the social care ideal. Mothers tend to use all institutional re-
sources available in order to be at home during the first year of the child’s life 
or for as long as possible. If no such institutional resources are available, she 
generally stays at home unpaid. In this sample, the exception is Carla who is 
a high earner just as her husband, and they can afford a full-time babysitter to 
take her place, which both she and Gabriele see as ensuring care security, 
while they do not think institutional childcare would. If formal institutions 
help achieve care security, which, in this case, means maternal care or some 
form of home-based care for at least the first year, the aims of formal and 
informal institutions are convergent, and they interact in a complementary 
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way. When they do not, the aims are divergent, and the formal institutions risk 
becoming ineffective, creating a conflicting interaction and an agency gap, 
leading to mothers having to sacrifice income security to ensure care security. 
Italian formal institutions do enable employed coupled mothers to stay at 
home for the first year, but not with sufficient income after the end of the 
maternity leave of 5 months. This means that mothers who cannot afford a 
viable care alternative, such as a babysitter, need to sacrifice income security 
in order to ensure care security. 

The Italian parental leave entails a statutory care ideal of shared care work, 
but neither mothers nor fathers perceive fathers participating in childcare as a 
norm or even as feasible. The replacement level in the income related parental 
leave is too low (30%), and the respondents also argue that employers would 
make sure to give fathers a hard time if they used such entitlements. One re-
spondent (Manuela) stated that fathers should use their rights to stay at home 
more, but the others either considered it as undesirable (Angela) or simply 
impossible and also not important (the rest). The non-importance of fatherly 
care keeps it far from enabling care security and it therefore becomes simply 
an economic cost that would lower income security while not ensuring care 
security. 

“The government wants us to have children, but when we do, 
we get fired” – Gendered expectations as conversion factors 
Italian women face, on average, lower employment security, job security, and 
wages than men because they are assumed not to be able to do their work 
properly once they have children. The female respondents here also seem to 
adjust their expectations to such a perceived reality. Several of them argue that 
it is immoral to “abuse” one’s rights to care leaves, etc., and that by doing so 
you consolidate the image of women as less trustworthy employees, thereby 
damaging the situation of all women. Publicly employed mothers are, for ex-
ample, accused of abusing their (uniquely generous) right to stay at home if 
their child is sick, despite having the possibility of getting a grandparent to 
help out, or of taking various leaves in order to hang on to their permanent 
jobs while in fact staying at home for years. Men are perceived as having an 
even weaker de facto right to use their formal rights to shift time from earning 
to caring. However, since the male respondents do not expect to be able to, 
and often would not want to, engage in caring, it does not create much of a 
conflict for them. The female respondents are more torn by conflicting loyal-
ties toward their children and their employer, as their roles as workers stand 
in conflict with their roles as mothers. Men are, as workers, expected to be 
loyal to the employer first, which in their case corresponds to general expec-
tations of fathers and thus creates less of a conflict at the general level. 

All respondents, men as well as women, argue that the labor market is 
tougher on women and especially women in childbearing ages: “Sure, you 
might have the right to stay at home with a sick child, but once, twice, then… 
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They’ll put you in conditions that make you not want to take it again. That is, 
Italy is a country where when they hire a woman, together with the contract, 
they make her sign a letter of resignation in case she gets pregnant. So… Sure, 
it’s not always like that, not all companies are like that, but…” (Gianluca). 
Many have stories based on personal experience or that of female friends or 
colleagues of being asked whether they intended to have children during in-
terviews and, if answering positively, being told they do not fit the profile; of 
being told they will never be able to do the job if they have children to take 
care of; of their temporary contracts not being prolonged as (in their opinion) 
a direct consequence of working part-time or taking parental leave; of not hav-
ing their salaries increased in the same way as their male colleagues, and so 
on. As one female respondent says: “The government wants us to have chil-
dren, but when we do, we get fired” (Angela). 

Gendered perceptions of income security: the meaning of paid 
work 
In the Italian case, low levels of employment security and the overall limited 
welfare state mean that job security is what makes up the foundation of income 
security. A shaky economy, furthermore, decreases job security overall, since 
even permanent employees risk losing their jobs if the company for which 
they work, fares badly. The security of permanent contracts in the Italian pri-
vate sector, according to the respondents who have such contracts, is regarded 
as protecting them only to a certain degree, and what reduces their sense of 
security is not the employment protection legislation, so much as the state of 
the economy at large: “Then, thinking about the economy, I feel like I need to 
really make an effort because you never know. Right now, the company is do-
ing well, and it tries to protect everyone for now. But tomorrow, we don’t 
know. To think in these days that a permanent contract means a lifetime guar-
antee or a guarantee until retirement is crazy (…) [For salesmen on commis-
sion] it’s not the uncertainty of how much I will work but of how much I will 
earn. But compared to me [they are surer of being able to work], I wouldn’t 
know how to recycle myself if tomorrow they were to throw me out. A salesman 
knows that if today I’m selling cheese, tomorrow I will be able to sell tools. 
Me, if my company doesn’t want me anymore, I wouldn’t know what to do.” 
(Enrico, permanent employee of a large company in the private sector). Only 
three Italian respondents expressed no such concern, and they are, in two 
cases, permanent employees in the public health sector (Riccardo and Carla) 
and in one case, a permanent employee of a large international organization 
(Valeria). 

Temporary employment is perceived as problematic, but in distinctly gen-
dered ways as an effect of the meaning of paid work for the identity of mothers 
and fathers. Mothers’ paid work, as described by these respondents, is instru-
mental, primarily to being a good mother. Not by ensuring income security, 
however, but by ensuring that they are satisfied and content and can thereby 
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be better mothers to their children in the sense of being more “mentally pre-
sent.” Mothers’ paid work is therefore directly related to ensuring care secu-
rity and much less so to income security. Fathers, on the contrary, are expected 
to maintain the family, making their paid work instrumental to income secu-
rity. 

In relation to precarious work situations, this difference has important con-
sequences: While mothers have an alternative identity as carers to choose if 
their work situation is considered unsatisfying, fathers do not. It also means 
that mothers evaluate whether working for pay is worth it, in terms of how it 
affects their well-being: does it make them more content and thereby better 
mothers? If not, they are likely to opt out of paid work. Fathers, in contrast, 
even put up with work situations they find humiliating, that in no way increase 
their well-being, rather than opting out. And this is true, even in cases when 
they could, economically, afford to opt out and instead focus on caretaking. 
The interaction of precarious work and gendered expectations is illustrated by 
Angela and Francesca on the one hand, and Gianluca on the other. All three 
lost their jobs after their temporary contracts ended: 

Angela is a psychologist, unemployed since her temporary contract fin-
ished and has not found another job that she would like to take. She loves her 
profession and, given the right job, she says she would gladly work for free or 
use her entire earnings to pay for a babysitter. At the same time, it was im-
portant for her to stay at home for the first year with each child (she has two), 
which for her, as a freelance/project worker, meant losing touch with the labor 
market to some extent after each child. Her husband, Gianni, also has a tem-
porary contract, and according to Angela,33 he goes to work even with a high 
fever since he cannot afford to lose his job. He has always kept on working 
full-time even if he would actually like to work less and she would like to 
work more. She acknowledges that he has the main responsibility for provid-
ing economically for the family, and that this means that he cannot afford to 
lose his job or work less. Despite the personal preferences being the opposite, 
he has taken on the responsibility for income security, while she has been in 
charge of childcare. Angela argues that fathers essentially have no role in the 
lives of infants, who very much need their mother – making full-time maternal 
care an obligation as well as a pleasure for her. She argues, however, that she 
was a better mother when she had a job because she was more satisfied with 
life. 

Francesca has not even looked for another job since losing the one she had 
(which was a temporary contract), because she prefers to dedicate herself to 
her two children and believes whatever job she would be able to get would 
come with such bad conditions, it would not be worth it. She is totally satisfied 
with being a full-time mother. Her husband, Enrico, a permanent employee of 
a large private company, has no wish to spend more time with his children and 

33 Gianni did not agree to be interviewed. 
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thinks that it is fine that Francesca does not have paid employment right now. 
But he is worried about her future, however, not in economic terms, but in 
terms of what she will do with her time once the children are older and whether 
she will be happy then. 

Gianluca was unemployed for some time after losing his temporary job and 
was therefore able to spend quite some time with his, then, infant daughter. 
He struggled to find a new job and now has one for which he is highly over-
qualified, that pays little, and which he does not enjoy. Despite his wife, Va-
leria, having a secure job with a large international organization and a high 
income at 4–5 times Gianluca’s income that could maintain the family single-
handedly, he did not opt for staying at home and prefers this job to full-time 
fathering. The couple has difficulties combining dual-earning with caring for 
their daughter who goes to preschool, and Valeria has worked part-time in 
periods in order to facilitate things. She also says that if she could, she would 
prefer to work less or not at all, but that it is not an option, given that the family 
mainly lives on her income. Gianluca brings their daughter to preschool in the 
morning and then leaves for work around 9 a.m. Valeria leaves very early for 
work in order to be able to finish in time to pick their daughter up at 4 p.m. 
Gianluca can in this way stay as long as needed at work and come home in 
time for dinner. Valeria spends the afternoon with their daughter and then 
cooks dinner. After the daughter goes to bed, Valeria does domestic work that 
is wholly her responsibility. She explains that she could not expect Gianluca 
to do domestic work; it is women’s work, but adds that she really does not 
mind doing it but would simply like more time to do it, so that it would not 
have to be in the evening when she is tired. 

Gianluca spontaneously underlines during the interview that thanks to sav-
ings, he has never depended economically on his wife, even when unem-
ployed. Angela and Francesca simply state that they have a shared economy, 
so their economic dependency is not a problem/not conceived as such. They 
do not expect to be able to ensure income security through their paid work; 
rather, they expect their husbands to do that. They do, however, feel respon-
sible for care security and thus adjust their labor market participation accord-
ingly, even when it, as in the case of Angela, meant losing touch with a labor 
market which she very much valued being part of. 

All respondents hold the mother responsible for ensuring care security, 
even if working for pay. She is, for example, expected to make the necessary 
arrangements in case the child is sick, irrespective of her work situation and 
of her access to institutional resources compared to his. This can be illustrated 
by Ilaria, who argues that while her partner, Filippo, has the formal right to 
stay home, he simply could not because he is such an important figure in the 
workplace. She, on the other hand, does not have the right to stay at home and 
the solution is therefore to hire a babysitter each time the child is sick, which 
Filippo, in turn, argues is a major cost for them. Ilaria solves domestic work 
by working part-time and using the hours in the afternoon between leaving the 
office and picking up her son to do domestic work and also get some time for 
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herself. She says she would not want to work full-time, even if it meant higher 
earnings, because she needs some time to breathe in the day. 

Care solutions and care ideals: achieving care security 
The gendered expectations of being able to achieve income security and care 
security interact with care ideals and the availability of different care solutions 
that may or may not offer care security. The couples living in Rome all use 
public childcare, which is offered, to quite a large extent, in the city, especially 
if both parents work. They all like this form of childcare, but bring up strikes, 
long summer closures (2–3 months, depending on the type of institution), and 
limited opening hours as factors that limit its ability to help achieve reconcil-
iation. Despite formal access, this care solution comes with several gaps that 
are difficult to fill. Due to frequent strikes, for example, dual-earner parents 
need a plan on how to rearrange childcare on short notice. Valeria and 
Gianluca use the grandparents for this, while Ilaria and Filippo do not have 
their parents in Rome and instead use a babysitter, which they say can be dif-
ficult on short notice. Apart from the limited opening hours, for some parents, 
it is important to have either grandparents or a babysitter also because of con-
cerns about the quality of institutional childcare. Such concerns are expressed 
mainly with the afternoon care in scuola materna (ages 3–6) and school, 
which in some cases is different and argued to hold a lower quality. In the case 
of two couples (not living in Rome), concerns are expressed even with the 
lunch served (Carla and Gabriele, Manuela and Riccardo). Their concerns are 
such that these parents try to avoid having their children spend afternoons in 
formal care, or even to have lunch in school, which means they need to be 
picked up very early. This is achieved using a babysitter (Carla and Gabriele) 
or grandparents (Manuela and Riccardo). 

Grandparents are important for filling gaps left by formal institutions, 
whether formal gaps such as limited opening hours or informal gaps such as 
quality concerns. Ilaria and Filippo in fact bring up the lack of grandparents 
as an important factor creating problems for them, calling grandparents “the 
true Italian welfare” (Filippo) and something that “profoundly changes the 
balance of a couple” (Ilaria). Two of the six couples interviewed use grand-
parents for childcare on a regular basis: Manuela and Riccardo, every day to 
pick their daughter up from school before lunch; and Valeria and Gianluca, as 
stand-by when the child is sick, or schools are closed. In two couples, the 
mother is not working (Angela and Gianni, and Francesca and Enrico), and 
one (Carla and Gabriele) has a full-time babysitter, and for these couples, ac-
cess to grandparents is less important. Ilaria and Filippo, the sixth couple, are 
the ones struggling the most with different babysitters that they try calling on 
short notice, but they do make use of grandparent-care during the long summer 
closures when their child is sent off to their parents while they stay in Rome 
working. 
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When grandparents are unavailable, babysitters become the way to enable 
reconciliation. Carla and Gabriele represent couples using a market solution 
to achieve reconciliation. They are both full-time workers with high incomes 
and have a full-time babysitter who comes in the morning, brings the children 
to school, does domestic work until 2pm when she picks the children up from 
school, and brings them home to have lunch and do homework before one of 
the parents, usually Carla, comes home and brings them to different extracur-
ricular activities. They say that in their city, Naples, public childcare is not 
available. Even if it were, they say, with their earnings the fee would be as 
high as the cost of a babysitter, and in this way, they also get domestic work 
done and never have problems when children are sick, or schools are closed. 
They also add that they do not think children should be in formal care until at 
least 3 years old, for health reasons. By hiring a babysitter, they are able to 
purchase their way out of all difficulties of organizing childcare, and in a way 
that corresponds to their individual care ideals. 

Babysitters doing both care work and domestic work is important, since 
domestic work is another aspect, separate from care responsibility, limiting 
the possibilities of women to perform paid work. Men do not generally engage 
in domestic work among these respondents, as illustrated by Gianluca who 
says: “I prepare the girl in the morning, I feed her, dress her, and bring her 
to school, and that’s OK, but it’s not like when I come home from work I would 
start making dinner!” Hiring someone who does some babysitting as well as 
some domestic work is something brought up by mothers with one child (Ilaria 
and Valeria) as the only possible way in which they could ever have a second 
child and stay in paid work, since it would be too complicated to pick two 
children up from different places while also working and doing domestic 
work. The alternative would be for them to work less. Ilaria is pregnant with 
hers and Filippo’s second child and is planning to hire a full-time babysitter 
to come live with them, and Carla and Gabriele are expecting their third child 
and say it would not have been possible without their full-time babysitter. Va-
leria, finally, has one child only and argues that she would not even consider 
having a second child without hiring a babysitter. She prefers for her and 
Gianluca to take care of their children, however, and is therefore not fond of 
the idea of having a babysitter. Luckily, neither she nor Gianluca really want 
another child, so it is not a problem that needs a solution. 

Both the mother staying at home full-time and hiring a full-time babysitter 
are solutions that fill the gaps of formal childcare and schools, such as long 
closures, limited opening hours, strikes, sick children, as well as quality con-
cerns. Access to these care solutions is, as we have seen, stratified according 
to income and work contract. Grandparents can also offer such a solution, de-
pending on where they live, their health, and willingness to take on a major 
care responsibility. There are, however, conflicting ideas of the suitability of 
these different solutions that come out in the interviews. All respondents ad-
here to the social care ideal of maternal care, but many mothers still want, or 
need, to work for pay, creating a need for an alternative solution. Some argue 
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that formal childcare is second best, while others argue that home-based care 
is preferable, and this also affects the final perception of different care options. 
Most respondents argue that grandparents offer a good alternative, but Valeria 
and Gianluca and Francesca and Enrico have actively opted for minimizing 
the use of grandparent-care because of concerns about the care the grandpar-
ents provide. While Carla and Gabriele are very happy with their babysitter, 
Filippo (and to a lesser extent Ilaria) is less convinced that babysitters in gen-
eral are trustworthy. The respondents who prefer formal childcare are the same 
who have concerns with grandparents and/or babysitters, whereas those who 
make regular use of grandparents or babysitters do so explicitly as a way to 
limit the exposure of their children to formal care. Compared to the Swedish 
public childcare, there is no one general preferred care solution in Italy that 
can replace maternal care; ideas on how children should be cared for differ, 
and parents do their best to arrange childcare in a way they find suitable. 

Conclusions 
Both formal and informal conversion factors come out here as causing ten-
sions that did not come out in the type-case simulation or from statistics on, 
for example, childcare uptake. There are formal gaps in childcare and school, 
which are not only about supply and opening hours such as long summer clo-
sures and the risk of strikes that reduce the effectiveness of institutional child-
care as a care solution. This is aggravated further by the difficulty in solving 
childcare when children are sick, which in most cases requires short-notice 
access to grandparents or babysitters. Concern about quality is an informal 
conversion factor. It does not have to do with de facto access, but it has to do 
with care ideals and the perception of certain services as not corresponding to 
care ideals. Care ideals also create informal conversion factors in other ways, 
such as parents simply perceiving institutional childcare, babysitters, or grand-
parents, as inadequate care solutions, thereby creating difficulties in achieving 
care security. 

Care ideals are strongly gendered as is clear from the interviews, turning 
them into effective conversion factors stratifying room for maneuver of 
women as well as men, but in different ways. They shape gendered expecta-
tions, the gendered conditions encountered in the labor market, access to for-
mal rights as well as perceived access to formal rights. They effectively strat-
ify room for maneuver, which in intersection with labor market liberalization 
and stratification of work conditions, produce clearly gendered outcomes. 

Labor market conditions have different meanings to mothers and fathers, 
as long as the mother can rely on the father for income security. Valeria, the 
one female respondent not able to do so, is very conscious about not having 
the choice to cut down on paid work and focus more on caring. She has excel-
lent conditions for ensuring income security: She is not worried about losing 
her job, nor about her income not sufficing if her husband should lose his. 
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However, she perceives the responsibility for income security as a limitation 
to her room for maneuver in a way that the male respondents do not. The only 
male respondents who seem to view the need to earn a living not only for 
themselves but for their whole families as a burden are those struggling to do 
so. Valeria’s husband, for example, Gianluca is clearly discontent with not 
being able to maintain his family through his paid work, but he keeps working 
in order to at least maintain himself and not be maintained by his wife. Valeria 
does not struggle but perceives her responsibility for earning as a limitation to 
her care security. 

While it is commonly noted that Italian mothers face difficulties in comb-
ing work and family, it is typically argued to be simply because men do not 
change as women’s roles change, thereby creating an unstable equilibrium 
(Esping-Andersen 2009; cf. Hochschild 2000). The analytical framework ap-
plied here uncovers concretely how the Italian earning-caring model works 
and is presumed to work at the micro-level, which allows for an understanding 
of tensions in the specific case that would not necessarily be created in another 
earning-caring model, even if also in an unstable equilibrium. It also enables 
a concrete understanding of what creates instabilities, what might in fact keep 
men from changing, and what might hold women back from changing even 
further. The gendered meaning of paid work, when pinpointed as gendered in 
terms of its relation to income security and care security, offers a new and 
deeper, as well as more specific, understanding of what actually happens to 
micro-level conditions as the Italian labor market changes. It also offers an 
understanding and indeed an explanation of men’s and women’s behavior in 
relation to earning and caring, instead of stopping at observing it and arguing 
that it needs to change if gender equality, or increased productivity for that 
matter, is to be achieved. Such an explanation makes it possible to think ef-
fectively about how to incentivize changed behavior, to the extent that it is 
deemed desirable to do so. 

The Italian earning-caring model is analyzed based on all these three chap-
ters in the final chapter of the thesis, Chapter 10. In that chapter, Italy is also 
compared to the Swedish case; thus, we now move on to Sweden, before ana-
lyzing and comparing these two earning-caring models fully. 
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7. Evolution of the Swedish earning-caring 
model 

Destabilization and beginning adaptation 
In the early 20th century, the Swedish women’s movement was divided when 
it came to women’s role in society, but the struggle for female suffrage united 
women across classes and parties around the importance of individual rights 
for women, including the right to work (Sainsbury 2001; Hobson & Lindholm 
1997). Women increasingly entered the labor market, but engagement and 
marriage constituted a legal justification for termination until 1939, and the 
responsibility for unpaid care and domestic work in any case meant that they 
did so under, fundamentally, different conditions from men. Those different 
conditions were, ironically, used to motivate the fact that they should have 
lower wages than men, formalized as ‘women’s wages’ (Hirdman 2012). 
Women’s wages effectively upheld a gap in economic power in the face of 
women’s labor market entry, thereby allowing for a certain evolution of the 
earning-caring model but without changing its basic premise: men were still 
household heads and responsible for maintaining the family, and women were 
still responsible for care work. 

The evolution of the earning-caring model could have taken other direc-
tions; in the early 20th century, Sweden was a laggard when it came to 
women’s rights compared to the other Scandinavian countries, and there was 
certainly strong resistance to a model based on women and men having equal 
social roles (Sainsbury 2001). However, women’s increasing labor market en-
try did end up affecting the evolution of the model. Over time, and in interac-
tion with other developments, it created tensions that further destabilized the 
Swedish earning-caring model. Hobson and Lindholm (1997) argue that the 
successful focus on women as workers was a result of a strategic use of avail-
able discursive frames on the part of a divided women’s movement that was, 
however, united around the fight for female suffrage: They managed to turn 
the concerns with mass unemployment and low fertility rates of the 1930s into 
a call for the right of married women to work and for working women to get 
married and have children. 

Women first gained individual social rights when included in the universal 
pension scheme in 1913, and the welfare state early on actively supported in-
dividual income security of mothers also through the creation of a means-
tested child benefit in 1937 (universalized in 1948), which was paid to the 
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mother and intended to help redistribute the cost of childrearing from parents 
to society at large (Sainsbury 1996). Focus was hence on women as mothers 
and as workers, and this dual focus came to shape the public debate as well as 
policymaking (Bergqvist & Sörensen 2002; Bergman & Hobson 2002). While 
in Norway, for example, the women’s movement focused more on the condi-
tions of motherhood (Bergqvist & Sörensen 2002), the Swedish emphasis on 
women’s right to earn a living, combined with a complementary welfare state 
development, entailed greater tensions with the familialistic model. That 
model remained solid when it came to care security. Some early and limited 
childcare subsidies were implemented, but if mothers needed or wanted to 
work for pay, they could not rely on the state for help with care work to any 
great extent; they simply had to solve it on their own somehow (Sainsbury 
1996). Redistribution of care work from the family to the welfare state existed 
as an idea (Myrdal & Myrdal 1934) but hardly in practice. Part-time work in 
this context constituted a way to lower labor market thresholds for mothers, 
being more easily compatible with familialistic care security than mothers’ 
full-time paid work (Hirdman 2012). 

Welfare state expansion took off as the Social Democrats became the dom-
inant party in the 1930s, including state subsidies to voluntary unemployment 
benefit societies and a series of family policies, such as maternity benefits and 
universal healthcare services related to pregnancy and childbirth. Abortion un-
der select circumstances was legalized in 1938. Welfare state expansion then 
accelerated greatly in the wake of World War II when the National Labor 
Market Board was created. Benefits increasingly went from means-tested to 
universal, first flat-rate and then earnings-related, and social insurances started 
to replace voluntary (albeit, state-subsidized) schemes (Olson 1986; Sainsbury 
2001). 

This welfare state expansion must be regarded as an important factor in the 
evolution of the Swedish earning-caring model, as it fundamentally changed 
the conditions for income security. In the familialistic earning-caring model, 
income security was, just as in Italy, built primarily on men’s wage labor. 
Welfare state expansion saw the creation of new social insurances that pre-
supposed labor market participation, thus targeting men more than women. 
However, healthcare and certain benefits were universal and residency-based. 
Income security increased, albeit in gendered ways, through both universal 
benefits and the welfare state insuring workers against labor market risks. Full 
employment for men was an important part of ensuring welfare state sustain-
ability and organizing earning in a sustainable way (Stråth 2000). However, 
income security became more individualized with welfare state expansion in 
interaction with women’s increasing labor market participation, shifting in-
come security from the market/family toward the market/state. Such begin-
ning individualization of earning, but in practice not of caring, combined with 
women gaining the right to vote and to education, in this way drove destabili-
zation by increasing tensions between familialistic institutions, on the one 
hand, and on the other, expectations and behavior to some extent more in line 
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with an individualistic model, which was also supported by competing formal 
institutions. 

The period between the 1930s and the 1970s saw some adaptation of formal 
institutions toward an individualistic earning-caring model, albeit primarily of 
earning, and not necessarily with that purpose. The Rehn-Meidner model 
started to shape Swedish policymaking in the 1950s, building on solidarity 
wage policy promoting high productivity levels, as well as active labor market 
policies such as different forms of retraining and matching to ensure employ-
ment security (Erixon 2010). Focus of both unions and employers was on cre-
ating a sustainable labor market, thereby supporting the ability of the labor 
market to offer income security through wage labor, but the welfare state was 
to be there during transitions and as a temporary insurance of income security 
in case of, for example, unemployment, sickness, and in old age (Bonoli & 
Emmenegger 2010). Solidarity wage policy also worked to reduce gender 
wage gaps (Edin & Richardson 1999). At the same time, women’s labor mar-
ket participation continued to increase, and the formally lower women’s 
wages were removed in 1960, even if the effect of that formal change was 
countered by low-wage sectors and strong gender segregation on the labor 
market that de facto maintained gender wage gaps (Hirdman 2012). 

Overall, this was a period of accelerating destabilization, but also of some 
beginning adaptation of formal institutions. It shares important traits with evo-
lutions of earning-caring models across the EU over the past few decades: the 
problem analysis of what needs to be done in order to enable mothers to work 
for pay and raise fertility rates, but also the conflict with lagging norms and 
the slow adaptation of formal institutions, and the focus on mothers’ work 
family reconciliation rather than on that of all parents. Care work remained 
mainly the responsibility of mothers, meaning that the conditions for achiev-
ing individual income security through labor market participation were 
strongly gendered. This was problematized in the 1972 Government Commis-
sion on Support to Families, where it was argued that care work needed to be 
reallocated within families in order to equalize conditions for earning, given 
a, by then, general expectation on both parents to work for pay (SOU 1972:34, 
p. 245). 

Accelerating adaptation: toward the individualistic 
model 
In the 1970s, the evolution toward an individualized earning-caring model ac-
celerated, mainly through an adaptation of formal institutions to women’s 
changed expectations and behavior. In addition to radical family policy re-
forms, there were also significant family law reforms based on the Govern-
ment Commission on Family and Marriage (SOU 1972:41). Divorce legisla-
tion was reformed to allow for no-fault divorce (divorce had long been legal 
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in some form), and joint custody of children became the default. The obliga-
tion of fathers to economically maintain biological children after divorce 
weakened, and the emphasis was instead placed on maintaining the relation-
ship between father and child (Bergman & Hobson 2002). Income security 
was thus further individualized also through family law, in creating a stronger 
economic incentive for women to ensure their economic independency. These 
reforms also changed the statutory care ideal, by formally conceptualizing 
care work as a matter, for not only mothers but for parents in general. 

Social policy reforms in the 1970s explicitly promoted the individualistic 
model (Mahon 1997): Individual taxation was implemented to promote 
women’s paid work, and parental leave replaced maternity leave in 1974 to 
promote both parents’ engagement in caring. In the same period, childcare 
services and subsidies were expanded, even if it was not until 1995 that full-
time subsidized childcare was actually guaranteed to all children over the age 
of 1. Contrary to what happened in the Italian case (see Chapter 4), the reforms 
to family law as well as the social policy reforms were initiated by the Swedish 
Government, with the explicit aim to individualize earning and caring (SOU 
1972:34, p. 198ff). 

These reforms formed complementary interactions of formal institutions, 
moving the earning-caring model in an individualized direction. In practice, 
however, the model remained gendered, even if an adult-worker model, with 
part-time work being common among mothers but not fathers, and care work 
certainly still being the responsibility of mothers, even if increasingly with 
some help from the state. The statutory care ideal changed with reforms (see 
Chapter 2), but the social care ideal remained in line with a gendered division 
of labor, and still guided behavior. Despite formal reforms then, behavior was 
still in line with a familialistic model, albeit in an adult-worker version. 

Informal institutions conflicted with formal ones on this point, resulting in 
what Helmke and Levitsky (2004) label a competing interaction: informal in-
stitutions had a divergent aim from formal ones, and were more effective. This 
form of interaction was facilitated by the way some of the formal reforms were 
formulated. The, for that time, groundbreaking parental leave reform (Sweden 
was the first country in the world to implement parental leave) left the entire 
leave transferable between the parents, so that it could in practice be taken all 
by one parent and therefore did not necessarily interfere with a gendered fa-
milialistic earning-caring model. This was recommended by The Government 
Commission on Support to Families in 1972 (SOU 1972: 34, p. 250), but went 
against the explicit recommendation of the Commission on Family and Mar-
riage in the same year to make parental leave individualized (Bergman & Hob-
son 2002). Instead of formalizing an individual right as well as duty to take 
paid parental leave, policymakers launched campaigns meant to alter informal 
institutions regarding motherhood and fatherhood, the most famous of which 
featured the male weightlifter Hoa-Hoa Dahlgren smiling and holding a small 
baby while wearing a shirt with the colors of the Swedish flag. 
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The chosen route was to reform formal institutions to allow for shared par-
enting, but without forcing it on anyone. In this way, conflicting institutional 
interactions between policy and the social care ideal of maternal care were 
avoided, while still enabling complementarities for those couples personally 
adhering to the statutory care ideal (mother and father care), potentially max-
imizing room for maneuver of people adhering to different care ideals. How-
ever, it also meant that the parental leave legislation constituted a weak statu-
tory care ideal, unable to change the social care ideal, at least in the short-
term. It, therefore, left a gap between the model on paper and the outcome in 
practice. 

Shared earning was, on the other hand, promoted through individual taxa-
tion and childcare services and was probably less provocative than shared car-
ing since women were already engaging in paid work in large numbers at the 
time (Figure 7.1, below). The demand for childcare services was strong on the 
part of the women’s movement and prominent female politicians on both the 
left and the right (Sörensen & Bergqvist 2002). In this case, formal changes 
adapted to already changed norms, turning what had been a conflicting inter-
action creating tensions between expectations and institutional support into a 
complementary interaction. It consequently resulted in less tensions and in-
creasing room for maneuver for mothers to combine earning and caring 
through the provision of care services. When policymakers started to seriously 
promote the individualistic model in the 1970s, women’s labor force partici-
pation was, in fact, already above 60%, which remains the goal of the EU and, 
was in 2018 still not attained in some Member States (notably Italy, see Chap-
ter 4). The 1970s saw a sharp increase in female labor force participation, in-
centivized by individual taxation, parental leave, and the expansion of child-
care services. By 1986, female labor force participation had reached 80%, and 
a gender gap of around 4 percentage points has remained since.34 However, 
labor market participation does not equate to income security, nor is it neces-
sarily possible to combine with care security. 

34 Which is explained by women spending more time in education and retiring earlier. 
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Figure 7.1 Labor force participation, % 

Source: OECD (2017) LFS by sex and age – Labor force participation rate 

Figure 7.2 Part-time work as a share of the total employment, Sweden, % 

(part-time < 30h/week) 

Source: OECD (2016) Incidence of FTPT employment - common definition 

In fact, women did not participate in the labor force in the same way as men: 
what characterized women’s increased labor force participation in the 1970s 
was part-time work. As late as in 1987, almost a third of the employed women 
worked less than 30 hours per week (Figure 7.2). Since then, the model has 
evolved toward individualization, through women’s continued high labor 
force participation rate and their move from part-time to full-time, or long 
part-time (over 30 hours/ week), work. Men’s labor market participation pat-
terns are converging with women’s, with short part-time work doubling since 
1987, albeit still remaining well below the rate of women (Figure 7.2). 
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The ambitious Swedish social policy reforms of the 1970s accelerated the 
move toward an individualistic earning-caring model, but in practice condi-
tions for earning were changing faster than those for caring, especially when 
taking informal institutions into consideration. Caring remained largely fam-
ily-based, albeit with increasing support from the state. At the same time, mar-
ket solutions were unavailable to most people due to a highly compressed 
wage structure (cf. Morgan 2005). 

The result was a model in which gender remained a significant conversion 
factor, shaping de facto possibilities to individually ensure income and care 
security, far from a model enabling augmented work family reconciliation. 
While mothers’ care responsibilities in such a model delimit their possibilities 
of engaging in paid work, fathers are free to earn on the labor market, but 
gendered norms, on the other hand, severely constrain their possibilities to 
shift time from earning to caring – despite the formal right to do so. The out-
come is gender inequality, in terms of income as well as care security, produc-
ing gendered room for maneuver. As long as families stay together, the power 
hierarchies are to some extent hidden within households, but they certainly 
delimit the capacity to form and maintain autonomous households (Orloff 
1993). Reforms in the 1970s regarding care work, and especially fathers’ right 
to perform care work and mothers’ right not to do so, clearly left space for 
lagging informal institutions to be effective in suppressing de facto access to 
such rights. Others, such as public childcare, moved in the direction of indi-
vidualization, but not enough to solve tensions between the need of mothers 
to ensure care security and their increasing expectation to be able to achieve 
individual income security. Tensions remained and probably even grew as ex-
pectations changed, while behavior as well as conditions in the labor market 
as well as social care ideals lagged behind. 

Toward stabilization? Changing care ideals and external 
flexibilization 
The 1990s was a dramatic decade in Sweden, starting with a deep economic 
crisis that made the country go from full employment to mass unemployment, 
from 1.7% in 1990 to 8.2% in 1993, an unemployment that affected also the 
highly educated (SOU 2001:79, p. 35; Ellingsaeter 2000:84). The share of 
people on means-tested social benefits skyrocketed, a development that was 
further intensified by a large wave of immigration of refugees from ex-Yugo-
slavia. Blue-collar workers were more affected long-term than white-collar 
workers, accelerating the transformation of the labor market structure, which 
by the end of the decade had resulted in white-collar workers surpassing blue-
collar workers in numbers (SOU 2001:79). Mass unemployment did not affect 
women more than men; therefore, it did not lead to a return toward a familial-
istic model of earning. The gender wage gap decreased over the decade, but 
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women’s education level in relation to that of men increased more – women 
consequently did not receive adequate returns on their investment in educa-
tion. Moreover, both work conditions and relative wages in the women-dom-
inated public sector were substantially worsened (Ibid.). 

In the 1990s, a series of reforms were implemented regarding labor market 
policy and family policy, and pertaining to the welfare state in general. While 
family policy reforms reflected attempts to come to terms with the unequal 
uptake of parental leave, in the face of formal rules allowing for equality, and 
the gap between demand and supply in the case of childcare, labor market 
reforms reflected the neoliberal paradigm that had come to gain ground in the 
1980s. 

The idea was to make it easier for companies to streamline labor supply to 
their needs and thereby improve productivity and become better equipped at 
competing on the global market, and the tool was external flexibility – making 
it easier to hire and fire. In combination with a series of tax reforms in the 
1990s and 2000s, including what has been labeled “the tax reform of the cen-
tury” in 1991 (Steinmo 1996; Agell et al. 1996), and decreasing replacement 
rates in social insurances, these labor market reforms changed the conditions 
for earning, by shifting income security increasingly away from the welfare 
state and toward the market, increasing the commodification of labor and the 
divides in disposable income between capital owners and workers (Palme 
2006, 2017). The result was a development in which capital income drove 
increasing income inequalities at the higher end, and the divide between em-
ployed and unemployed at the lower end. Single mothers were especially af-
fected and lost unproportionally in income over this period compared to other 
groups, mainly because they did not manage to work full-time, to the same 
extent as coupled mothers, earned less, and were more often in temporary 
work (SOU 2001:79, p. 68). 

The divide between unemployed and employed accelerated the growth of 
a new group of workers. The Swedish labor market flexibilization process in 
this period shares many traits with the Italian one (see Chapter 4), in flexibil-
izing “at the margin,” by adding new forms of employment with lower job 
security while maintaining the high level of job security attached to standard 
employment. Temporary contracts were first regulated in the 1980s, when the 
Employment Protection Act (LAS) was reformed in a way that shifted power 
from collective agreements to legislation, but were then only allowed under 
certain select circumstances (Sjöberg 2009). In the wake of the severe eco-
nomic crisis in the early 1990s, private job agencies were allowed, which (as 
in the Italian case) effectively introduced temporary work agencies in the Swe-
dish labor market. The result was a category of workers moving between em-
ployment and unemployment in shorter intervals than had previously been the 
case, or alternatively being in employment most of the time but without long-
term contracts, making it difficult to assess their long-term economic circum-
stances and consequently to plan their lives. 
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For this category of workers, the labor market offers less income security 
than for standard permanent employees, making the welfare state more im-
portant for them to be able to achieve an equal level of income security. Flex-
icurity as a policy approach builds on the recognition of that fact and aims at 
adapting social security to lower income security on labor markets, but in the 
Swedish case, the development was rather the opposite: welfare state retrench-
ment with lower replacement rates and stricter eligibility requirements was 
implemented in parallel with the process of external flexibilization. Replace-
ment levels in parental leave insurance as well as sickness insurance were 
lowered from 90% of previous earnings to 80%. At the same time, wages in-
creased substantially, meaning that more people had earnings above the ceil-
ings, which in effect lowered the replacement levels even more. The unem-
ployment insurance required having spent a longer time in work than previ-
ously. The statutory benefit level increased, while the replacement level in the 
voluntary income-related insurance decreased. Some of these changes were 
more dramatic in the wake of the economic crisis, but levels were restored to 
some extent by the end of the decade (SOU 2001:79). At the same time, there 
was an important shift in financing social security from insured workers and 
the government to employers (Olson 1986:31). No social policy reforms were 
implemented to ensure that eligibility requirements were adapted to the new 
forms of employment (which would have followed a flexicurity logic). Hence, 
the income security offered by the welfare state was reduced overall, that of-
fered by the labor market was stratified in a new way, and those most affected 
by greater labor market insecurity were also those who would have needed the 
welfare state the most, to fill the gap. 

This new dimension of stratification was contained in large part by the fact 
that the vast majority of Swedish workers were (and still are) permanently 
employed. It is, however, also important that these changing conditions for 
earning took place within an increasingly individualized, but still in practice, 
gendered and familialistic, earning-caring model. In a model in which one 
person is not expected to single-handedly maintain an entire family, but which 
assumes two earners in each family, demands on income security may be 
lower. Such a model is less vulnerable to one person temporarily losing large 
parts of his/her income. Similarly, in a model in which formal childcare is 
guaranteed and affordable, a stable and high income may also be perceived as 
somewhat less critical for the continuity of a family’s way of living. Family 
policy reforms spurring continued individualization of income security as well 
as care security were in this way complementary to labor market develop-
ments and welfare state retrenchment, decreasing overall income security for 
certain segments of the population, cushioning their outcome and hence, po-
tentially the way they were perceived. 

However, a fundamental point here is that for the model to be able to cush-
ion greater income insecurity in this way, it requires two adults to pool their 
earnings; it is therefore still familialistic, in the sense that it is difficult to 
achieve income security individually – albeit not necessarily gendered. In 
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short, the model is stabilized by some individualization leading to dual full-
time work, but only conditioned upon people having the possibility of relying 
on a partner for income security in case of need, and thus on a familization of 
risk. 

By 1990, women’s role had changed significantly in relation to a few dec-
ades earlier. Labor force participation of women was on par with that of men 
(Figure 7.1), and the usage of public childcare increased with greater supply, 
especially that of after-school care for 7–9-year-olds (Figure 7.3). Therefore, 
an important difference compared to the Italian case is that Swedish women’s 
labor force participation was already at male levels, so the new types of con-
tracts that came with external flexibilization did not carry much potential to 
lower the labor market thresholds for mothers who would, otherwise, be left 
outside – because they were already in (Leira 2000). However, Swedish moth-
ers were in the early 1990s still very much (and remain so, even if to a lesser 
extent) a “different kind of worker.” Care services were, at the time, not guar-
anteed, even if supply had increased greatly over time. The duration of paren-
tal leave had been extended gradually since its implementation to cover 450 
days in 1995, but in practice remained mainly a concern for mothers (Figure 
7.4, below). The longer parental leave was coupled with a gradual postpone-
ment of children’s preschool start. 

In parallel with the development of increasing income inequalities and the 
stratification of income security in the 1990s, care work was increasingly 
shifted from mothers to the welfare state (Figures 7.3 and 7.9, below) and to 
some extent to fathers (Figure 7.4), leaving mothers with more time for paid 
work and therefore better situated to achieve individual income security 
through labor market participation. Taken together, the different reforms to 
formal institutions in the 1990s, thus, affected women’s and men’s conditions 
for earning and caring quite differently. 

While by the early 1990s, the tax system and family policy had been 
adapted to individualistic conceptualizations of income security and care se-
curity, and women’s behavior had changed greatly, men’s behavior had not 
changed much. Informal institutions were lagging behind, especially when it 
came to parental leave, still gendering conditions for earning. The statutory 
care ideal of shared care work between mothers and fathers, implicit in the 
parental leave reform, was evidently not strong enough to shape the social care 
ideal, and consequently did not manage to affect behavior. 

With the explicit aim to redress that, the first “daddy month,” formally a 
quota of one month of parental leave reserved for each parent, was imple-
mented in 1995 and was followed by a second month in 2002 when parental 
leave became 480 days in total, and a third reserved month in 2017. Parental 
leave has over time, also in terms of behavior, become more of a matter for 
both parents, much as a result of the “daddy months,” even if the degree of 
change is far from the rate of increased use of formal childcare (Figure 7.4). 
Women still used 70% of the parental leave in 2019 (Statistics Sweden 2020). 
However, the daddy quota has had the effect that the majority of fathers take 
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at least some parental leave. Figure 7.4 also hides the fact that the parental 
leave has increased from 180 days per child in 1974 to 480 days since 2002, 
and 27% of 480 days is a quite a lot more than the 5% of 270 days that fathers 
used in 1980 (130 days in 2016 vs. 14 days in 1980, to be exact). Working 
mothers as well as fathers have consequently substantially increased the time 
they spend with their infants over time. The time mothers and fathers spend 
with their small children was, and certainly remains, unequal, but mothers and 
fathers alike do share the experience of providing full-time childcare, bringing 
the earning-caring model down a path in which not only women share men’s 
experience of having to provide for themselves and their family, but men too 
share women’s experience of having to care for their children. 

Figure 7.3 Share of children in childcare/ after-school care, % 

Source: Statistics Sweden (2017) Förskola, pedagogisk omsorg och fritidshem 1972–2016 i 
kommunal regi (Municipal preschool, pedagogical childcare and after-school care 1972–2016). 
Pedagogical care includes, for example, daycare mothers caring for children in their own home,
employed by the municipality. After 2000, the data is divided into groups 1–5 years and 6–9 
years. 
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Figure 7.4 Gender division of total parental leave, % 

Source: Statistics Sweden/Swedish Social Insurance Agency (2017). Number of paid parental 
leave days, by sex and age. 

In 1995, and in the wake of the economic crisis, a general guarantee of full-
time childcare of all children over 1 was implemented. At the same time, pub-
lic expenditure on childcare per child actually decreased (SOU 2001:79). 
Childcare fees increased, resulting in parents’ share of the cost of childcare 
going from 10% to 18%. Expenditure per child re-increased again toward the 
end of the 1990s; in 2002, the income-related fees were capped at a maximum 
ceiling, bringing the cost of childcare down for better-off families. The 1990s 
was also a period of general privatization of social services, including child-
care. Such privatization was limited to service production; however, financing 
remained public (Bergqvist et al. 2007; SOU 2001:79). Over the same period, 
the level of education of childcare staff increased greatly and childcare be-
came part of the public education system. The evaluation of the overall devel-
opment in quality hence depends on what indicator is used (SOU 2001:79). 

When it comes to shifting childcare from mothers to the welfare state, so-
cial care ideals seem to have been more affected than in the case of shifting it 
from mothers to fathers. According to The European Values Study survey data 
(Figures 7.5–7.8), there is, on average, strong agreement among Swedish men 
as well as women that both partners should participate in earning and contrib-
ute to household income, but it would not appear to have become stronger 
over time (Figure 7.8). The same holds for the perceptions of mothers’ and 
fathers’ ability to look after children (Figure 7.7). In fact, if anything, the de-
velopment is in the opposite direction. Something that does seem to have in-
creased is the support for mothers working for pay, in the sense that paid work 
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is decreasingly seen as causing children to suffer, or preventing a warm rela-
tionship with the mother35 (Figures 7.5 and 7.6). Given that formal childcare 
(as opposed to, for example, grandparent-care) is the main form of non-paren-
tal childcare used in Sweden, the social care ideal thus seems to have changed 
from being quite tightly linked to the mother providing care in 1990 to a sharp 
increase in the acceptance of formal childcare as a way to arrange childcare 
that is good, or at least not bad, for the child. 

Figure 7.5 Working mother can have a warm relationship with her children36 

Figure 7.6 Pre-school children suffer with working mother37 

35 There is no such question regarding fathers in the European Values Study. It should also be 
noted that these are average values, hiding divergent ones within the population, including pos-
sibly very conservative, as well as more progressive, values.
36 The full statement reads: “A working mother can establish just as warm and secure a rela-
tionship with her children as a mother who does not work.” And respondents are asked to an-
swer to which degree they agree or disagree with the statement.
37 The full statement reads: “A pre-school child is likely to suffer if his or her mother works.” 
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Figure 7.7 Fathers are as well suited to look after children as mothers38 

Figure 7.8 Husband and wife should both contribute to income39 

38 The full statement reads: “In general, fathers are as well suited to look after their children as 
mothers.” 
39 The full statement reads: “Both the husband and wife should contribute to the household 
income.” 
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Such an interpretation is corroborated by the increasing amount of time chil-
dren spend in childcare (Figure 7.10). Not only is the share of children in for-
mal childcare continuously growing, but over the past decade there has also 
been a shift toward more children being in full-time childcare (defined as over 
30h per week), while the share with 0 hours in formal childcare has decreased. 
Formal childcare is used more and working mothers are decreasingly seen as 
harmful for children or for the relationship between the children and their 
mothers. Over time, the social care ideal thus seems to have become more in 
line with the statutory ideal of formal childcare, facilitated by the fact that in 
this case the statutory care ideal responded to public demand for childcare as 
a way to solve tensions between individualization of earning but not of caring. 
A changing social care ideal consolidates the evolution toward an individual-
istic model, premised on large parts of care work being outsourced to the wel-
fare state, by producing complementarities between norms, policy, and expec-
tations in a way that makes it easier to achieve individual care security in com-
bination with individual income security. 

Figure 7.9 Share of children in formal childcare, by hours per week and age 

2005–2015, % 

Source: Eurostat (2017) Formal childcare by age group and duration - % over the population of 
each age group 

Mothers’ responsibility for care security has, in general, decreased over time, 
while that of fathers has increased, equalizing mothers’ and fathers’ conditions 
for earning. However, in 2007–2008, a set of three family reforms were im-
plemented that created conflicting incentives, largely reflecting the differ-
ences between the four parties making up Reinfeldt’s center-right coalition 
government: An equality bonus incentivizing equal shares of parental leave; a 
tax deduction for domestic services, including babysitting; and a cash-for-care 
scheme, incentivizing primarily mothers with no or very low earnings to stay 
at home even after the parental leave (Tunberger & Sigle-Rushton 2011). This 
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last policy had been implemented very briefly also in the 1990s and was a 
clearly familialistic reform, given that the low payment-level presumed a part-
ner to ensure income security. It was removed by Löfven’s red-green govern-
ment in 2016, and the equality bonus of the parental leave insurance was re-
moved the year after (argued to be ineffective). With the cash-for-care scheme 
as a notable exception, the general development was one toward more indi-
vidualistic conditions for caring, as well as more equal behavior. 

As referred to above, this development has paralleled that of external labor 
market flexibilization which, along with social policy reforms and tax reforms, 
has changed the conditions for earning in ways that cut across gender lines. 
Since temporary work was first allowed in the 1980s, the list of accepted rea-
sons for, and different types of, temporary contracts slowly became longer and 
longer. A reform in 2007 created a general temporary employment contract 
(ALVA) without the need for a motivation.40 Temporary contracts can for-
mally be used for a maximum of two years over a five-year period, but they 
can in practice be combined in different ways, allowing for a longer period of 
total temporary employment with the same employer. It is possible to use tem-
porary contracts of any length, allowing for on-call work, where the worker is 
employed whenever needed (and often called the same morning) and only for 
the number of hours needed. In 2010, self-employed were allowed to have a 
single client, opening up for the same kind of “parasubordinate” category of 
worker as in Italy (Andersson & Wadensjö 2012; Thörnquist 2015). 

At the same time as these labor market reforms, social insurance was re-
formed in different ways too. An example is the unemployment insurance that 
comes in two parts: the first is general basic security insurance based on ful-
filling certain work criteria and the other is a voluntary income related insur-
ance organized through the unions. In 2007 and 2008, Reinfeldt’s center-right 
coalition government weakened the unemployment insurance in several ways: 
By implementing a stricter requirement on time in work before unemploy-
ment, by lowering the ceiling, and by allowing the membership fee to vary 
according to the risk of unemployment in a particular sector. This, in combi-
nation with the reduced replacement level and stricter eligibility criteria, 
greatly reduced the percentage of workers who were members of the voluntary 
insurance, leaving a great part with only the lower statutory cover. The 2008 
financial crisis further differentiated unemployment levels across sectors and, 
thereby membership fees. Especially, young adults and immigrants remained 
outside the voluntary insurance (Kjellberg 2014a). In 2014, the Reinfeldt Gov-
ernment decided to return to more equal and lower membership fees in order 
to encourage more people to join, but the lower ceiling and higher work re-
quirement remained. The return to lower fees failed to spur a surge in 

40 Atypical contracts are now of five different types: General temporary employment (allmän 
visstidsanställning - ALVA), locum tenens (vikariat), seasonal employment (säsong-
sanställning), probationary employment (provanställning), and temporary employment for per-
sons over 67 years of age (Nelson et al. 2017). 
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membership (Kjellberg 2014b), resulting in a greater stratification of income 
security between those in and those outside of the labor market (Cronert & 
Palme 2016). 

The changes also created a greater stratification among labor market par-
ticipants with permanent and temporary contracts. Temporary contracts come 
with a greater risk of unemployment and, on average, pay less than permanent 
contracts, making the increased unemployment insurance fees a greater prob-
lem for temporary employees. Löfven’s government increased the unemploy-
ment insurance ceiling in 201541, and in 2017 also improved the unemploy-
ment insurance for involuntary part-time workers, i.e. for under-employment, 
increasing the period of coverage from 75 days to 60 weeks. Such changes 
improve the income security of members (even if the share being members 
remains lower than before), but the stricter work requirement remains in place 
and cause problems especially for certain groups of temporary workers who 
cannot necessarily decide themselves how much to work. 

Temporary employment can be problematic for access to other social in-
surances as well. Sweden’s pension system was reformed in a similar way to 
the Italian in the mid-1990s, into a system of defined contributions, meaning 
that the entire life-course income forms the basis for pension calculations. As 
in the Italian case, the result is a larger penalization of periods of e.g., part-
time work, inactivity, and unemployment. In the context of labor market flex-
ibilization, this is particularly problematic for under-employment such as in-
voluntary part-time work, and periods of unemployment between temporary 
contracts. 

As seen in Figure 7.10, temporary work increased during the 1990s, and 
especially so among labor market participants aged 25–34, but there has been 
no drastic development in temporary work over the past two decades. Since 
2000, the gender gap has narrowed somewhat, and more so in ages 25–34 due 
to men in that age group increasing the rate of temporary work substantially 
in relation to women (who, on the other hand, are still more often in temporary 
work than men). In the age group 16–64, around 17% of employed women 
and 14% of employed men were in temporary work in 2018, and the trend has 
been stable over the past two decades (while the trend in Italy over the same 
time period shows an increase, but from much lower levels, recently reaching 
Swedish levels of temporary work). 

41 The ceiling was increased from 680 SEK per day to 910 SEK per day (five days a week 
during the first 100 days, then lower), meaning that the intended replacement rate of 80% is 
effective for incomes up to 25,000 SEK per month, compared to the average monthly income 
in 2015 of 25,900 SEK. 
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Figure 7.10 Temporary employees as share of total employees 

Source: Statistics Sweden (2019) The Swedish Labor Force Survey 

However, it should be added to the developments shown in Figure 7.10 that 
temporary employment has gone from less to more precarious forms of tem-
porary contracts, meaning that job security has indeed decreased over time 
(SOU 1996:56; Larsson 2017). In 1990, locum tenens was the main form of 
temporary contract at 4.5% of all employees, while all other kinds remained 
around 1% (Larsson 2017:18-19). Since then, and especially since 2006, con-
tracts “per hour” and “when needed”42 have increased, and in 2016 made up 
around 6% of all employees, while locum tenens have decreased to 3%. These 
most precarious forms are also more common among blue-collar workers, and 
especially women (Table 7.1). 

Between 1990 and 2016, the more precarious forms of temporary work thus 
grew in importance, and especially so over the last decade. The new contract 
forms are more common in sectors where women are overrepresented, and 
women are especially overrepresented in the most precarious forms of tempo-
rary work (Korpi & Levin 2001; Sjöberg 2009; Larsson 2017). There is sup-
port for the finding that women are not only more often in temporary work, 
but they are also less likely to make the transition to permanent work, and to 
exit unemployment into temporary work rather than permanent work, com-
pared to men (for an overview, see Sjöberg 2009). The stratification of income 
security resulting from labor market flexibilization hence has a clear gender 
dimension. Moreover, that gender dimension intersects with class- and age-

42 The difference being that contracts per hour come with a schedule, while contracts when 
needed constitute on-call work – that is, workers are contacted when there is work and cannot 
know when or how much they will be able to work in advance. 
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dimensions, as the more precarious forms of atypical work are especially com-
mon among blue-collar women, just as involuntary part-time work, and in par-
ticular younger ones, even if it is more evenly spread across ages among blue-
collar women than among white-collar women (Larsson 2017). 
Table 7.1 Gender/class in atypical work, 2016 

Blue-
collar 
women 

Blue-
collar 
men 

White-
collar 
women 

White-
collar 
men 

Employed per hour or on call 
(of all employees) 

14% 8% 4% 3% 

Work only office hours 
(of all employees) 

36% 55% 74% 73% 

Part-time (of all employees) 53% 17% 29% 11% 
Has a full-time contract to go back to 
(of all part-time workers) 15% 44% 
Part-time because of family responsi-
bilities (of all part-time workers) 7% 26% 

Source: LO (2018), based on data from Statistics Sweden 

When it comes to work family reconciliation, these forms of employment can 
create particular difficulties in ensuring income security both because of un-
der-employment and failure to qualify for social insurance, but also care se-
curity since the usefulness of institutional childcare hinges upon working dur-
ing office hours.43 In the same period, as we have seen, caring became more 
individualized in terms of the division of labor shifting from mothers to more 
of a right, as well as duty of parents in general and also from the family to the 
state. The institutional childcare guarantee and maximum fee effectively sep-
arated the possibility to outsource childcare from having a certain level of in-
come security, thereby equalizing conditions for care security as well as for 
labor market participation across different kinds of workers, as long as work-
ing during office-hours, and across mothers and fathers. 

Since the implementation of the childcare guarantee, the institutional re-
sources offered by the Swedish model should enable gender equal room for 
maneuver and allow for augmented work family reconciliation. Men have cer-
tainly started taking more parental leave and also do a greater share of unpaid 
work than before. However, mothers take around three quarters of it, and it is 
gendered even among couples in which women earn more than men (Moberg 
2017). Income gaps established in Sweden during the first year of a child’s 
life (during parental leave) also tend to remain long-term and lead to large 
gaps in life-course income, including pensions (Angelov et al. 2013). Despite 
the full-time childcare guarantee, women still work more part-time than men 

43 In municipal institutional childcare, the standard opening hours are at most between 6 a.m. 
and 6 p.m. Some municipalities also offer evening/night-care to children whose parents need to 
work, but it is not a requirement. 
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and have lower wages. Women as well as men are formally treated as equally 
responsible for earning and caring, but in practice, women do more caring and 
men more earning. Women still more often motivate part-time work with fam-
ily responsibilities, but that share has decreased greatly over the past decade 
(Figure 7.11) while the trends in involuntary part-time work are similar for 
women and men (Figure 7.12). 

Figure 7.11 Part-time work because of family/personal/care responsibilities 

Share of all part-time, ages 15–64, by sex, % 

Source: Eurostat (2017) Main reason for part-time employment – Distributions by age and sex. 
Reporting those answering either “Looking after children or incapacitated adults” or “Other 
family or personal responsibilities.” 

Figure 7.12 Involuntary part-time as share of total part-time 

ages 15–64, by sex, % 

Source: Eurostat (2017) Involuntary part-time employment as percentage of the total part-time 
employment, by sex and age. 
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Stratification, gendered perceptions, and new 
instabilities 
Over the same period that stratification of income security increased as a con-
sequence of both social insurance and labor market reforms, changing care 
ideals and institutional resources, shifting care security partially away from 
mothers, made women freer than ever to achieve their own individual income 
security through labor market participation. While gender differences in be-
havior remain, gendered outcomes must be understood against the background 
of the development path of the evolving earning-caring model: men were ac-
customed to higher levels of income security, in a labor market with high lev-
els of employment protection combined with a strong welfare state, while 
women came from being greatly limited by their responsibility for care work 
and working shorter hours for pay in a labor market with large gender pay 
gaps. Since women, and especially mothers, historically had less access to so-
cial insurance as well as adequate and stable earnings, changes that overall 
lowered such access did not necessarily mean it was lowered for the average 
woman. Women could, therefore, very well increase their individual income 
security by working longer hours, using the new family policies to shift some 
care work to the state and to men, and investing more in their individual ca-
reers. While income security, on the one hand, decreased overall for certain 
segments of labor market participants, the possibilities of working mothers to 
individually earn a living, on the other hand, increased as conditions for labor 
market participation became more gender equal due to family policy reforms 
in interaction with slowly changing care ideals. It is, thus, plausible that per-
ceptions of how income security changed were gendered. 

The reason for such gendered perceptions is that the Swedish earning-car-
ing model was gendered to begin with: Mothers’ care responsibilities make all 
women into a “different kind of worker” in the eyes of employers, and gen-
dered labor market structures mean that labor market flexibilization will take 
gendered forms. It is important to note that while women may then overall 
have increased their income security over the same period in which it de-
creased for many men, women’s income security increased from substantially 
lower levels, and those hardest hit by labor market flexibilization are nonethe-
less women. 

In Sweden, labor market flexibilization could not work as a way to lower 
labor market thresholds for mothers, since it came at a time in which women 
were already in the labor market to virtually the same extent as men. This 
means that some women have gained room for maneuver, but others have lost 
it. While large groups of women gained income security in a period in which 
care security was increasingly lifted off their shoulders, the weakest groups of 
women are those most vulnerable to the most precarious forms of temporary 
work and involuntary part-time work, and least likely to have work hours that 
ensure being able to use institutional childcare. Just as among men, labor mar-
ket flexibilization, thus, stratified conditions for income- as well as care 
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security among women. It has, in general, become much easier for women to 
ensure income security through labor market participation than it used to be, 
but at the same time, labor market conditions are now fundamentally different 
compared to some decades ago when men were expected to maintain the fam-
ily alone. 

In order to enable the presumed augmented work family reconciliation, the 
formal earning-caring model has shifted over time when it comes to care se-
curity so as to enable individual income security through full-time work: The 
state has taken on more responsibility for childcare, both in terms of service 
provision and funding, and social insurance. At the same time, norms have 
changed, increasingly accommodating institutional childcare as part of the so-
cial care ideal, at least from a certain age. The model now formally builds on 
parental leave for at least the first year of a child’s life, to be shared between 
the parents, and with the state ensuring income security through a replacement 
level of 80% of previous earnings, and thereafter full-time institutional child-
care that is mainly publicly financed and often publicly provided. Full-time 
labor market participation is thereby both encouraged and assumed to be pos-
sible for all parents. There is, furthermore, social insurance covering days 
when the child is sick, as well as the possibility of reducing work hours if so 
desired. This earning-caring model should then enable income security and 
care security for mothers and fathers alike. Given that men in general have 
higher earnings, and are more often in full-time and permanent work, fathers 
should have higher income security while maintaining the same care security 
as mothers. 

While the conditions for care security have been equalized over time, the 
conditions for income security have developed in different directions: Equal-
ization of care security also equalizes conditions for labor market participa-
tion, and thus conditions for income security. On the other hand, the condi-
tions for achieving income security in the labor market and/or with the help of 
the welfare state are increasingly stratified. With labor market reforms aimed 
at lowering labor market thresholds and increasing employers’ power over the 
size and character of their labor force, and social policy reforms tightening 
eligibility requirements for, and lowering replacement levels of, for example 
unemployment- and sickness insurance, the difference in income security be-
tween those inside and outside of the labor market has increased. 

Conclusions 
When analyzed in terms of family policy alone, Sweden seems to offer some-
thing like augmented work family reconciliation. Such a conclusion is corrob-
orated by gender equal levels of labor market participation (even if the gen-
dered characteristics of that participation are sometimes underlined, e.g., Man-
del & Semyonov 2006, but see also Ellingsaeter 2013)), and relatively gender 
equal values when it comes to earning and caring. Esping-Andersen (2016) 
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argues that decreasing divorce rates in Sweden indicate greater gender equal-
ity and, therefore, more stable marriages simply because people are happier in 
their marriages. That conclusion, however, rests upon the assumption that 
Swedish men and women have a capacity to form and maintain an autonomous 
household (Orloff 1993), that is, they would be able to divorce and still lead 
good lives. Only if that is assumed can one conclude that declining divorce 
rates are necessarily the result of fewer people wanting to divorce. 

When analyzed as an earning-caring model, however, there are certainly 
indications that Sweden’s formally individualistic model may not necessarily 
be individualistic in practice. The framework allows for a new understanding 
of how macro-level conditions create micro-level tensions, which is more pre-
cise and complete in emphasizing interacting conditions for both earning and 
caring. It highlights that it hinges upon not just enabling women as well as 
men to combine earning and caring, but upon doing so in a way that ensures 
individualistic income security and individualistic care security, and this also 
in a context of labor market liberalization. The results in this chapter indicate 
that income security, in particular, may not be as readily achievable as one 
might think, at least not individually. This is investigated further in the next 
chapter, studying whether augmented work family reconciliation is in fact en-
sured and how it varies with income, employment conditions, and gender. 
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8. Sweden: Simulating economic outcomes 
and formal incentive structures 

The formal Swedish model promotes gender equality in earning and caring, 
but outcomes are still gendered. However, care solutions are available and 
should equalize conditions for participating in the labor market across people 
with different care responsibilities. Consequently, stratification should mainly 
be a question of income security, and of whether it is achievable individually, 
if it requires dual-earning, or if in some cases it is not even achievable with 
dual-earning. 

Labor market legislation has changed without social policy being adapted, 
opening for new possible labor market risks in relation to income and care 
security. The expectation is that labor market flexibilization, therefore, creates 
new forms of stratification in the Swedish model. To what extent this is the 
case, and more precisely how changing macro conditions actually end up 
shaping micro conditions, is to be investigated further in this chapter. The aim 
is to understand more precisely what is required for achieving income and care 
security in the Swedish earning-caring model, and how the possibility to do 
so differs as a function of income level, employment contract, and gender. The 
results will focus first on the possibility of achieving individual work family 
reconciliation, as that is presumed to be achievable in the Swedish earning-
caring model, but also family-based work family reconciliation if and when 
individual work family reconciliation is not possible. 

Simulating economic outcomes and incentive structures 
Tables 8.1 and 8.2 below offer an overview of the type-cases, how they are 
coupled in the simulation, and the alternative modes of combination included 
in the simulation. For further methodological details on the simulation, please 
see Chapter 3. 

The eligibility rules for unemployment insurance and the level of income 
protection it offers constitute formal conversion factors, potentially stratifying 
the level of income security offered by the unemployment insurance. In rela-
tion to having children and going on parental leave, temporary contracts in-
crease the risk of failing to qualify for the income-related insurance and also 
the risk of not having a job to go back to after the parental leave. These are 
conversion factors that are built into the simulation, with the aim of 
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understanding better how and to what extent workers with temporary contracts 
are left with lower income security than permanent workers, and how that may 
be related to care security as well. The type-case simulation compares both at 
the individual level and at the couple-level in order to enable an analysis of 
different versions of work family reconciliation. 
Table 8.1 Swedish type-cases and couples 

Permanent em-
ployee 

Temporary em-
ployee 

Temporary em-
ployee 

Temporary on-
call 

100% of full-time 66% of full-time 
in a year 
Qualifies for in-
come-related pa-
rental leave 
Member of vol-
untary unem-
ployment insur-
ance 

65% of full-time in 
a year 
Does not qualify
for income-related 
parental leave 
Not a member of 
voluntary unem-
ployment insur-
ance 

40% of full-time 
in a year 
Does not qualify
for income-re-
lated parental 
leave 
Does not qualify
for unemploy-
ment insurance 

Couples 
Man 

Woman Permanent/ 
Permanent 

Permanent/ 
Temporary 

Permanent/ 
On-call 

Temporary/ 
Permanent 

Temporary/ 
Temporary 

Temporary/ 
On-call 

On-call/ 
Permanent 

On-call/ 
Temporary 

On-call/On-call 

Table 8.2 Simulated earning caring solutions, Sweden 

Year 1 12 months 
parental leave 

6 months full-time 
work, 6 months paren-
tal leave 

10 months parental
leave, 2 months full-
time work (gendered 
in couples*) 

Year 3 Public childcare Private care/ Babysitter Parent 
Specializes in care 

* In the couple simulation, the division is assumed to be gendered (a common division empiri-
cally), so that fathers take 2 months parental leave and mothers 10 months. 

Year 1 – Individuals 
Figure 8.1 shows four clusters of stacked columns each. Each cluster repre-
sents a type-case; for each type-case, the economic outcome before having a 
child is compared with three different possible combinations of earning and 
caring during the child’s first year of life. The different colors show the source 
of income, and for temporary workers the columns representing income from 
work after the birth of the child are made transparent in order to show that 
they cannot necessarily count on having a contract to go back to, meaning that 
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the column shows the potential income from work based on previous earnings. 
The total income before child is assumed to be that of a single person, while 
the income during the child’s first year is assumed to be that of a single parent 
with one child; therefore, it is divided by 1.3 according to the equivalence 
scale and should in that way take into consideration the cost of having a child 
to show comparable levels of living standard before and after the child is born. 
I show only the results for women in the Swedish case since the parental leave 
is gender neutral, and the only difference in outcome is therefore that men in 
the simulation have slightly higher incomes across the board as a result of the 
gender pay gap. 

Just as in the Italian case, there is a notable difference across type-cases in 
the income before having a child. Clearly, even the temporary worker who is 
eligible for full unemployment insurance44 loses out quite substantially from 
having a period of unemployment between temporary contracts. The other two 
temporary workers are even worse off, and especially so the on-call worker who 
fails to qualify for any unemployment insurance and has very low earnings. 

Figure 8.1 Swedish single mothers*, yearly net income from different sources as a 
function of work contract and parental leave usage, SEK 

In the Swedish system, children under one year of age cannot start childcare, 
meaning that parents generally have to stay at home with the child for the first 
year. Figure 8.1 shows the economic effects of different options presuming 
that they do have the possibility to share the leave with someone else (the other 

44 Which in Sweden means fulfilling the work criteria and being a member of the voluntary 
unemployment insurance scheme. 
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parent or a relative). If not, then using one full year of parental leave is the 
only viable option. The temporary workers may not have a job to come back 
to after the parental leave, and whether they do depends on if they were still 
on contract at the time of birth of the child. This means that on-call workers 
are excluded from having a certain job to go back to, given that they are only 
on contract during actual work hours, but they could, of course, be able to find 
new work and therefore go back into the labor market. 

Looking at what happens when these individuals have a child, the differ-
ence between the two type-cases in the middle is notable: One has worked 240 
days consecutively before the expected birth of the child and is therefore, eli-
gible for full parental leave insurance based on her full-time wage during that 
period; the other falls just below the 240-day limit and therefore, only receives 
the statutory parental leave benefit for the first 180 days of parental leave. This 
explains the difference between their total incomes if spending one year on 
parental leave, which underscores the importance of qualifying for income-
related parental leave for all but very low earners. 

The Swedish on-call worker’s total yearly income is too low for her to qual-
ify for income-based parental insurance, meaning that she is only eligible for 
the statutory parental leave benefit throughout her parental leave. The low in-
come combined with the assumption that she is a single parent with one child 
makes her qualify for a rather high level of housing benefit that leaves her 
income during the year on parental leave close to her yearly income before 
having a child (after using the equivalence scale 1.3 to adjust the income with 
a child). For the on-call worker, using parental leave for the full year is the 
best option as an effect of the housing benefit and the small difference in in-
come between paid work and parental leave. Across type-cases, those who 
cannot return to a full-time job are better off staying on parental leave, while 
those who can return to a full-time job are better off spending as much time as 
possible in full-time work. That, however, presumes the other parent to be on 
leave. 

The parental leave, given that it has a universal component, covers all par-
ents independently of labor market participation. The design of the parental 
leave insurance, in combination with the redistributive effect of the housing 
benefit, produces a progressively redistributive outcome that equalizes income 
during parental leave across income groups and types of contracts. Such re-
distribution comes at the expense of income maintenance for workers with 
higher incomes, and in particular those with incomes above the ceiling in the 
parental leave insurance.45 Qualifying for income-related leave is certainly an 
important conversion factor that can be more difficult as a result of temporary 
contracts. 

45 Collective agreements tend to top up parental leave benefits to varying degrees (Grees 2020), 
which is not included in the simulation. 
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Year 1 – Couples 
Figure 8.2, below, compares the economic outcome of different divisions of 
parental leave for six couples with different types of contracts. Their net yearly 
income before having a child is compared to that during the first year of the 
child’s life, depending on how they choose to combine earning and caring by 
using parental leave. All incomes are divided, according to the equivalence 
scale used in this study, so the income before children is divided by 1.5, while 
that after having a child is divided by 1.8. Child benefit and equality bonus 
(when relevant) are included. 
Figure 8.2 Swedish couples, economic effect of different usages of parental leave as 

a function of work contracts, SEK 

All couples lose out substantially in the first year after having a child. One 
permanent worker in the couple is, however, enough to provide the possibility 
to choose how to share the parental leave and still remain well above the at-
risk-of-poverty line.46 All couples in the Swedish case have the guaranteed 
possibility to solve childcare through parental leave for the full first year and 
can choose to do so by sharing the leave equally. Swedish couples generally 
gain from sharing parental leave in this simulation. The reasons for this are 
the effect of the (recently abolished) equality bonus47 and that the income lev-
els here all remain below the ceiling of the parental leave insurance. People 
with higher earnings than the ceiling lose more from being on parental leave48 

while the equality bonus is flat rate and therefore compensates for more of the 

46 Which is set at 60% of the median earnings, quite a tough measure, and also a measure of 
relative poverty. It is therefore a moving target, moving upwards if earnings in general increase. 
47 The simulation includes equality bonus and cash benefit for home-based childcare [vård-
nadsbidrag], which have subsequently been removed. 
48 Collective agreements and single employers topping up parental leave payments are not con-
sidered here. 
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income loss of couples with earnings below the ceiling. It should also be noted 
that the equality bonus is not available for single parents. 

From the above, it is clear that permanent work, or at least work that makes 
you qualify for income-related parental leave, is important also within cou-
ples, since eligibility requirements have not been adapted to the risks attached 
to certain forms of temporary work. However, couples are certainly more re-
silient than single parents. Single low- and, even average, earners will have 
difficulties if unable to pool resources, and this despite equalizing policies 
such as the housing benefit. An individualistic model that ensures all individ-
uals’ capacity to form and maintain an autonomous household is therefore a 
reality mainly for higher earners. Moreover, for that group, the issue of income 
maintenance is highly relevant: even if one could achieve income security, 
defined as remaining above the at-risk-of-poverty line, that may not be per-
ceived as income security if one is used to a substantially higher living stand-
ard. 

Year 3 – Individuals 
Figure 8.3, below, shows the income of single mothers as a function of the 
labor market arena and the cost of the chosen childcare solution. Fathers have 
slightly higher incomes across the board as an effect of the gender pay gap, 
but otherwise, the outcome is the same as for mothers. The choices are public 
childcare, private childcare, and the mother quitting work to specialize in 
childcare. In Sweden, the cost of private care is based on a full-time 
childminder (17,200 SEK/month,49 just below 2000€). Given that the public 
childcare guarantee in Sweden provides all families with a care solution, the 
affordability of private childcare is less important for the outcome. It is still 
included here in order to analyze the feasibility of using different care choices 
depending on personal preferences. 

49 Based on an hourly wage of 100 SEK, which is a low esstimate. Costs can be both higher and 
lower than that in reality. A tax deduction for domestic services can be used to pay the social 
fees, so they are not included in the calculation. Since the maximum deduction was reduced 
from 50,000 SEK per person to 25,000 SEK per person in 2016, it no longer covers the full cost 
even if used by a couple, making this a low estimate of the total cost of private care. 
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Figure 8.3 Swedish single mothers, total net income after childcare costs as a func-
tion of work contract and choice of childcare, SEK 

When comparing equivalent household income of single mothers before and 
after having a child, it is clear that public childcare works to equalize income 
across type-cases to some extent, as an effect of the income-related user fees. 
That effect was larger before the introduction of a maximum fee in 2002, 
which greatly reduced the cost of public childcare for high-income households 
along the lines of an Encompassing model, meant to include the middle-class 
among welfare state stakeholders (Korpi & Palme 1998)50 Before the intro-
duction of the maximum fee, the childcare fees worked in line with joint tax-
ation, in the sense that childcare became expensive for low-earning women 
with high-earning partners, thereby creating a disincentive to work for pay. 
The maximum fee may, therefore, be seen as a reform in line with individual 
taxation, promoting gender equality in labor market participation. 

Access to public childcare does not depend on the type of employment con-
tract or on having an employment contract, but the general statutory childcare 
guarantee covers only 15 hours per week when parents are not working. Some 
municipalities are more generous than that, but the majority of municipalities 
follow the statutory rules. This potentially causes a problem for temporary 

50 In fact, Korpi and Palme (1998) famously showed that less evidently redistributive policies
can in the end be more redistributive, as an effect of middle-class support for the welfare state 
leading to larger budgets and higher quality services. They label this “The paradox of redistri-
bution.” 
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workers with short contracts, as it may decrease possibilities of taking a new 
job on short notice, but especially for on-call workers who cannot know be-
forehand when and how much they will be working in a given week. This 
means that the Swedish model is far from a flexicurity model in which short 
but frequent periods of unemployment should not be a problem for childcare 
solutions, in order for temporary work not to be more problematic for income 
and care security than permanent work. In the Swedish model, the guaranteed 
hours of childcare in a given week depend on both parents working, which 
makes even short spells of unemployment potentially problematic. 

The stratifying effect of labor market flexibilization, i.e., the inbuilt job in-
security and lower wages that come with temporary contracts, unless compen-
sated for by the welfare state, creates unequal economic conditions before 
having children. In the simulation, the income security remains low for the 
atypical workers, as discussed above, as there is an inherent insecurity at-
tached to temporary work, making it hard for temporary workers to rely on a 
certain level of income from work and/or social insurance. I have not made 
the income from work transparent in the figures for year 3, since, in order to 
arrange for childcare, I do presume that the mother manages to work for pay 
to some extent. Of course, temporary contracts mean that it is hard to foresee 
exactly how much she would be able to work, and earn, in practice. Subsidized 
public childcare, combined with economic support for parents (housing bene-
fit and child benefit), reduces the inequality in the Swedish case as clearly 
illustrated by the on-call single mother having equal income before and after 
having a child after paying for public childcare, much in line with her situation 
while on parental leave. 

Having a babysitter or staying at home full-time to care for one’s children 
are not feasible options in the simulation, and the latter is even less so since 
the cash benefit for home care was removed in 2016. In the two more precar-
ious cases, the cost of a full-time babysitter exceeds their net earnings; hence, 
the result is presented as zero in Figure 8.3. The Swedish model does, how-
ever, enable augmented work family reconciliation through the combination 
of full-time paid work and full-time preschool, but importantly this is true, 
only for parents with at least average earnings, and in particular if employment 
is permanent. 

Year 3 – Couples 
It is evident that the low, and capped, fees create a strong economic incentive 
to use public childcare, for all couples in the simulation (Figure 8.4). It makes 
sure that all parents and couples (with the notable exception of unemployed 
parents, depending on the municipality) have an available care solution that 
also enables maintaining their previous income levels relatively well, effec-
tively minimizing the need for a market solution. There is a rather small dif-
ference in economic outcome at the household level between on-call mothers 
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leaving paid work and working for pay while having to pay for care. She loses 
less from staying out of work the greater the income gap between her and the 
father, because of the childcare fees being related to household income, but in 
this simulation, it is still (slightly) better for her to work for pay in all cases. 
Figure 8.4 Swedish couples, yearly net income after childcare costs as a function of 

work contract and choice of childcare, SEK 

It can be concluded from looking at the effects for both single parents and 
couples that during the third year of the child’s life, the Swedish model offers 
a high level of care security (provided that full-time childcare is in line with 
care ideals, more on that in the next chapter). Income security is stratified as 
an effect of labor market flexibilization intensifying income inequalities by 
adding a higher probability of being unemployed and failing to qualify for 
social insurance, but the public childcare system reduces the stratifying effect 
and minimizes the income loss incurred by childcare costs. 

New and old dimensions of stratification of earning and 
caring 
This study aimed at analyzing how the formal Swedish model translates into 
micro-level conditions for actually achieving augmented work family recon-
ciliation, and what is required for it to work in terms of individual income 
level, gender, and employment conditions. The latter, employment conditions, 
is of particular interest in order to understand how the model works for people 
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in new types of contracts that come with labor market risks, for which the 
social security system is not specifically designed. In particular, it is how these 
new types of contracts interact with income inequality and gender when it 
comes to shaping individual income and care security that is of interest. In the 
Swedish case, formal policy is not gendered, so no formal gender differences 
will come out in the simulation except that the gender pay gap is included. To 
understand the gendered effects, it is therefore necessary to keep in mind that 
women work more part-time and generally have lower wages than men, and 
that they are also overrepresented in temporary work and especially in its most 
precarious forms. Next, I briefly summarize the results of the simulation in 
relation to what is required for achieving individual work family reconcilia-
tion and, when that is not possible, familialistic work family reconciliation. 
Thereafter, I discuss more in depth the particular issues related to temporary 
work. 

The simulation shows that individual work family reconciliation during a 
child’s first year, which means taking 12 months of parental leave, requires 
having income-related parental leave insurance based on average earnings of 
a full year (Figure 8.1). Even that type-case ends up slightly below the at-risk-
of-poverty line, meaning that being able to share the parental leave with the 
other parent, and thus being able to go back to full-time work sooner than after 
one year, is required for individual income security. Temporary work in this 
simulation means not having worked the full year before having a child, and 
therefore parental leave insurance is lower. These workers, therefore, need to 
go back to work as soon as possible in order to ensure income security, which 
requires someone else taking parental leave. This means that individual work 
family reconciliation is actually inaccessible for all the type-cases in this sim-
ulation, given that income security is defined as reaching the at-risk-of-pov-
erty line, and requires (slightly) above-average earnings. Familialistic work 
family reconciliation is achievable as long as at least one person is perma-
nently and full-time employed, as well as if both are temporary, but not on-
call, workers (Figure 8.2). If one person is on-call, the other must be perma-
nently employed for familialistic income security to be accessible. 

After the first year, the guaranteed access to public childcare makes a huge 
difference. Other childcare options are much too expensive, but public child-
care enables individual work family reconciliation for the permanent worker 
and also the temporary worker as long as s/he qualifies for income-related 
unemployment insurance. However, unemployment can cause problems in ac-
cessing childcare, adding a potential difficulty related to temporary contracts 
and especially on-call work. Qualifying for income-related unemployment in-
surance and being able to find employment for at least 65% of the year are 
necessary conditions for achieving individual work family reconciliation, just 
as accessing childcare if unemployed. Familialistic work family reconciliation 
in the form of an adult-worker model is achievable, even with temporary con-
tracts. The reason is that public childcare is affordable and also available (at 
least between 6 a.m.–6 p.m., but not always outside those hours). However, 
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the couple with two on-call workers does not earn enough to achieve income 
security, meaning that the most precarious forms of employment create a cat-
egory in Sweden, which can neither achieve individual nor familialistic work 
family reconciliation. 

The outcome of labor market flexibilization depends on how the earning-
caring model works. In Sweden, we see here that augmented work family rec-
onciliation hinges upon the possibility to work full-time at adequate wages, to 
qualify for income-related parental leave and to be able to access public child-
care at the time in which one needs to return to work. While single parents in 
general are more vulnerable and put the formal institutions to the toughest test, 
temporary work further increases that vulnerability. In this simulation, single 
parents with permanent jobs are assumed to have average wages, and even so, 
they are not that far above the (relative) at-risk-of-poverty line. This means, 
firstly, that many will end up at lower income levels than that, and others 
above, and, secondly, that at average incomes housing costs and living ex-
penses will be fundamental for the actual living conditions of single parents 
and their children. Temporary work generally comes with lower wages to 
begin with, and the effects of that in the simulation simply reflect how differ-
ent income levels affect income security. However, the economic uncertainty 
and lack of a foreseeable economic situation according to which one may plan 
one’s living situation, housing, and expenses certainly adds a dimension of 
stratification that is not simply a matter of income differences. When it comes 
to unemployment and parental leave, temporary work becomes directly prob-
lematic as it affects the possibility to fulfill eligibility requirements. Access to 
public childcare is affected to the extent that irregular work schedules and 
short contracts risk leading to highly varying hours of childcare offered, and 
consequently difficulties being able to take jobs at short notice. Insecure work 
conditions, thus, form a new dimension of stratification that cuts across in-
come inequality and gender and that intersects with those two dimensions, as 
low-income women are also overrepresented among the most precarious tem-
porary workers. 

The individualistic potential of the Swedish earning-caring model, there-
fore, depends on circumstances that could change quickly with further labor 
market change, or other economic developments, while social policy is largely 
constructed based on the assumption of an actual individualistic model. The 
future evolution of the model depends on how the labor market develops, in 
terms of short temporary contracts as well as unemployment and employment 
security. A development where short temporary work becomes more common, 
as in what is labeled “the gig economy,” would require an adaptation of social 
policy in the form of flexicurity, specifically aiming to adapt social policy to 
new forms of risks in the labor market, in order to avoid further stratification 
of room for maneuver. 

A paradox of the Swedish individualistic earning-caring model is that for 
it to be fully individualistic, each adult should be able to maintain his/her fam-
ily on a single income, but while that used to be possible for most men some 
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decades ago, the evolution toward individualism has paralleled a labor market 
development which makes that difficult for most people. The result is an earn-
ing-caring model that could potentially be gender equal in terms of earning 
and caring (even if it is not so in practice), but that, even if gender equal, would 
still be familialistic when it comes to work family reconciliation, since income 
security for most people requires pooling resources. This once again places 
Esping-Andersen’s (2016) assumption regarding decreased divorce rates indi-
cating happier marriages in a dubious light: hopefully, he is right that mar-
riages have become happier over time, but it is hard to ignore the economic 
difficulties with which single parenthood certainly (still) comes, even in Swe-
den. 

Even so, parents with permanent jobs should be able to achieve augmented 
work family reconciliation, and the universal parental leave and in particular 
the public childcare guarantee certainly facilitates that possibility also for tem-
porary workers. What we have left out in this chapter is whether parental leave 
and public childcare correspond to care ideals, that is, whether they do in fact 
ensure care security. This, and how other norms impact women’s and men’s 
perceptions of their room for maneuver, is the topic of the next chapter. 
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9. Sweden: Perceptions of room for maneuver 

This chapter investigates how individuals perceive their room for maneuver 
as a function of interacting formal and informal institutions. The Swedish case 
is an interesting one as it indicates that things are going on at the micro-level, 
which are missed when only studying formal institutions. Given formal insti-
tutions, couples should be able to combine earning and caring fairly well, un-
less both partners have particularly precarious work situations (see Chapter 
8). The earning-caring model has become increasingly individualistic over 
time (Chapter 7), and the availability of public childcare entails a fundamental 
difference compared to the Italian case (Chapter 4). However, parental leave 
uptake as well as part-time work remain strongly gendered, and the perceived 
work-family conflict has been shown to be higher in Sweden than in other 
European countries, despite the seemingly high levels of care security pro-
vided by parental leave and the childcare guarantee (Tang & Cousins 2005; 
van der Lippe et al. 2006). Perceived work family conflict could reduce the 
subjective welfare of having a child, which would explain less-than-preferred 
fertility (Mynarska et al. 2015). Given the formal institutions that appear to 
allow for reconciliation, the researchers were surprised by their finding, but 
they argued that higher expectations on the part of Swedish parents compared 
to others to be able to reconcile earning and caring may be an explanation 
(Tang & Cousins, 2005). The formal model, assuming augmented work family 
reconciliation to be possible, is likely to fuel such expectations. 

The European Values Study (EVS) data presented in Chapter 7 also indi-
cate that dual-earner/dual-carer norms prevail in Sweden: fathers are consid-
ered equally well suited to look after children just like mothers, and women 
as well as men are expected to contribute to household income. The norms 
have also shifted quite radically when it comes to institutional childcare as a 
suitable form of care. Still, as seen in the labor market data, women in general 
still work more part-time and more often for family reasons, and mothers cer-
tainly use the bulk of the parental leave. Based on the EVS-results, the expec-
tation is that informal institutions should support both mothers’ and fathers’ 
income and care security during parental leave as well as during the third year 
with institutional childcare as the main care solution. They should, therefore, 
be complementary to the gender-neutral formal institutions. However, the 
gendered patterns of behavior indicate that room for maneuver is gendered 
somehow. We know from other studies that economic concerns are often used 
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to motivate a gendered division of parental leave, but also that the economic 
argument often does not hold (e.g., Försäkringskassan 2014). 

In the Swedish case, I use interviews with couples with small children, with 
each partner interviewed separately, to further understand how care ideals and 
gendered norms may be related to gendered patterns of earning and caring: 
part-time work as well as gendered parental leave. The rough expectation is 
that mothers and fathers perceive, even formally, equivalent situations and 
possibilities differently, because of gendered norms that do not come out in 
the EVS-data, which then work to delimit their room for maneuver in gen-
dered ways. Answers given in the EVS survey could very well be in line with 
the statutory care ideals even if gut-feelings embrace other care ideals when it 
comes to actually guiding behavior in one’s individual case (cf. Blinder et al. 
2013, see Chapter 2). Given the gendered parental leave uptake, a hypothesis 
is that informal conversion factors, in fact, gender the care security of mothers 
and fathers in some way, and that in turn leads to gendered levels of income 
security. The interviews are also used to understand whether there are other 
conversion factors, formal or informal, which stratify room for maneuver and 
that did not come out in the other parts of the thesis, related to income levels, 
work contract, or gender. 

The respondents 

The couples interviewed for this study are presented above, in Table 9.1. The 
sample consists of seven couples, with one interview per partner. Given the 
small sample size, I start by evaluating the representativeness of the sample in 
terms of the chosen modes of combination of earning and caring. This is done 
by comparing these couples to the results from the EU-SILC data on the most 
common modes of combining earning and caring in Sweden, and how that has 
changed between 2004 and 2014. The EU-SILC results are presented in Table 
9.2 and briefly discussed before the respondent couples are presented in rela-
tion to those results in Table 9.3. 

The data in Table 9.2 show the differences between years 2004 and 2014. 
Only couples who use a care solution other than parental care are included, 
meaning that couples opting for full-time parental care are excluded, and the 
data are based on EU-SILC respondents. Childcare in Sweden refers to för-
skola, preschool, which is available from when children turn one year. Full-
time is here defined as at least 35 hours per week, and part-time as between 
10 and 35 hours per week. Preschool is the dominant form of childcare solu-
tion in Sweden (cf. the Italian case that is more diverse, Chapter 6): The three 
most common combinations in Sweden all include public childcare and to-
gether made up 91% in 2004 and 75% in 2014. That reduction is due to fathers 
working part-time, coming out as a growing mode of combination in 2014, 
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representing 15% of the cases but not reaching top three. In that group too, 
however, public childcare is the main care solution, but part-time. 
Table 9.1 Swedish interview respondents* 

Number of 
children 

Earning Caring 

Erik and 3 Both permanent employ- PL**: She had 2 years of PL
Helena ees. He earns more than 

double. High earner. She 
works 80%, he works 
100%. 

with the first two, 1 year 
with third. He had 3–4 
months with the third. 
Public childcare PT + 
She works PT. 

Gustav 1 He is a permanent em- PL: She planned to take at 
and ployee, FT. She is an on- least the first year; then he 
Jenny call employee with two 

jobs, around 50% total. 
He earns more than twice 
her income. Low/average 
and low earner. 

would go on leave if she 
could find work (she was 
still on leave at the time of 
the interview). 

Andreas 1 (+1 on Both freelancers/ own PL: She was home 4 
and Stina the way) business. Both work 

75%, average-high earn-
ers (at 75%). She earns 
slightly more. 

months, then both shared 
the leave part-time (half 
day each). 
Public childcare PT + both 
work PT + flexible work 
hours. 

Per and 1 (+1 from Both permanent employ- PL: She was home 2 
Karin her previ-

ous rela-
tionship) 

ees, high earners, 100%. 
Same earnings. 

months, then both shared 
the leave part-time (half 
day each). 
Public childcare FT + 
Both flexible work hours. 

Jonas and 2 Both permanent employ- PL: She had 8 months of 
Alice ees, public sector. Aver-

age earners, 80–100%. 
He earns slightly more. 

leave FT, then he 8 months
of leave FT. 
Public childcare PT + 
Both work PT + flexible 
work hours. 

Kalle and 1 He is a permanent em- PL: Both studied by dis-
Caroline ployee, FT, low earner. 

She is unemployed, full-
time internship within 
ALMP, very low income. 

tance for a period to be able
to be at home; she took all 
paid leave. 
Public childcare FT. 

Niklas 2 Both permanent employ- PL: She took leave cover-
and Elsa ees, service sector, 100%.

Both work outside of of-
fice hours. He is an aver-
age earner. She is a high 
earner. 

ing the period until winter 
when they both go on long 
leave and spend it abroad 
with her parents. 
Public childcare FT + 
changed work schedule 

* The names have been changed in order to maintain the confidentiality of the respondents. 
** FT=full-time work; PT=part-time work; PL=parental leave; ALMP=active labor market pol-
icy 
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Table 9.2 The three most common combinations of earning and caring in Sweden for
couples with children under the age of five, and who report using forms of care other 
than parental care. 

2004 2014 
Most common 34%: 

Mother part-time work 
Father full-time work 
Part-time preschool 

30%: 
Mother full-time work 
Father full-time work 
Full-time preschool 

Second 31%: 
Mother full-time work 
Father full-time work 
Part-time preschool 

24%: 
Mother part-time work 
Father full-time work 
Part-time preschool 

Third 26%: 
Mother full-time work 
Father full-time work 
Full-time preschool 

21%: 
Mother full-time work 
Father full-time work 
Part-time preschool 

Source: EU-SILC 2004 and 2014, author’s own elaboration of microdata (see Chapter 3 for 
details). Colors indicate same mode of combination. 

In 2004 as well as 2014, the most common combination of earning among 
Swedish couples with children under five years of age was for both parents to 
work full-time (which includes one parent being on parental leave) (Table 
9.2). This group has over time started using preschool for longer hours, with 
a greater share of full-timers using preschool more than 35 hours per week in 
2014 compared to 2004, when part-time preschool was more common for this 
group. The dominant childcare solution is clearly preschool, with babysitters 
and grandparents hardly reported as used at all in this sample. This remains 
true in 2014. Generally, when Swedish mothers work part-time, the hours in 
preschool go down. This difference is larger in 2014, mainly because longer 
hours are more common among children with two full-time working parents 
compared to in 2004. 

The sample here is small, but it is quite representative, in terms of chosen 
modes of combining earning and caring. Three couples represent the most 
common combination in 2014: dual full-time work and full-time preschool. 
Two couples represent the second most common solution in 2014: mother 
working part-time, father working full-time, and part-time preschool. The 
third most common solution in 2014, which is dual full-time work, but part-
time preschool, however, is not represented at all. Instead, among these re-
spondents, both parents working part-time combined with part-time preschool 
is represented by two couples. That combination was very rare in the EU-SILC 
sample in 2004; however, in 2014, it was the fourth most common combina-
tion of economic status, representing 15% of the cases. This sample thus 
overrepresent parents working part-time but is representative, in terms of 
hours that children spend in preschool. 

The rest of the chapter presents the results from the interviews, which are 
organized around two main themes: parental leave and institutional childcare. 
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Table 9.3 Swedish respondents’ earning and caring combinations 

Full time paid work Part time paid work 

Father Preschool Preschool 

Mother 

FT (>35h/
week) 

PT (10– 
35h/week) 

FT (>35h/
week) 

PT (10–
35h/week) 

Full-time 
paid work 

Per and Karin 
Kalle and 
Caroline 
Niklas and 
Elsa 

Part-time 
paid work 

Erik and 
Helena 

Jonas and 
Alice 
Andreas 
and Stina 

Results 

Parental leave and care ideals: hers a necessity, his a luxury 
All the Swedish respondents argue that gender equality is very important, in 
line with the EVS results in Chapter 7. The statutory care ideal of shared care 
work implicit in the parental leave policy is clearly felt, and all explicitly claim 
to agree with it. The parental leave reform in 1974 was a conscious attempt to 
affect people’s behavior by changing the norm through a changed statutory 
care ideal. The failure of formal change to fully change the norm and behavior 
is evident in the reasoning of the respondents: They all argue more generally 
that gender equality is important, but many make an exception for parental 
leave. The social care ideal during a child’s first year of life is described by 
these respondents as mothers staying at home for at least one year,51 much 
along the lines of statistical usage of parental leave. 

These two care ideals compete; moreover, depending on individual values, 
one or the other will guide the behavior. In line with Blinder et al.’s (2008) 
argument, the statutory care ideal works as a prevailing norm that affects the 

51 A strong breastfeeding norm was found in the interviews with Swedish couples by Bergqvist 
and Saxonberg (2016). This did not come out in these interviews, but breastfeeding was brought 
up as a reason for mothers taking the first part of the leave (but not for making it a full year or 
longer). 
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controlled component of attitudes, and those who do not comply with it either 
explicitly reject it (and explicitly agree with the social care ideal), or behave 
according to the social care ideal (which affects the gut-feeling, or automatic 
component of attitudes) but motivate their behavior using arguments that do 
not clash with the prevailing care ideal of gender equality. In these interviews, 
the motivations for a gendered division of parental leave are either economic 
or based on particular circumstances which, in this particular case, made such 
a division the only reasonable solution. Those who do behave according to the 
statutory care ideal all explicitly motivate their behavior according to that 
norm, since they know they are behaving “correctly,”52 but they have all ex-
perienced social sanctions for not complying with the competing social care 
ideal. 

Motivating a gendered uptake of parental leave 
Gustav and Jenny, who recently had their first child, argue that gender equality 
is very important, just not during the first year of a child’s life since then the 
baby needs its mother and that is more important. Jenny says that they did not 
really discuss the parental leave since it was simply understood that she would 
take the first year, given that “you always hear that babies need their mothers 
during the first year.” Gustav has a permanent full-time job and Jenny had, 
before going on parental leave, two on-call jobs that together made up around 
50% of full-time. They never made any economic calculation, but given their 
work situations, they might have been better off economically if he had taken 
more leave. They both53 feel that it is worth the potential economic loss to 
ensure that their daughter has access to her mother during the first year: “It’s 
such a short time, only one year. You just have to make do with less money for 
a while, and then it gets better.” In this case, there is little awareness of the 
statutory ideal of care during parental leave, the social care ideal is perceived 
as much stronger and is in line with the individual gut-feeling and so, ends up 
guiding the behavior. 

Erik and Helena, who have three children together, both argue that Erik 
could not possibly have taken parental leave with their first two children and 
could only take 3–4 months with the third, because of their large income gap 
and because of his work situation: “We would have had to sell one of the cars, 
or something,” Helena says. She had her own business when having their first 
two children, and says she ended up having to close it due to all the parental 
leave she took and later on temporary parental leave when the children were 
sick. However, she does not perceive that as a cost: “I don’t see it that way. I 
don’t want to see it that way. I think of it as having gained so much else, which 
he hasn’t. But when thinking about pensions, sure, it could be better. But he 
has put away quite a lot for my pension.” In this case, the gut-feeling is in line 

52 Which may explain their overrepresentation in a self-selected sample like this one. 
53 According to Jenny, as Gustav did not agree to be interviewed. 
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with the social care ideal and guides the behavior, but the statutory care ideal 
is strongly felt, meaning that the behavior is motivated in economic terms and 
not with explicit reference to the social care ideal. When asked what might 
have happened if the situation had been the reverse, if she earned substantially 
more and had a CEO-position (as he did when the second child was born), 
Erik says that Helena would probably have found a way to go on leave any-
way, because it is so important to her. Helena says that it is a situation hard to 
envision, as she could not possibly have imagined not being on parental leave 
for at least a year with each child. 

Kalle and Caroline are young parents in their early 20s and decided to both 
study by distance after their child was born in order to have time at home 
together, as they both argue that sharing the time with their baby is important. 
Kalle soon got tired of studying, however, and took the “first job he could 
find” and has a permanent contract. Caroline finished her university degree, 
after which she has been unemployed for almost a year at the time of the in-
terview. Since a few weeks prior, she has an internship as part of an ALMP 
and therefore works full-time. Neither of them had the right to income-related 
parental leave. While Caroline has used parental leave paid at the statutory 
rate, Kalle has used none at all. Caroline is very unhappy about the conditions 
for her parental leave and says she would not consider having another child 
before having a permanent job, in order to qualify for income-related parental 
leave. Kalle says that if necessary, he would have taken any job, for example, 
at a call-center where he used to work and could always return, in order to be 
able to maintain the family while she was on parental leave. He goes on: “She 
could, of course, have done the same for me, but on the other hand, I wouldn’t 
have wanted her to work there; it’s a rather horrible place to work.” Despite 
strong values in support of gender equality, the idea that Caroline would have 
taken a job for which she was overqualified (instead of being unemployed) in 
order to maintain the family while Kalle went on parental leave was never 
considered an option. This couple explicitly adheres to the statutory care ideal, 
but they end up following the social care ideal. They motivate their behavior, 
arguing that there was no other choice, a perception that is clearly gendered 
and in line with the social care ideal. 

These three cases illustrate the gendered room for maneuver produced by 
a gendered social care ideal working at the gut-feeling and competing with 
formal institutions favoring gender equality: The mother’s leave is never ques-
tioned, nor measured as a cost; it is simply seen as a necessary consequence 
of having a child. The father’s leave, on the other hand, is more of a luxury. 
Since the father’s parental leave is generally not necessary for care security, it 
turns into a potential economic cost. The mother’s leave is necessary for care 
security, which makes the economic cost of the mother’s leave irrelevant, it is 
not measured in economic terms. It also means that the father’s leave cannot 
cost much economically, or it will entail a double deficit: an income security 
deficit caused by decreased earnings as well as a care security deficit, as his 
care cannot fully replace that of the mother. The father’s right to take parental 
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leave thereby becomes strongly conditioned on the economic cost it would 
incur. His parental leave is not a given entitlement, but rather a luxury that the 
couple may or may not find affordable. Mothers having low earnings and/or 
insecure work increases the relative cost of fathers’ leave as it makes it more 
important for the father to secure income security. 

Gender equal parental leave: competing social care ideals 
Three of the interviewed couples consciously chose to share the parental leave 
equally, as they think that is the best for the child. Their social context is one 
where the social care ideal, in fact, corresponds to the statutory care ideal: 
their friends all agree that parental leave should be shared equally and tend to 
act accordingly. Such couples represent a small but growing category of Swe-
dish parents: 15% of all parents divided the leave equally in 2013, a group that 
had tripled since 2000 (Försäkringskassan, 2014:7, 9). 

While these respondents act according to a statutory care ideal that coin-
cides with their “local” social care ideal, they are all acutely aware that they 
are breaking the prevailing social care ideal outside of their own circle of 
friends. Here, formal institutions complement one informal institution, but 
they both compete with another informal institution. Given their local social 
care ideal, the outcome of this interaction is to make the formal institutions 
effective: It was formally possible for these couples to divide the leave equally 
given the parental leave legislation. However, all six respondents have expe-
rienced social sanctions of some form as a result of their choice, albeit not 
from their personal friends, and the women more so than the men. 

The women in these couples (Karin, Stina, and Alice) express frustration 
about the reactions from colleagues and people around them; all three argue 
that mothers are expected to be at home for at least one year. Stina and Karin, 
who shared the leave with their respective partners horizontally by both par-
ents working part-time, share the experience of being counted out for a full 
year at work, despite explicitly telling their employer (Karin) and clients 
(Stina, who is self-employed) respectively that they would be back part-time 
shortly after giving birth. They were assumed not to be able to work during 
the first year, despite formally coming back to work. Karin even lost her office 
and was moved to a more remote office space: “It was obvious that they as-
sumed I wouldn’t be around,” she says. Some people said “are you back, al-
ready?! But who’s taking care of the baby?” making her feel questioned as a 
parent: “The sheer fact that they would seriously think I left my baby alone, I 
mean I swear, it’s taken care of, she has a dad you know!” Jonas and Alice 
instead shared the leave vertically; first, Alice took 8 months and then Jonas 
took 8 months. Alice also recalls comments about her being back ‘already’ 
once Jonas took over the parental leave. Comparing her situation to that of a 
male colleague who had a child at the same time as her, Alice says: “There 
wasn’t much difference in how we were treated by the employer, I’d say. But 
sure, HE didn’t get any comments about how he should have been home for a 
full year!” 
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The prevailing social norm in Sweden, according to these interviews,54 

equates care security during the first year of a child’s life with full-time ma-
ternal care. Mothers embody the care ideal and are thus considered necessary 
for achieving care security during the child’s first year of life. Just as the eco-
nomic cost of the mother’s parental leave is irrelevant, her contribution to in-
come security, if working during the first year, becomes irrelevant in terms of 
fulfilling her role in the family. What matters is that she is not ensuring care 
security. The men in the same couples (Per, Andreas, and Jonas) have faced 
some, but much fewer, social sanctions, and then in the form of questioning 
their “exaggerated” dedication to childcare. An important difference is that 
they have never been counted out at work the way Karin and Stina were: nei-
ther employers nor clients have questioned whether they would be able to do 
the work they had said they would do. Jonas was even asked to take on certain 
quite heavy responsibilities even while on full-time parental leave, which 
eventually led to exhaustion syndrome and sick leave. 

Informal institutions shape the outcome of the gender-neutral parental 
leave legislation, stratifying the room for maneuver according to gender. It is 
not the formal rules that make mothers use the main share of the parental leave, 
and it is not (in most cases) the economic cost. It is gendered norms. This 
conclusion is reached by, for example, the Swedish Social Security Agency 
(Försäkringskassan 2014; see also Moberg 2017), but rather than seeing 
“norms” as a sort of residual go-to explanation and stopping there, this analy-
sis indicates more specifically which norms matter and how they are gendered: 
A gendered care ideal that during the child’s first year demands mothers’ pres-
ence and turns that of fathers into a cost competes with, and most often out-
conquers, the prevailing statutory care ideal of gender equality. 

Separating care security analytically from income security shows the dif-
ferent scales used to measure parental leave of mothers and fathers, producing 
gendered room for maneuver from a gender-neutral policy. Different informal 
institutions can also create complementarities with the formal ones for certain 
groups: With the right partner, circle of friends, and work conditions, one can 
gain enough room for maneuver to act according to one’s gut-feeling, whether 
in line with the statutory care ideal or a competing social care ideal. Social 
context is, thus, an informal conversion factor that works to stratify the effect 
of formal institutions on room for maneuver. 

Workplace culture, atypical work, and stratification of formal rights 
Workplace culture is one such important social context. Erik argues that he 
could not possibly take parental leave, because his particular role at the com-
pany made it impossible, and the employer had made it clear that it was so. 
Kalle argues that where he works now, the workplace culture is quite rough, 
with only men and often older men working there. He says they brag about 

54 Also found by Bergqvist and Saxonberg (2016). 
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not having spent a single day on parental leave or temporary leave (to be used 
when the child is sick), which makes it difficult for him to claim the right to 
do so. Kalle says that he does use temporary parental leave when needed but 
is highly aware that it is not appreciated by his co-workers. Erik is a high-
earner in a highly qualified position, while Kalle is an average-earner in a 
blue-collar job, and both perceive work-culture as a factor limiting access to 
their formal rights. The other male respondents have either felt no such limi-
tation, or to a limited extent, and say they have had no problem ignoring it. 

Temporary work in the form of on-call work affects the possibility of using 
temporary parental leave. As an on-call worker, Jenny is never scheduled to 
work unless she is actually working, meaning that she loses access to the right 
to paid leave for staying at home with her sick child, as it is only paid if the 
parent was supposed to work that day. The same is true for sick leave; she 
does not have access to paid sick leave. This form of work creates evident 
formal gaps in interaction with the eligibility criteria of social insurances, re-
ducing the resulting room for maneuver. In interaction with informal factors 
such as workplace norms, the effect of such limited room for maneuver is 
likely to be gendered: Jenny was still on parental leave at the time of the in-
terview, but may in the end prefer to simply not work if the child is sick, es-
pecially if her partner works in a place where fathers taking temporary parental 
leave is frowned upon. Based upon the reasoning on parental leave in these 
interviews, for fathers in on-call work, the same conditions may instead be 
perceived as making staying at home with a sick child impossible. 

Informal institutions limiting preschool as a resource: “I hope 
they have good reason” 
The social care ideal shifts as the child grows older. If two years of age is 
considered an ideal age to start preschool, it is generally regarded by these 
respondents as ensuring care security from then on. Importantly, however, the 
social care ideal here breaks with the individualistic model as it is assumed to 
work in Sweden today, namely with all parents working full-time: The care 
ideal is described as part-time preschool and not full-time. The statutory care 
ideal can also be argued to promote part-time preschool, in the sense that all 
parents of children under 8 have the right to work 75%, and the pedagogical 
content of a preschool day is typically described as being between 9 a.m. and 
3 p.m. All respondents are aware of this care ideal,55 and most of them con-
tribute to upholding it. It is not seen as the explicit duty of the mother to make 
sure it is achieved. Nonetheless, when the solution entails one parent cutting 
back on paid work, it ends up being the mother. 

55 Most parents use preschool less than 40 hours per week, but hours are increasing over time 
(see Chapter 7). In 2012, the average time in preschool for children ages 1–5 was 31 hours per 
week (Skolverket, 2013:49) and 34 hours for children with working parents (as opposed to, e.g., 
unemployed, or parents on parental leave). 
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All but one (Andreas) feel confident that preschool is good for their chil-
dren, but all respondents, without exception, argue that children should not 
have too long days in preschool. A preschool-day should not exceed 8 hours, 
they say, and ideally it should be around 6 hours – very much in line with the 
national average usage.56 That time limit is based on the reasoning that chil-
dren should not have a longer “workday” than adults. Eight hours is a limit 
after which the parents who need to leave their children for longer start feeling 
guilty and those who do not start making judgments. 

Many respondents explicitly state that they excuse parents who have no 
choice, for example, if they have to commute to work or are single parents, 
but those who are seen as having a choice are harshly judged: “One wonders 
how they think” (Karin); “One feels sorry for their children, it makes me want 
to bring them home with me” (Andreas) and “I hope they have good reason” 
(Helena) are a few of the judgments expressed. These parents are described as 
selfish, or as “breaking the contract that you have with your child” (Karin). 

That contract, what is expected of you as a parent, is gendered. All inter-
viewees but one (Per) feel that the expectations placed on mothers and fathers 
are different. Per’s partner Karin summarizes this feeling: “A dad who takes 
half the parental leave, he’s considered a fantastic father. A mum who takes 
half the parental leave, there’s no reason at all to consider her fantastic. She 
might rather be suspicious, but certainly not fantastic (…) I think, in general, 
it’s really hard to be considered a fantastic mum. I think the bar for that is 
really high. The expectations, the level for being a fantastic mum is so high, I 
think it’s actually impossible to reach. To be a fantastic dad is not hard at 
all.” 

Generally, the respondents do not argue that parents should work 75%, or 
should not work full-time, but they do argue that parents’ work situations 
should not have the consequence that children have to stay at preschool longer 
than appropriate. Couples where both parents have flexible work hours have 
the possibility of using that flexibility to reduce the time their children spend 
in preschool, and many of the respondents use such a strategy. Those who do 
not have access to flexible work hours are in a more difficult situation, as il-
lustrated by the couple Niklas and Elsa, who have two children in preschool, 
and both work full-time in the service sector. Their work hours are fixed and 
mean that their children are often the last to be picked up from preschool, 
around 6.30 p.m. They start later than the other children, so the total hours are 
not longer, but still Elsa (but not Niklas) feels guilty about them being the last 
ones there. She says it makes her feel like a bad parent, as if her priorities were 
wrong, and plans to start working part-time as soon as her employer can find 
a substitute for her. This pattern has been found in other studies; it is mainly 

56 Most respondents come from the same municipality, meaning that the norm could be local. 
It does, however, correspond to the national average usage of preschool. Usage varies across 
municipalities and especially between cities and countryside. The average hours in 2012 ranged 
from 36 hours per week to 23 hours per week across municipalities (Skolverket, 2013:49). 
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women with fixed work hours who feel the need to work part-time (Jusek 
2016). 

Elsa and Niklas also exemplify the problems with childcare that come with 
non-standard work hours. They have had difficulties in arranging childcare 
during weekends and holidays, when they often both have to work. Elsa’s pro-
fession makes her presence necessary for the shop she works in to be able to 
stay open, meaning she cannot decline working Saturdays or evenings, or even 
holidays. They were offered “off-hours” childcare, but it was not in a normal 
preschool, and in their view the staff seemed unqualified. They were also ex-
pected to leave their children there just like that, without being able to spend 
a few days there together with the children in order to get them settled, which 
is usually done in regular preschool. They instead opted to change their sched-
ules, meaning that they rarely spend time together, but one or the other parent 
is at home with the children. Elsa and Niklas were formally offered childcare; 
thus, they had access to a childcare solution, but they did not perceive it as 
ensuring care security. An institutional resource meant to offer a care solution 
that is, however, perceived as inadequate may not affect room for maneuver 
at all, precisely because it does not offer care security. 

Caroline and Kalle offer another example of stratified access to childcare, 
as they had problems with the preschool when suddenly needing full-time care 
because of Caroline going from unemployment to getting an internship. Their 
child was entitled to 15 hours of childcare while she was unemployed (her 
municipality applies minimum statutory rules), so they had a spot but needed 
to increase the hours. The preschool staff first told Caroline she did not have 
that right, because of being unemployed, but later changed their mind after 
talking to their boss. Then, they told her that her child was too tired from the 
long days in preschool, she says, and should not spend full days there, which 
made her feel like a bad mother and eventually made her confront the staff 
about this, putting her in what she felt was an uneasy situation, as they spend 
all day with her child. 

Access to resources can be problematic in unexpected ways because of for-
mal as well as informal conversion factors. These are created by ideas of good 
parenthood and what a child needs in combination with the need to provide 
economically and the labor market conditions some groups need to accept, in 
order to be able to do so. In the case of preschool, there is less conflict between 
competing informal institutions than in the case of parental leave. Instead, 
there is a conflict with the formal institution as such, in the sense that the care 
ideal reduces its effectiveness as an institutional resource for achieving aug-
mented work family reconciliation, and for some groups also familialistic 
work family reconciliation. The care ideal thereby limits parents’ room for 
maneuver, despite the availability of formal institutions that would seem to 
make it sufficiently large to enable reconciliation. However, mothers and fa-
thers are affected differently as a result of gendered ideas of parenthood and 
perceived expectations on mothers and fathers, respectively. 
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Preschool provides care security for a large part of the day, and then moth-
ers’ labor market participation is not an issue, but when it demands a longer 
preschool-day, it creates a care security deficit – making those extra hours of 
paid work costly in terms of care security. The cost is however only there if it 
does mean that the child has a longer day in preschool, and flexible work hours 
can therefore be a way to be able to work full-time and achieve care security, 
thus, a way to enable reconciliation. Such a solution typically takes two par-
ents taking turns, or work conditions that allow for working a few hours from 
home in the evening. When that is not possible, mothers are more likely to 
work part-time.57 

Conclusions 
The interviews show that there are formal conversion factors related to pre-
carious work conditions not clearly coming out in the simulation or through a 
policy analysis, such as that of qualifying for income-related parental leave, 
and also the temporary parental leave insurance for when children are sick. 
They also underscore the importance of informal institutions as conversion 
factors across parents with different work contracts, both when it comes to 
parental leave and preschool. All care solutions do not offer care security and 
competing care ideals create a stratification of room for maneuver to achieve 
care security, as it makes different demands on mothers and fathers. The idea 
that the mother is the main carer does continue after parental leave, but rather 
than being an idea created by a gendered division of parental leave, it is part 
of what causes that gendered division to begin with. These results indicate that 
the causal mechanism is not that parental leave genders parenthood, which 
then shapes the earning/caring trajectory for years after, but rather that gen-
dered care ideals shape the uptake of parental leave to begin with and leads to 
mothers, but not fathers, working part-time for years to come, or choosing jobs 
more easily reconcilable with care security. 

While after the simulation, it seemed unlikely that anyone in Sweden 
should achieve income security but not care security, when taking care ideals 
into consideration, it suddenly appears quite plausible. Parents who depend on 
their children spending long days (i.e., allowing for full-time work) in pre-
school may consider that an inadequate care solution but perceive themselves 
as having little choice. Using full-time institutional childcare is in these inter-
views not considered to entail care security. At the same time, children do 
spend more and more time in preschool and after-school care, as seen in Chap-
ter 7, which could be explained by changing care ideals or by a perceived lack 

57 Cf. Kremer (2007), where she argues that mothers who have a care ideal of parental care that 
is not shared by the father are likely to take it upon themselves to fulfill that care ideal by 
reducing work hours, irrespective of how the father chooses to act, an example of relational 
room for maneuver (Hobson 2013). 
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of alternatives. In the latter case, economic conditions stratify room for ma-
neuver by deciding whether it is possible to reduce work hours or hiring a 
babysitter to pick the child up from preschool, if that is perceived as better, 
thus ensuring care security. Another possibility is living close enough to 
grandparents to be able to ask them for help. 

Informal institutions limit room for maneuver for all parents, but in gen-
dered ways. Care ideals are a fundamental factor for gendering such room for 
maneuver. For non-standard workers of different kinds, there are additional 
agency gaps coming from formal institutions being designed to fit standard 
workers. These two dimensions interact because of women being overrepre-
sented in non-standard work, and especially women with low income. Further 
labor market change creating larger groups of non-standard workers without 
adapted social policy may, as long as care ideals are gendered, deepen gender 
inequality in income security especially, but also in care security, and dispro-
portionally so among low-earners and the most precarious workers. 

In the next, and final, chapter of the thesis, the Swedish earning-caring 
model is analyzed in its full, based on all these three chapters, and compared 
to the Italian one. 
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10. Conclusions: Responding to key 
challenges of our time 

The point of departure for the dissertation comes down to a key dilemma for 
EU policymakers: How to make people work for pay to the extent needed for 
competitive production rates and dependency ratios, at conditions improving 
productivity and keeping labor markets competitive, while also having the 
children needed for a long-term sustainable welfare state. Two forms of soci-
etal sustainability are at stake: economic and demographic. Macro-level sus-
tainability hinges upon people behaving in certain ways, which, in turn, hinges 
upon them being able to behave in such desired ways – on their room for ma-
neuver. However, that is not enough; people also need to be willing to behave 
in the way policymakers want them to: Participate in the labor market and 
have children. The EU approaches to enable and incentivize such desired be-
havior are work family reconciliation and labor market flexibilization, and 
these two policy approaches are linked through the policy goal of increasing 
mothers’ labor market participation – which means changing micro-level be-
havior. 

In order to understand how the dilemma described above translates to the 
micro-level, and thereby be able to evaluate the efficiency of the EU response 
in solving it, I have argued throughout this thesis that it is vital to first under-
stand how conditions for earning are related to conditions for caring: The way 
earning can, and is presumed to, work, and even more so, the way it actually 
does work, clearly interacts with the way caring can, is presumed to, and ac-
tually does work. What is more, such understanding needs to be not only ab-
stract but also concrete: which institutions condition earning and caring, and 
how do they interact? 

Work family reconciliation and labor market flexibilization are policy ap-
proaches incentivizing a move from single-earning families to dual-earning 
families. That move entails an individualization of earning. Together with 
drastically changing conditions in the labor markets where earning is to be 
done, an individualization of earning means that conditions for both earning 
and caring in EU welfare states have changed dramatically over the past half-
century or so. The EU macro-level dilemma translates into a micro-level di-
lemma of how to achieve both income- and care security: of people being able 
to combine earning and caring in ways that allow them to maintain their chil-
dren in a sustainable way, while also being able to care for them in a sustain-
able way. For policymakers, this implies that in order to be able to solve the 
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macro-level dilemma, they need to solve the micro-level dilemma. If not, their 
macro-level reforms aimed at certain macro-level outcomes, by affecting mi-
cro-level behavior, will be off-target. 

This, in turn, implies that there is good reason to let a research-based un-
derstanding guide policy design. The take-away message from this thesis is 
that we need to start by theorizing the interaction of conditions for earning and 
caring in a way in which previous literature has not: by integrating a wider set 
of interacting formal and informal institutions into a conceptual framework 
that also links micro- and macro-levels. Such an understanding has important 
contributions to offer, both to the academic literature and to policymaking (cf. 
Ciccia & Sainsbury 2018). 

This concluding chapter focuses on tying together the results of the three 
empirical parts in the thesis and using them to analyze the links between mi-
cro- and macro-levels: how changing macro-level conditions for earning and 
caring affect the micro-level room for maneuver to achieve income and care 
security, and how that in turn affects the stability and evolution of the earning-
caring model. 

The empirical contribution: Understanding the Italian 
and Swedish cases 
How does the impact of labor market liberalization differ between Italy and 
Sweden? Is the impact really smaller in Sweden and larger in Italy, and if so, 
why? Can the cases be better understood by analyzing them as earning-caring 
models in which labor market liberalization takes place? That is, how can a 
feminist analysis, focusing on how conditions for earning interact with condi-
tions for caring, add explanatory power and thereby help to understand the 
outcomes of labor market liberalization? 

As seen in the case studies on Italy and Sweden, concrete institutional anal-
yses of the formal and informal institutions conditioning earning and caring, 
in fact, do shed some well-needed light on the institutional conflicts limiting 
people’s perceived room for maneuver to combine earning and caring in a way 
that enables work family reconciliation, and on how such conflicts are affected 
by labor market liberalization. The analytical framework (Chapter 2) helps 
unpack the black box of work family reconciliation, identifying limitations to 
work family reconciliation that are otherwise missed. Such limitations result 
from interacting formal and informal institutions that tie conditions for caring 
to those for earning and can mean that no mode of combination actually en-
sures both income- and care security, neither at the individual- nor at the fam-
ily level. In this way, the framework allows for an understanding of the sacri-
fices people may need to make in terms of income- and care security, and 
which sacrifices they must choose between. The key to using the conceptual 
framework as an analytical tool is to focus on institutional interactions, and on 
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the extent to which they affect room for maneuver to combine earning and 
caring. By studying concrete institutional interactions between the labor mar-
ket, welfare state, and gendered norms, and applying precise conceptual tools, 
this framework serves to dissect conditions for different forms of work family 
reconciliation and in that way unpack conflicts which other frameworks leave 
in the black box. It shows the sacrifices people need to make in order to 
achieve work family reconciliation, what form of work family reconciliation 
is actually attainable, and what that means for gender equality, people’s ca-
pacity to form and maintain an autonomous household, and in the end for the 
evolution of the earning-caring model. 

Labor market liberalization and work family reconciliation: 
Contributions of the comparative case study 
Each of the empirical studies have their own contributions: Study 1 contrib-
utes to understanding how conditions for earning and caring are interlinked 
and how they measure up to augmented work family reconciliation – which 
conflicts arise from interacting institutions, which modes of combination of 
earning and caring are made possible, and at what cost. Study 2 contributes by 
simulating the concrete effects of formal institutional interactions on room for 
maneuver of differently placed individuals. Finally, Study 3 contributes with 
an understanding of how informal institutions interact with the formal ones, 
to affect room for maneuver. Together, the three studies offer a new and 
deeper understanding of which, and how, institutional interactions affect room 
for maneuver to combine earning and caring, which key interactions income-
and care security hinge upon in a given earning-caring model, and of how 
labor market liberalization affects the gendered and classed stratification of 
room for maneuver to achieve work family reconciliation in the Swedish and 
Italian earning-caring models. By studying concrete living conditions in rela-
tion to measurable aims, we can see what conflicts are present, understand 
what differences matter between the cases when it comes to producing differ-
ent outcomes, but also that Sweden and Italy are in fact more similar than 
otherwise seen. Accordingly, the framework is able to offer improved explan-
atory power that allows for a new and better understanding of these cases (cf. 
Hacker 2005 and his analysis of US welfare reform). It uncovers conflicts that 
effectively show the familialistic character of the Swedish earning-caring 
model, the problems with incentivizing dual-earning in Italy, and the funda-
mental importance of understanding the weight of care security when as-
sessing room for maneuver. 

Depending on how an earning-caring model works, a certain change affects 
room for maneuver to varying degrees. In Italy, familialistic work family rec-
onciliation is presumed to be achievable through gendered specialization: 
even if women’s paid work is increasingly encouraged, mothers are still ex-
pected to, and in practice need to, ensure care security, and often without ad-
equate help in terms of institutional resources. Conditions for labor market 
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participation are thus clearly gendered, and while not all mothers specialize in 
childcare, it is perceived as an ideal – as a division of labor that would be 
desirable, if economically possible. The need for dual-earning to ensure fa-
milialistic income security is a highly stratifying conversion factor in Italy, 
because it makes gendered specialization beyond room for maneuver, and 
makes familialistic work family reconciliation more difficult. That stratifica-
tion is intensified by labor market flexibilization, leading to new forms of 
stratification of room for maneuver to combine earning and caring. 

In Sweden, dual-earning was already presumed, and practiced, at the onset 
of labor market flexibilization. The presumption of augmented work family 
reconciliation and the de facto model of dual-earning in Sweden is important 
for the effects of labor market flexibilization for three reasons: firstly, it means 
that the job security of one person is less critical in Sweden than in Italy for 
the income security of the family as a whole – as long as there is another adult 
with an income. Depending on a single income increases vulnerability to 
changing conditions for earning and increases the importance of a welfare 
state insuring that income. This is the case whether depending on a single in-
come for familialistic or individualistic income security. Dual-earning as a 
way to ensure familialistic income security enables a familialization of labor 
market risks in case the risk is not covered by the welfare state. Swedish cou-
ples are, therefore, comparatively well covered against labor market risks, 
both through the welfare state and through the very model of dual-earning. 
Secondly, the actual model of dual-earning is important because Swedish cou-
ples already expected to engage in dual-earning; it was not something that 
labor market flexibilization changed. Thirdly, dual-earning, in some form, is 
(for the majority of people) possible to achieve in Sweden while also ensuring 
at least familialistic care security. 

These three factors entail fundamental differences for the change in room 
for maneuver created by labor market flexibilization. In Italy, labor market 
flexibilization challenges the presumed as well as actual58 earning-caring 
model, forcing people to change the mode of combination, including some 
who would prefer not to, while at the same time, there is no new formal model 
fully in place that is able to ensure the possibility for work family reconcilia-
tion through dual-earning. This is a key point for understanding the Italian 
case. In Sweden, on the other hand, an adult worker model, presuming dual-
earning, was already in place and possible to combine with care security, 
meaning that labor market flexibilization has less far-reaching effects for peo-
ple’s room for maneuver: There is little need to change the mode of combina-
tion. The guarantee of public childcare is a key factor enabling dual-earning 
and makes an enormous difference for parents’ available modes of combina-
tion. However, due to formal as well as informal conversion factors, the 

58 The actual Italian earning-caring model is certainly more mixed; women, including mothers, 
do work for pay. However, Italy still has one of the lowest female labor market participation 
rates in the EU, and gendered specialization remains common in practice but also an ideal. 
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available modes of combination generally entail sacrificing either individual 
income or care security to some extent; therefore, most people rely on famili-
alistic work family reconciliation. Care ideals reduce the room for maneuver 
created by public childcare as an institutional resource, especially so for moth-
ers, and genders the perceived room for maneuver created by parental leave. 
Labor market flexibilization also creates formal conversion factors, reducing 
individual income security and creating categories of people for which even 
familialistic work family reconciliation may be difficult to achieve – and this 
despite the expansion of public childcare over the same time period. 

The analysis shows the key differences between the cases, with the factors 
actually explaining the different outcomes for perceived room for maneuver. 
It also uncovers similarities in conditions that are otherwise hidden under pol-
icy and behavioral differences. Labor market liberalization affects room for 
maneuver to combine earning and caring, less dramatically in Sweden than in 
Italy. However, it leads to a form of privatization of risk in the Swedish case 
where the family is given a greater role in ensuring income security in partic-
ular, while care security is already difficult to ensure individually if one is 
reliant on full-time paid work for income security. Those unable to work full-
time, because of short temporary contracts or involuntary part-time, are gen-
erally unable to achieve individual income security, and thereby augmented 
work family reconciliation is beyond their room for maneuver. On the other 
hand, full-time work is incompatible with care security. This, in effect, makes 
augmented work family reconciliation beyond the room for maneuver for an-
yone depending on full-time work for individual income security, whether or 
not they manage to actually work full-time. 

The difficulty in achieving individual care security in the Swedish case, 
and the effect of labor market liberalization on income as well as care security, 
is made visible through the reconceptualization of work family reconciliation. 
The conceptual framework with income security, care security, and aug-
mented work family reconciliation in this way unveils and concretizes the ten-
sions that individuals face within a certain earning-caring model. It not only 
concretizes the differences between these two cases in a new way, but it also 
uncovers similarities when it comes to the room for maneuver offered, which 
are otherwise not seen. 

Labor market flexibilization intensifies the de facto familialistic character 
of Sweden’s earning-caring model and makes it more pressing for Italians to 
opt for dual-earning, while that is not necessarily a route to familialistic work 
family reconciliation. This analysis shows that the Swedish model offers less 
room for maneuver to achieve augmented work family reconciliation, which 
is a way to guarantee a capacity to form and maintain an autonomous house-
hold, than it seems if one studies only labor market participation and family 
policy. There is less room for maneuver in practice than is typically assumed. 
It does evolve toward a two-tiered model, in which increasingly precarious 
labor market conditions mean that those affected may fail to achieve even fa-
milialistic work family reconciliation. Depending on future changes in the 
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labor market, the actual model could, therefore, come to evolve in a more un-
stable direction. In the Italian case, the macro-level conditions for income se-
curity change in a way that undermines the presumed model of gender spe-
cialization – producing drastically changing micro-level conditions for in-
come- as well as care security that enforce a change in the mode of combina-
tion. However, it also leaves gaps in the room for maneuver to achieve 
familialistic work family reconciliation through an adult worker model based 
on dual earning. Care ideals, in line with the presumed model, which used to 
be attainable but is no longer so, mean that care security becomes difficult to 
combine with income security. This is the case in Italy, affecting the popula-
tion at large. In Sweden, however, the care ideals are in line with a familialistic 
gendered adult-worker model that was in place already at the onset of labor 
market liberalization. This is a key point for understanding the differences be-
tween these two cases, but also the similarities. 

Care security is a fundamental analytical tool here that deserves particular 
attention. Esping-Andersen et al. (2013) point out that gender equal couples 
often become unequal when they have a baby, which they argue is due to a 
sensitivity for “shocks,” which, in turn, is a sign of an unstable equilibrium. 
They also assume the same well-being from paid work and unpaid work. How-
ever, care security, as an analytical tool, highlights that it may in fact be that 
these couples do not become unequal when having a baby, but that gendered 
care ideals are simply activated when there is a need to supply care – a need 
for care security. The need for care security, which was not there before hav-
ing a child, then makes it efficient for the couple that the mother is with the 
baby – because it is perceived as too large a cost, as an unacceptable reduction 
of care security, if she is not. Care ideals affect the efficiency curve; it is not 
neutral from the beginning who does what, not once caring enters the equation. 
The way care security works is a factor that has thus far been left out of anal-
yses of work family reconciliation, but that needs to be factored in if gendered 
living conditions and behavior are to be understood. That, in turn, is necessary 
in order to understand tensions and instabilities affecting how earning-caring 
models evolve, as well as how to redress tensions in order to stabilize that 
process. 

The theoretical contribution: The stability and evolution 
of the earning-caring models 
The above shows that the way people behave affects the evolution of the earn-
ing-caring model. This is the ‘transformational mechanism’ in Hedström and 
Swedberg’s (1998) take on Coleman’s boat, the one in which micro-level out-
comes aggregate to macro-level outcomes. How that mechanism affects the 
macro-level depends on how the earning-caring model works from before: it 
is a function of the factors upon which the model’s stability hinges. A three-
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legged chair may be just as stable as a four-legged one, if constructed cor-
rectly. However, its stability does not mean that one can necessarily remove a 
leg from the four-legged chair and expect it to remain stable. Similarly, one 
earning-caring model may be built in a way that makes it stable even without, 
for example, job security in the labor market, but that does not mean that job 
security can be removed from all earning-caring models without making them 
unstable. The same behavior can, at the aggregate level, affect two models 
very differently. For example, mothers working for pay has different effects 
on the earning-caring models in Italy and Sweden. The same policy change 
can also affect earning-caring models very differently, because of how it af-
fects room for maneuver, and thereby behavior. In sum, similar changes may 
affect different models in different ways. The way in which an earning-caring 
model is affected by a certain change depends on the effect on the factors upon 
which the model hinges. 

A central analytical building stone in this thesis is Esping-Andersen’s con-
cept of stable equilibria, which inspired the more concrete concept of earning-
caring models. Moving between available modes of combination at the aggre-
gate level, between stable earning-caring models in which there is a clearly 
presumed way of combining earning and caring at the couple-level, a division 
of labor that men and women expect from each other, and that is supported by 
norms as well as made possible by formal institutions, means being in an un-
stable equilibrium, as labeled by Esping-Andersen. The stratification caused 
by labor market flexibilization affects the evolution of the Italian and Swedish 
earning-caring models quite differently, and the reason can be understood in 
terms of the destabilizing effect it has on the existing earning-caring model. 

A key theoretical contribution of this thesis lies in this very concept: Firstly, 
in the possibility that earning-caring models offer to describe and understand 
the actual room for maneuver for achieving work family reconciliation in a 
given context, reaching beyond formal conditions that may mean little in prac-
tice, and the possibility of understanding gaps between formal conditions and 
the way people behave. Secondly, the contribution of the concept also lies in 
the possibility to understand how conditions and behavior are related and af-
fect the stability and evolutionary path of the model. In this way, it becomes 
possible to study institutional change, theorized as changing conditions pro-
ducing changing outcomes. The outcomes of institutions are what matters in 
the end, but in order to understand what they say about living conditions, the 
conditions for those outcomes are of utmost importance: What sacrifices do 
people need to make to enable a certain outcome? Here, policymakers have 
important lessons to learn about how to understand and assess tensions in peo-
ple’s lives, and the degree of instability in the earning-caring model. 

The theoretical framework elaborated here offers an important analytical 
tool for policymakers as well as academics. It would, for example, improve 
the analysis of the Japanese and Korean cases of work family reconciliation 
policies (Brinton & Oh 2019; Brinton et al. 2018) by: i) contextualizing poli-
cies and behavior in terms of an earning-caring model of formal and informal 
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security is beyond reach but care security is achieved, or vice versa. Or where 
individualistic income security is achievable but only familialistic care secu-
rity. And so on. 

By understanding how categories of people move across Table 10.1, when 
it comes to the actual modes of combination they have within their room for 
maneuver, it is possible to understand the way the earning-caring model 
evolves as a consequence of changing stratification. Labor market flexibiliza-
tion produces more movement across Table 10.1 in the Italian case than in the 
Swedish one, because it changes room for maneuver more in Italy. In so doing, 
it affects the evolution of the Italian model more than the Swedish one. In the 
Italian case, the movement is forced because of reduced room for maneuver 
to choose gendered specialization. At the same time, there is insufficient sup-
port for other modes of combination. This means, firstly, that there is less 
movement across Table 10.1 in practice than there otherwise would be, for 
example, because mothers may choose not to work for pay even if it means 
sacrificing income security, given that the earnings they contribute may not 
be perceived to be worth the loss of care security. Secondly, it means that the 
risk of failing to achieve familialistic work family reconciliation increases, no 
matter which mode of combination a couple chooses. A given mode of com-
bination will be perceived as available to some categories of people but not 
others and, as we have seen, changing macro-level conditions affect that strat-
ification. Here, we can see concretely how the models are affected, what it is 
that actually happens. And this in a way that adds analytical clarity as well as 
empirical understanding to the state-of-the-art. 

Linking modes of combination to earning-caring models as in Table 10.1 
helps concretize what modes of combination of earning and caring a model 
relies on to ensure work family reconciliation, and whether it is augmented or 
familialistic. It also clarifies what sort of earning-caring model an existing 
case really is: Does it qualify as individualistic? If not, does it qualify as fa-
milialistic? If so, familialistic under what conditions for gender equality? In 
that way, it clarifies what policymakers need to consider in order to ensure 
that people have access to work family reconciliation, and also a capacity to 
form and maintain an autonomous household – that is, the autonomy to leave 
unhappy relationships. By linking micro- and macro-level outcomes, it ex-
plains macro-level outcomes through micro-level tensions resulting from 
macro-level change, and how they affect room for maneuver to combine earn-
ing and caring. It shows the importance of not simply inferring micro-level 
outcomes from the macro-level, but actually studying the micro-level – in or-
der to understand the micro-level, but also to really understand the macro-
level. Care security and the effect of care ideals on perceived room for ma-
neuver to be able to achieve income security through paid work is an illustra-
tion of this. Without studying the micro-level, that effect is not understood, 
and without understanding that effect, it becomes impossible to adequately 
explain gendered patterns of behavior in the face of gender-neutral policy, as 
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in the Swedish case. Or to adequately explain fathers’ and mothers’ lagging 
behavior in Italy. 

Something that is clear from the empirics, and illustrated in Table 10.1, is 
that an adult-worker model (Lewis 2002; Daly 2011) does not necessarily en-
sure augmented work family reconciliation, or a capacity to form and maintain 
an autonomous household (Orloff 1993), even if policy really does encourage 
dual full-time earning. If it does ensure augmented work family reconciliation, 
it corresponds to an Individualistic model in Table 10.1, and if it does not, it 
can be based on gender inequality – which is what Daly (2011) denounces as 
a one-and-a-half earner model – but also potentially on gender equality, but 
where neither partner can achieve income and care security on his/her own. 
The distinction between these models is important. Gender equality does not 
necessarily mean independence from one another; it can also mean a familial-
istic model, but one in which women and men share earning and caring 
equally. Whether that is problematic or not depends on the policy goals, such 
as to strengthen the couple and family as a unit in society, or to ensure indi-
vidual autonomy. But either way, it should be noted that there is a distinction, 
so that familialistic gender equality is not equated with an Individualistic 
model. In the latter, capacity to form and maintain an autonomous household 
is endogenous to the model; in the former, it is not. And this is important for 
policymakers to understand. If people are to be able to leave unhappy rela-
tionships and still lead decent lives, a familialistic gender equal model needs 
special policies that ensure such a capacity, or it will be stratified in the same 
way as room for maneuver. 

The effects of labor market flexibilization on the stability and evolution of 
these models have to do with the fact that in the Swedish case, the earning-
caring model had already evolved into an adult-worker model that is clearly 
supported by formal institutions, while in the Italian case, the flexibilization 
coincides with, and is explicitly part of, a move from one model, which was 
clear and reasonably stable, toward something much less clear. However, the 
more destabilizing effect in the Italian than in the Swedish case should also be 
understood in terms of the character of their evolutionary paths. 

Evolutionary paths 
The comparison of these two cases suggests that it is possible for an earning-
caring model to evolve in a manner for which unstable equilibria indeed seems 
like the appropriate term – that is, the model evolves as if moving between a 
long line of consecutive equilibria, which are however unstable in the sense 
that they easily become disequilibria because of small changes in expecta-
tions, norms, policies, and so on. Such disequilibria could quickly be stabi-
lized by other adjustments – adaptations to the changes, leading to a new, al-
beit also unstable, equilibrium. An evolutionary path like that is characterized 
by relatively small instabilities that may not have such adverse consequences 
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for social sustainability. However, another kind of evolution would more ap-
propriately be characterized as one of persistent disequilibria: An evolutionary 
path in which a destabilized equilibrium is not stabilized, but rather one in 
which expectations and conditions evolve somehow, but not in sync, and with-
out finding any form of new equilibrium along the way. These two labels may 
actually be highly useful to analytically separate forms of evolution of earn-
ing-caring models: One that in terms of evolution is on the whole rather stable, 
characterized by an incremental change in which formal and informal institu-
tions adapt responsively to each other and to behavior along the path of evo-
lution, thus recreating equilibrium after equilibrium; and another that is an 
unstable path of evolution, characterized by persistent gaps between formal 
conditions for earning and caring, norms, and people’s expectations, and 
comes with more significant adverse effects on both individual room for ma-
neuver and social sustainability. 

Based on the empirics, we can see that real, existing, institutional systems 
may be better understood not as unstable equilibria necessarily headed toward 
a stable one, but as earning-caring models following evolutionary paths that 
can be more or less stable, depending on the degree of disequilibrium. The 
ride can be more or less bumpy, and certainly more or less straight. It is cer-
tainly not evident, nor inevitable, that earning-caring models will evolve to-
ward ever more gender equality, or that a gender equal equilibrium will remain 
stable if ever in place. Fundamentally changing conditions for earning and/or 
caring, for example, in the wake of a severe economic crisis, could very well 
change perceived room for maneuver to achieve work family reconciliation in 
a more gendered direction, which could, in turn, affect behavior as well as 
norms. Alternatively, changing conditions may result in a gender equal reduc-
tion of room for maneuver, equally bad for women and men. This is certainly 
not a desirable path either, and it highlights that economic sustainability is a 
necessary means for a society, enabling gender equal room for maneuver and 
good lives. What might actually be a desirable path is discussed next, followed 
by what we have learned about how to steer earning-caring models in such a 
direction. 

Demanding the impossible? The normative contribution 
Having children could be seen as a fundamental part of human life. As some-
thing that, at the aggregate level, is a sine-qua-non for a society in which peo-
ple lead what may be thought of as good lives. Whether or not it is regarded 
in such a way, people having children is at any rate required for society to 
reproduce itself. The importance of replacement-level fertility rates for sus-
tainable societies demands that we ask what kind of lives people want to live, 
on what conditions they want to have children. While this may seem to entail 
an evident risk of getting us stuck in a quest for an unrealistic utopia, in which 
we have everything we could possibly want without ever having to do 
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anything we do not like doing, this thesis has a key normative contribution to 
make, which moves us beyond such lavish dreams: Keeping a focus on the 
need to ensure both income security and care security, at the same time, allows 
for the possibility of a hint of utopia while containing it safely within the limits 
of the realistic. Balancing income security with care security means avoiding 
losing sight of one, to put every effort toward the other. The two are intrinsi-
cally linked, and so they need to be balanced for both to be achievable at the 
same time. However, must they necessarily be individualistic, or could they 
just as well be familialistic? 

The argument for an individualistic model can be made from different start-
ing points, one being that of a means to a higher end: Kokkonen (2011) as well 
as Streeck (2009) argue that models that depend less on couple stability are 
better situated in attaining sustainable fertility rates, since the risk attached to 
having children is reduced if women feel sure of being able to individually 
combine earning and caring, independently of the child’s father. It should be 
better still, if women feel sure of being able to achieve income- and care se-
curity, independently of the child’s father. All familialistic models, including 
both Sweden and Italy’s current models, depend to some degree on couple 
stability. Esping-Andersen (2016), on his part, argues that couple stability in-
creases when societies come closer to a stable equilibrium, and that, given 
changing social norms, genuine gender equality is the only viable, stable equi-
librium left. An individualistic model that represents a stable gender equal 
equilibrium would thus not only depend less on couple stability but also have 
more of it, and it may, according to this argument, be the best route toward 
sustainable societies. 

Given the developments that we see across the EU, in terms of family 
breakdown and labor market flexibilization, and as long as wage labor is to 
remain the way to organize earning, augmented work family reconciliation 
appears to be the way to stabilize what are now unstable equilibria, which 
would perhaps be more aptly described as persistent disequilibria. However, 
a stable individualistic model requires norms to adapt and support it. If norms 
lag behind and keep supporting a familialistic model, there will be instability 
caused by a competing form of interaction between formal and informal insti-
tutions (Helmke & Levitsky 2004). Such instability could potentially be ab-
sorbed by a ‘contradictory model’ (Ferrarini 2006), that is, one in which for-
mal institutions support both individualistic and familialistic work family rec-
onciliation. An individualistic model may then not be the only way to a stable 
equilibrium, and especially not to a stable evolutionary path. 

However, I also find it imperative, as well as very much in line with what 
is by now a rather long tradition of social policymaking in European countries, 
to dare to imagine a society in which we want to live, and then do our best to 
create something that resembles it as much as possible. The argument for an 
individualistic model can very well be made also from a more normative per-
spective: an individualistic model is, simply put, the safest route to equality of 
room for maneuver. By ensuring individual income security as well as 
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individual care security, it entails equalized power relations by reducing de-
pendencies on a partner for being able to make a living; but also the possibility 
of being able to make an adequate living, while at the same time being able to 
care for one’s children in an adequate way. 

An important clarification is in place here: Independency from others is 
neither possible nor desirable in a society – we are interdependent, that is what 
social relations are about. The important point is therefore not independency, 
but equal power within our relations of interdependency, which means we 
should not be dependent on one specific person to be able to achieve income 
and/or care security, but be able to choose on whom to depend, as well as who 
to maintain (cf. Knijn & Kremer 1997). In sum, what matters is the concrete 
capacity to form and maintain an autonomous household, as a way to ensure 
that power relations within relationships are not made unequal as a result of 
different fallback positions (Sen 1987), and that everybody really is able to 
choose whether, and on whom, to depend (cf. Pettit 2012). For such a policy 
aim, a concretization of Orloff’s (1993) capacity to form and maintain an au-
tonomous household, such as that made up by augmented work family recon-
ciliation, is paramount. 

An individualistic model should not be mistaken for an atomistic society in 
which a quest for independence from other people risks leading to a society 
plagued by loneliness and feelings of meaninglessness. Loneliness is de-
scribed as one of the great problems of our time, especially in countries with 
earning-caring models that are less familialistic; moreover, it is sometimes ar-
gued to be caused at least partly by the welfare state taking over functions that 
the family has in more familialistic models. The fact that an individualistic 
model builds on income security but also on care security works as a safeguard 
against an atomistic society. Balancing both income security and care security 
means formulating aims that are both economically sustainable and leave 
space for valued social relations. In this way, it entails a concretization of Fra-
ser’s (1994) utopian thought-construct, the ‘universal caregiver model.’ An 
individualistic model is premised on valuing social relations; in fact, it places 
them at the center stage of life, with income security acquiring its importance 
from the function it fills in ensuring that social relations can take that center 
stage. An individualistic model means creating conditions for family for-
mation that make (most) people willing to have children, and making people 
willing to have children goes hand in hand with creating a society in which 
there is space and time for not only childcare but for social relations in general. 
In this way, it is a route toward not only work family reconciliation but also 
the somewhat newer concept of work life balance. 

There is, however, a genuine dilemma in striving toward gender equality in 
room for maneuver: Structural inequality is to some extent produced and re-
produced by gendered behavior. Thus, is it possible to strive toward gender 
equality without decreasing people’s room for maneuver to opt for a gendered 
division of labor? This dilemma has to do with the question of how we recog-
nize gender equality when we see it. That is, how do we know whether people 
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have the room for maneuver to achieve augmented work family reconciliation, 
if they choose to depend on a partner for either income- or care security (cf. 
the issue of how to operationalize Sen’s capabilities)? The question is that of 
whether a free choice really is a free choice: How do we know that someone 
makes a choice out of free will, or because it is the only choice perceived to 
be available? 

Operationalizing room for maneuver, as this thesis does, offers a solution 
to this dilemma that entails a normative contribution in addition to a concep-
tual one: It allows for evaluating an individual’s room for maneuver as a prod-
uct of interacting formal and informal institutions, rather than simply inferring 
it from his/her behavior. This means that gender equality in room for maneu-
ver does not equate to everyone behaving the same way. The operationaliza-
tion of room for maneuver concretizes which and how institutional interac-
tions stratify room for maneuver and can also show when stratification is re-
duced. That is not to say it is a simple task to identify the institutions that 
matter, and informal institutions are particularly tricky, but it can be done. It 
can be drawn out of the black box. Separating gendered room for maneuver 
from gendered behavior means recognizing that gendered behavior is not nec-
essarily an indication of gendered room for maneuver, but also that it could 
indeed be so. It opens up for the possibility of gendered outcomes remaining 
even once room for maneuver is fully equalized. At the individual level, most 
certainly, but also gendered outcomes at the aggregate level should be sepa-
rated from gendered conditions (cf. Orloff 2009), and the operationalization 
of room for maneuver makes it possible to analytically disentangle the two. 
This has the advantage of helping to recognize gender equality when we see 
it, but also of helping to recognize gender inequality passed off as free choice. 

Understanding new and old dilemmas: The policy 
contributions 
Creating a society in which all adults spend large parts of the day working for 
pay, but are also supposed to be able to have and care for children, is not the 
easiest task. The discussions above can be translated into certain concrete pol-
icy contributions, one being that a policy aim such as this requires policymak-
ing to be not only active, but also characterized by awareness and understand-
ing. The awareness required is firstly in relation to the institutional system that 
an earning-caring model constitutes: that conditions for earning and caring are 
interlinked, and that they are so as a function of interacting formal as well as 
informal institutions. Secondly, awareness is also required in relation to what 
is needed from conditions for earning and caring to actually ensure income 
and care security, of what it means to be able to not just combine earning and 
caring, but to do so in a way that amounts to work family reconciliation, 
whether as a couple or as a single parent. Policymakers need such awareness 
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and understanding to be able to formulate efficient reforms for their aims. The 
above also shows clearly that policymaking needs to be active in order to sta-
bilize the evolutionary path: It must actively adapt formal institutions to 
changing norms, expectations or behavior, and also actively create the formal 
room for maneuver for behaving in ways that policymakers want people to 
behave, even if they are not yet doing so. Such active policymaking also re-
quires a political will, as well as sufficient unity to enable its implementation. 

Sweden has been relatively successful in making people both work for pay 
and have children. And yet, this study indicates that Swedish parents do not 
generally have augmented work family reconciliation, and that often the rea-
son is norms interacting with formal conditions for earning and caring. Swe-
dish parents would, it seems, like to be able to spend more time with their 
children, while also being able to maintain them. Italy has a highly problem-
atic fertility rate and has had so for some time. However, copying the Swedish 
model of guaranteed public childcare is not necessarily an efficient solution 
as long as care ideals are so strongly in favor of maternal care. As Swedish 
preschool clearly shows, a policy providing an institutional resource that is 
not in line with care ideals is at risk of being perceived as unavailable for use, 
because care ideals work as conversion factors, reducing the room for maneu-
ver created by that resource. 

The Italian parental leave for fathers is an example of a formal institution 
with limited effect on actual perceived room for maneuver, because of gen-
dered care ideals making paternal parental leave seem unavailable even if for-
mally available. On the other hand, it does enable the fathers using it to do so, 
and it thereby increases their room for maneuver without decreasing that of 
mothers or of other fathers. In fact, as seen in Chapter 4, it seems to be leading 
to a gradual change in which norms adapt to the possibility of fathers taking 
leave, in particular if mothers need to do more earning. Over time, it could 
become a useful institutional resource for fathers in general, offering actual 
room for maneuver. 

The Swedish parental leave is an example of such change being very slow: 
It was similarly de facto unavailable for fathers over the first decades after 
being implemented, and it really only took off once the possibility to take pa-
rental leave was complemented by the reservation of a certain period for fa-
thers. In its current form, it formally works to enable several modes of combi-
nation: parents can divide the leave equally, but they can also divide it in a 
gendered way, and, in practice, most couples opt for the latter. However, al-
most all fathers have started taking some parental leave, and the share of the 
total leave days taken by fathers is increasing over time. 

The point is that formal institutions can work to enlarge people’s room for 
maneuver, in order to both accommodate those adhering to lagging norms and 
those adhering to the way policymakers would like more people to behave (cf. 
Ferrarini 2006). This could be a possible way to stabilize evolutionary paths: 
To ensure that income and care security can be achieved through different 
modes of combination, so as to accommodate different gendered values and 
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preferences. To ensure everyone a capacity to form and maintain an autono-
mous household, there then needs to be appropriate policies in place. On the 
other hand, accommodating such different modes of combination typically 
means a slower evolution of norms. Thus, if the aim of the evolutionary path 
is to remove structural inequality and equalize room for maneuver, accommo-
dating behavior that perpetuates structural inequality means gendering room 
for maneuver. Stabilizing evolution and at the same time pursuing normative 
aims such as gender equality in room for maneuver, which effectively demand 
further evolution, is clearly a balancing act – but one made a lot easier to pull 
off if actually recognized as the balancing act it is. 

There is a real dilemma hidden in the aim to enlarge room for maneuver 
for different groups: The risk is that policy reforms aimed at enlarging the 
room for maneuver of a certain group may come to reduce that of another, and 
that the fear of reducing that of one group keeps from enlarging that of another. 
Since the implementation of parental leave in Sweden in 1974, it has been 
debated whether the leave should be transferable between the parents or indi-
vidual and non-transferable, much as the right to vacation. One argument 
against individualization is that fathers will not use their share, meaning that 
mothers will have to take unpaid leave instead of paid parental leave – and 
thereby mothers’ room for maneuver will decrease. An argument for individ-
ualization is that it will, in fact, make fathers take more parental leave, and 
therefore both increase mothers’ income security and fathers’ care security. 
Another is that it gives fathers leverage in relation to employers as well as 
mothers, which would increase fathers’ room for maneuver to actually use 
parental leave – but, if they choose not to, it risks reducing that of mothers. 

The contributions above indicate that the dilemma, as delicate as it is, is 
potentially solvable through an awareness of care ideals and earning norms 
when formulating policy aiming to change behavior. However, it also requires 
an active adaptation of policy to changing norms and behavior, in order to 
stabilize evolutionary paths. What it comes down to is understanding under 
what conditions people would like to behave in certain desired ways and un-
derstanding how to create such room for maneuver. It may not be doable 
through radical reforms, or it may, on the contrary, require radical reforms. 

Creating an equal and economically and demographically sustainable soci-
ety requires clearly formulating what that society might look like, balancing 
the needs for income security and care security, and actively pursuing it 
through a policy strategy built on an awareness of how conditions for earning 
and caring interrelate. Using an individualistic earning-caring model as a heu-
ristic tool toward that end is a way to ensure that needs for earning as well as 
caring are balanced, and that what is required to ensure a capacity to form and 
maintain an autonomous household in a familialistic model – even if gender 
equal – is recognized. It thereby helps to formulate a normative aim that is 
also a realistic aim, and one that promotes social sustainability. And it high-
lights the potential agency gaps left in a familialistic model, even if gender 
equal. This thesis shows that failure to understand what it is that creates 
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instabilities risks leading us down the wrong path, further destabilizing socie-
ties. However, it also shows that we can use such an understanding to steer the 
evolution of our earning-caring models in a more fruitful direction, one in 
which both economic and demographic sustainability are outcomes of a soci-
ety that values social relations enough to make space for them and has peo-
ple’s well-being as its primary objective. That kind of evolutionary path would 
redress some of the key challenges of our time, challenges that all EU-mem-
bers face to varying degrees. 

Understanding the conditions for future evolution 
European welfare states have developed in different ways over the 20th cen-
tury, but most have nonetheless come to face certain common challenges over 
the past few decades: aging societies and diminishing competitiveness on 
global markets. Population aging poses a challenge to welfare states that are 
typically financed by the working-age population and need to be able to main-
tain the elderly. Population aging puts pressure on the dependency ratio – the 
ratio between the population in paid work and the dependent population – 
which is a critical factor for welfare state sustainability. A sustainable depend-
ency ratio demands fertility rates at certain levels in order to reproduce the 
labor force, but also a certain share of the adult population working for pay 
and, in that way, contributing to production as well as welfare state tax reve-
nue. Given women’s historically lower labor force participation rates com-
pared to men’s, increasing women’s participation in paid work has constituted, 
and in most cases still constitutes, a potential way of ameliorating dependency 
ratios. In short, a dual-earner model is better for the dependency ratio than a 
male breadwinner/ female caregiver model, and it should also increase na-
tional production. On the other hand, for more people to be able to enter paid 
work, there must be a demand for all these workers; moreover, for companies 
to need labor, they need to survive in the face of often global competition. 

Hence, while the EU is calling on women to do more paid work, the con-
ditions on European labor markets have, at the same time, changed dramati-
cally over the past half a century in order to boost company productivity and 
global competitiveness. Since labor market participation is more than ever the 
primary way of organizing earning, such labor market change affects the con-
ditions for earning a living at the micro-level. Conditions for earning thus 
change both because more people are called into the labor market to earn a 
living on their own, rather than depend on their husbands or other family mem-
bers – an individualization of earning – and because the conditions on those 
same labor markets change, become more diverse, and for many they become 
less secure. What is more, a dual-earner model requires the unpaid care work 
that primarily women have done, and most certainly still do, to be redistributed 
somehow when women also enter the labor force. If not, there is a risk that 
people will feel the need to reduce the necessity to supply care work by, for 
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example, reducing fertility (Hobson & Oláh 2006), which, in turn, becomes 
highly problematic for dependency ratios. 

There is in this way a potential conflict between ways to pursue macro- and 
micro-level economic interests, played out in how current strategies for pro-
moting macro-level economic interests end up affecting the conditions for 
earning at the micro-level. Importantly, it also depends on, and affects, condi-
tions for caring. Competition from global markets pressures wages and labor 
market conditions to reduce costs to companies and improve their possibilities 
to streamline the labor force according to fluctuating needs. The quest for 
higher productivity is thereby yet another factor demanding higher rates of 
labor force participation, albeit not so much because of macro-level depend-
ency ratios or production rates, but rather because of micro-level needs to en-
sure income security. Lower wages and more insecure work conditions make 
it harder to maintain a family on a single income, creating a greater need for 
women, and especially mothers, to enter paid work. This is a development 
with outcomes that are stratified according to class, job sector, and work con-
tract when it comes to income security at the family level, and with gendered 
outcomes for income security at the individual level. It most certainly also 
interacts with conditions for care security in diverse ways, depending on pos-
sibilities, and willingness, of parents to outsource childcare to someone other 
than the mother. 

Italy and Sweden are two cases out of a population of earning-caring mod-
els within the EU. They represent the variety of earning-caring models to be 
found in the EU, with important differences in both formal and actual earning-
caring models. Implementing similar labor market reforms, as these two coun-
tries have done, thereby comes with very different effects, as this thesis has 
shown. But also with convergent effects that are otherwise not seen. The earn-
ing-caring models in Italy and Sweden evolve differently as a consequence of 
labor market liberalization, much because of the differences in how they 
worked compared to before. They face the challenges shared across the EU, 
but they are differently placed to overcome them. Sweden fares better than 
Italy, not only when it comes to female labor market participation but also 
fertility rates. The Italian model has become evidently unstable, as a conse-
quence of the presumed mode of combination being undermined without any 
other fully enabling work family reconciliation, and labor market flexibiliza-
tion fuels that instability. The Swedish model is less affected: dual-earning 
was, and remains, a way for most people to achieve familialistic work family 
reconciliation. However, the gap in the Swedish case between an implicitly 
assumed individualistic model and what is in practice a gendered familialistic 
adult-worker model could very well spur further evolution of the model that 
could also lead to more instability. The assumption that people can achieve 
augmented work family reconciliation, while in practice it is difficult both be-
cause of economic conditions (formal rules), and norms, is problematic. It 
risks underestimating the difficulties related to single parenthood, and overes-
timating people’s room for maneuver, to leave unhappy relationships. It also 
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risks overestimating the level of gender equality in room for maneuver and 
ignoring the gendered inequalities in income and bargaining power that the 
model creates at the micro-level. 

Striving toward an individualistic model that enables augmented work fam-
ily reconciliation means adapting expectations to spend time in earning to the 
demands that care ideals place on spending time with children: Each adult 
needs to be able to combine the two in adequate ways, without sacrificing 
either income- or care security. It is not inconceivable that more flexibility in 
the labor markets could be part of such a model. Rather, whatever the labor 
market looks like, this thesis teaches us that the conditions for ensuring indi-
vidual income security need to be compatible with the conditions for ensuring 
individual care security. In the Swedish case, norms are clearly important con-
version factors that make it all but impossible to combine full-time work with 
individual care security and make fathers’ parental leave appear as an eco-
nomic cost while that of mothers is not. On the other hand, mothers’ paid work 
during the first year means sacrificing care security, and therefore another 
form of cost that makes a gendered division of parental leave seem like the 
most efficient, in most cases. 

Norms can change; they certainly have changed in the Swedish case. A 
safer bet may still be to adapt formal institutions to some extent to care ideals, 
for example, by shortening a full-time work day to make the two more com-
patible, a reform that would be very much in line with the spirit of an individ-
ualistic earning-caring model. Of course, the issue of achieving individual in-
come security pops up even more: if full-time work is insufficient today, why 
would less-than-full-time work be sufficient tomorrow? A helping factor here 
is that income security is subjective, namely if I feel that a lower income suf-
fices for income security, then it does. Changing perceptions of income needs, 
perhaps in combination with, or as a result of, welfare state reforms that serve 
to make lower earnings suffice, could make a shorter work day able to ensure 
both income- and care security. 

The Italian case is in more of a disequilibrium. It is a case in which labor 
market conditions, that is, formal institutions, are the main destabilizing fac-
tors, the ones undermining the gendered specialization model, but in which 
the same factors come to also undermine individual income security, in par-
ticular, in interaction with insufficient welfare state support for income secu-
rity and lack of care services, as well as care ideals limiting the usefulness of 
the care services that exist. In interaction, these formal and informal institu-
tions mean that not even a gendered adult-worker model necessarily ensures 
both income- and care security. And certainly not at the individual level. In 
the Italian case, it seems reasonable to argue that increasing individualization 
of earning and income security must be matched by corresponding individu-
alization of caring and care security. However, given the existing care ideals, 
that is easier said than done. There is little political pressure from women’s 
groups for more institutional childcare, and gendered ideas of parenting are 
sticky. They do seem to be changing, but whether they will continue to do so, 
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and how quickly, is uncertain. Given that people currently struggle to find a 
mode of combination that enables work family reconciliation, and that most 
will need to opt for an adult-worker model, policies that make an adult-worker 
model enable work family reconciliation have the potential, in the Italian case, 
to spur a rapid, and stabilized, evolution. Increasing offer of childcare would 
increase room for maneuver for those wanting to use it, which, with time, 
could affect care ideals. If, simultaneously, conditions for earning were 
changed to enable individual income security through labor market participa-
tion, with the welfare state as a backup, even augmented work family recon-
ciliation could be within reach, also in the Italian case. At the moment, how-
ever, conditions for earning seem more likely to change for the worse than for 
the better. 

Judging from the way labor markets and the global economy are evolving, 
income security offered by labor market participation will continue to de-
crease. This has become even more probable since 2020, when the world suf-
fered a severe economic crisis related to the Covid-19 pandemic, with rapidly 
increasing unemployment and national debts. In the quest to contain the ef-
fects of the crisis, one approach is to opt for further liberalization of labor 
markets, which was proposed by the center-left Swedish Government, while 
another approach is for the welfare state to compensate for increasing labor 
market insecurity. This thesis highlights the problems with labor market lib-
eralization as a route toward individualistic earning, and even more so as a 
route to work family reconciliation. It must be seen as part of an earning-car-
ing model, if its effects are to be understood. By doing so, it may very well be 
possible to make labor market liberalization compatible with ensuring room 
for maneuver to achieve augmented work family reconciliation, but it would 
certainly take active policymaking, and the welfare state would need to play a 
prominent role in ensuring income- as well as care security. 

Over the past decades, the Swedish welfare state has been reformed in a 
way that makes people more dependent on labor markets for ensuring income 
security than used to be the case. Conditions for earning have changed, shif-
ting responsibility for income security from the welfare state toward the labor 
market, which, when that fails, means shifting it toward the family. With grea-
ter difficulties in ensuring income security through labor market participation, 
the Swedish model could therefore come to evolve quite radically, with a rapid 
increase in the share of the population struggling with income security. Re-
forms to the welfare state have made Sweden vulnerable to changes in labor 
market conditions that could very well come with this, or future, economic 
crises, but also in the form of labor market reforms attempting to avoid, or 
redress, economic difficulties. 

Italy was badly hit by the financial crisis in 2008 and heavily affected by 
the Covid-19 economic crisis. Italy’s welfare state has been reformed in the 
opposite direction compared to the Swedish one over the past decade, actively 
reforming social security to increase access for temporary workers (albeit 
from lower levels). However, the social insurance still does not sufficiently 
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compensate for changes in the labor market that decrease job security. Italy is 
likely to see an acceleration of individualization of earning in the wake of yet 
another crisis, because of a necessity rather than in a quest for an individual-
istic model. More people struggling to achieve income security will, as we 
have seen, make care security increasingly difficult too, unless the formal 
model is reformed – which could, on the other hand, instead set off an accel-
erating, and stabilized, evolutionary path in an individualistic direction, and 
thus in the direction of increasing gender equality in room for maneuver. 

Italy and Sweden are two cases out of a larger population of EU earning-
caring models, and in the end out of a global population of earning-caring 
models. Each earning-caring model is a case in its own right. Understanding 
how it works requires identifying the specific formal and informal institutions 
that make up that particular model: the institutional interactions upon which 
its stability hinges. The contributions of this thesis offer the necessary analyt-
ical tools for embarking on such missions: In each case, conditions for earning 
interact with those for caring, making income- and care security more or less 
achievable. In each case, room for maneuver to achieve augmented and/ or 
familialistic work family reconciliation is stratified as a function of how for-
mal and informal institutions conditioning earning and caring interact. With 
these contributions, the evolutionary paths of other earning-caring models can 
be understood and analyzed in terms of stratification of room for maneuver, 
as well as redirected, if necessary. 

This calls for a new research agenda, studying more country cases around 
the EU but also beyond. This would not only increase the understanding of the 
cases but also put the framework to test in ways that would serve to elaborate 
it and thus help increase its usefulness as an analytical tool – in the end, im-
proving the causal analysis of evolving earning-caring models further. Such a 
research agenda should also consider including other variables to see if other 
institutions and outcomes would help increase the framework’s explanatory 
power, as well as designing different, and stricter, tests of the different paths 
of the analytical model. The theory and empirics have informed each other in 
the work with this thesis, and this kind of further applications of the conceptual 
framework to other empirical cases would both help elaborate the framework 
further and help make evolutionary paths of existing earning-caring models 
more efficient toward enabling sustainable societies offering good lives. 
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Appendix 

Interview guide 

The following guide is approximate, and translated from the ones in Swedish 
and Italian. The background questions were answered in writing before the 
interviews and each interview was adapted to the situation of the respondent 
and his/her partner. Consequently, not all questions were asked to each person, 
but the general structure was followed. The questions were often reformulated 
and clarified to the respondent so as to ensure that they were understood cor-
rectly, and follow-up questions were also regularly formulated during the in-
terviews to ensure that I understood the answers correctly. 

1. Background questions 
a. Work and type of contract 

i. What type of contract do you have? Has it changed 
since the time of having your first child? If so, how? 

ii. What are your work hours like an average week? 
iii. How much do your work hours vary from week to 

week? 
iv. Are work hours and/or place of work flexible? If so, 

how? 
v. Approximately how much is your yearly income? 

Does your income vary over the year? If so, how? 
vi. How has your labor market participation changed 

since you first started working for pay? 
b. Family 

i. Do you have children? How old are they? 
ii. Are you cohabiting or married? 

iii. What does your partner’s labor market participation 
look like (same questions as above)? 

iv. What education levels do you and your partner 
have? 

2. Caring 
a. How do you solve your childcare needs? How did you solve 

them during the first year of each child’s life? How did you 
solve them after that? 
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b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

3. Earning 
a. 
b. 

c. 

d. 

Have you used parental/maternity/paternity leave? Why/ 
why not? 

i. In case respondent did not have a right to leave: do 
you think you would have used it if you had had the 
right to it? 

What does a typical day look like when it comes to childcare 
and work routines? 
How well do you think this way of solving things works for 
you? And for your partner? 
Would you prefer a different solution if that were possible? 
Think about parental leave as well as childcare. What solu-
tion would you have preferred? Why has that not been your 
chosen way of arranging childcare and work? 
In your view, what factors have mattered for your choices 
regarding how to solve earning and caring? Why do you 
have the job you have? Why does you partner have the job 
he/she has? Why have you chosen a certain childcare solu-
tion? 
In your view, what factors have mattered for the number of 
children you have had? Do you have as many as you would 
like to have? Has your ideal number of children changed 
over time? 

In your view, does your income suffice? 
How do you share your earnings within the household? Do 
you have separate or shared finances? How well does it 
work, do you think? In your view, is this a fair way of ar-
ranging your finances? Why/ why not? 
In case of large earnings gap: How does the income gap af-
fect decision making within the household (e.g., where/how 
to live, number of and taking care of children, leisure time). 
In case of a separation, how would you and your partner be 
affected economically? 
Possible alternatives for combining earning and caring dur-
ing child(ren)’s first and third years of life (the questions 
that are relevant in each case are posed): 

i. You would have benefited financially at the individ-
ual level from choosing earning/caring solution X 
during your child’s first/third year – why didn’t 
you? 

ii. You would have benefited financially as a house-
hold from choosing earning/caring solution X dur-
ing your child’s first/third year – why didn’t you? 

4. Formal institutions 
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a. What is your view on public/private institutional childcare? 
(Quality, access, fees, opening hours, other?) 

i. If you use institutional childcare: What factors af-
fect the way you use it? (e.g. for how many hours, 
during holidays, if you have a day off from work, 
during parental leave with another baby, etc) (note if 
responding more in terms of work conditions, rules, 
policies, or ideas of child wellbeing, good parent-
ing.) 

ii. Would “better” institutional childcare make you 
more inclined to let your child spend longer days 
there? To use it as a childcare solution (in case you 
do not today)? 

b. How do you perceive other childcare options during the 
child’s first and third year? Grandparents, babysitter, paren-
tal care, other? (Quality, access, fees, hours, other?) 

c. How do your work conditions affect your options regarding 
childcare? And regarding how to divide your time between 
work and family? 

d. How do your and your partner’s work conditions affect the 
way you have chosen to divide the responsibility for earning 
and caring between you? 

e. In your view, how does the labor market work for women 
compared to men? For mothers compared to fathers? 

i. Do you think the labor market is segregated by gen-
der? If so, how? How does that affect the way you 
perceive your and your partner’s options? 

f. What do you think about the rules for parental leave, mater-
nity leave, paternity leave, sickness insurance, staying home 
with sick children, public childcare, unemployment insur-
ance? Do you perceive existing rights as accessible for you? 
Are there rights you feel that you need to use even if you 
would prefer not to (parental leave, childcare)? 

i. How does that affect the way you perceive your op-
tions? 

ii. How does it affect your partner’s options? 
g. Would different rules on the labor market or in social policy 

have made you and your partner choose to organize earning 
and caring differently, do you think? Why/ why not? 

5. Informal institutions 
a. In your view, what is the role of the mother and the father in 

a family? 
b. How do you think the division of labor when it comes to 

earning and caring should be done? 
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c. How do you perceive society’s view on what makes a good 
mother and a good father? 

i. How does that view correspond to your own view? 
ii. How does that affect the way you perceive your op-

tions? 
d. Do you feel that you sacrifice work because of family, or 

family because of work? In your view, what are the critical 
points that cause a perception of such sacrifice? 

e. What is demanded of you as a mother/father for your chil-
dren’s lives to be good/decent/ ”the way they should be”? 

i. When you feel like a good parent, in whose eyes is 
that? 

ii. When you feel like a good worker, in whose eyes is 
that? 

iii. (e.g. employer, your parents/relatives, friends, 
neighbors, teachers, other parents) 

f. How do different childcare solutions (the one you use but 
also others) fit with the idea (that of society and your own, if 
different) of a good mother? With the idea of a good father? 
(e.g. institutional childcare, fullt-time parental care, babysit-
ter, etc) 

g. How do different forms of labor market participation (the 
way in which you work, but also other ways) fit with the 
idea of a good mother? Of a good father? (e.g. full-time, 
staying at home, working nights/weekends, irregular work 
hours, etc) 

i. How do you perceive a mother who works full-time 
even if she has the possibility to work shorter hours 
and spend more time with her child? 

ii. How do you perceive a mother who chooses not to 
work in order to stay at home with her children? 

1. If the family could really use a second in-
come to cover their monthly expenses? 

iii. How do you perceive a father who works full-time 
even if he has the possibility to work shorter hours 
and spend more time with his child? 

iv. How do you perceive a father who chooses not to 
work in order to stay at home with his children? 

1. If the family could really use a second in-
come to cover their monthly expenses? 

h. Do you think that your view on the responsibilities of moth-
ers and fathers affect the way you perceive your and your 
partner’s options when it comes to organizing earning and 
caring? If so, how? 
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i. In your view, does society share your view on the responsi-
bilities of mothers and fathers? If not, how does that affect 
the way you perceive your and your partner’s options? 

j. What function does it fill in your life to have children? 
k. Do you think that you would think differently about the re-

sponsibilities of mothers and fathers if the general view in 
society was different? If the general view in society about 
what makes a good mother and a good father was different? 

6. Summing up: In your view, what has mattered when you and your 
partner have decided how to solve earning and caring? 

7. Other questions that come up during the interview 
8. Is there anything that you think we have missed, that you would like 

to add? Something that you would like to comment further on? 
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